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Abstract  

The overall goal of this project is to enhance the physical accuracy of individual 

models in macromolecular NMR (Nuclear Magnetic Resonance) structures and the 

realism of variation within NMR ensembles of models, while improving agreement with 

the experimental data.  A secondary overall goal is to combine synergistically the best 

aspects of NMR and crystallographic methodologies to better illuminate the underlying 

joint molecular reality.  This is accomplished by using the powerful method of all-atom 

contact analysis (describing detailed sterics between atoms, including hydrogens); new 

graphical representations and interactive tools in 3D and virtual reality; and structural 

bioinformatics approaches to the expanded and enhanced data now available. 

     The resulting better descriptions of macromolecular structure and its dynamic 

variation enhances the effectiveness of the many biomedical applications that depend on 

detailed molecular structure, such as mutational analysis, homology modeling, molecular 

simulations, protein design, and drug design. 
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1. Introduction  
 

1.1 Field Development: Biochemistry, Structural Biology, and 
Bioinformatics 

In the first edition of Principles of Biochemistry, the authors characterize the field 

of biochemistry as "the application of the principles and methods of chemistry to the field 

of physiology and biology" (Handler, 1954). Even then, leaders in the field found the 

growth of the field tough to wrap their heads around stating that, "biochemistry has 

grown increasingly broad in its scope, it has become more difficult to achieve success in 

providing a single course or textbook" (Handler, 1954).   

Notably, x-ray crystallography is described only in passing in the 1950’s 

biochemistry text and the structure of proteins is described as being highly regular and 

very complex (pg 179 of Handler, 1954).  The latter is certainly still the case, but the 

former is now unsupported. 

Not long after the publication of this text, Christian Anfinsen showed a near 

complete sequence of Ribonuclease at a symposium in Washington, DC in a presentation 

entitled On the Structural Basis of Ribonuclease Activity (Anfinsen, 1957).  The hunt was 

already on for solving protein structures by x-ray diffraction and in 1960 Max Perutz 

published the paper Structure of haemoglobin: a three-dimensional Fourier synthesis at 

5.5-A. resolution, obtained by X-ray analysis, closing the first stage of his twenty year 

chase for the 3D structure of hemoglobin and following up on his work with Kendrew 

determing the structure of myoglobin (Perutz, 1960).  
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One of the earliest textbooks referencing the importance of X-ray analysis in 

biochemistry does so in the context of saying that it is useful for mapping the active site 

of an enzyme and references Perutz’ work (Kosower, 1962).  Kosowers book, Molecular 

Biochemistry, represents one of the earliest books – now nearly 50 years ago – on what 

we now define as structural biology.  

Interestingly, science writers in the 1960’s knew about the importance of 

structural biology.  Hans Neurath wrote in a 1964 piece for science writers that "Ever 

since 1927, when Summer first isolated an enzyme in crystalline form and showed that it 

was protein, biochemists have known that the solution to the mystery of enzyme structure 

lies in unraveling the complicated chemical structure of proteins.  Towards this end 

enormous progress has been made in recent years through development of procedures for 

the isolation and crystallization of other enzymes." (Neurath, 1964).  

In the world of spectroscopy, the study of the molecular structures of proteins 

trailed the developments in x-ray diffraction methods. In 1962, Gerald King published a 

textbook entitled Spectroscopy and Molecular Structure.  Nuclear magnetic resonance 

spectroscopy, described in only two instances, is characterized as "providing valuable 

information concerning the neighborhood forces and interactions to which a given atom 

in a molecule or crystal is subjected" (King, 1962).  Indeed, this statement holds today.  

However, no mention is made of gaining any structural insights or the potential to use 

NMR for solving the 3D structure of molecules.  This textbook counts as one of the ~30 

references to NMR before 1965 that Wuthrich points out in the first chapter of his well 

known book NMR of Protein and Nucleic Acids (Wuthrich, 1986).  
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By the mid-1960's, the two methodologies – Xray and NMR – were likely on a 

crash course towards one another.  The area of biochemistry called structural biology was 

emerging and the role of 3D structure determination of macromolecules, specifically 

proteins, touched a driving problem of biochemistry and broader biology; the relationship 

between biological structure and function. 

Along another related line of development, early crystallographers at Cambridge, 

Oxford, and MIT were all using the few computers in the world (under development at 

those institutions, such as the 7094 and the IBM 360 at MIT) to run the Fourier transform 

calculations necessary to create the contoured maps of protein structures.   This is the first 

known instance of large (in terms of pressing the limits of the then-current system) 

biological data sets being analyzed using computer technology. 

Fast forward to the current day, where what we call the field of bioinformatics is 

defined as "the branch of science that deals with computer-based analysis of large 

biological data sets." (Westhead, 2003).  Oddly enough, the modern conceptualization of 

bioinformatics – largely depicted as coming from the analysis of gene sequences - seems 

to ignore the structural biologists’ work in the 1960’s using computers to assist in the 

determination of 3D models of protein structures.   

Early protein crystallographers using computers to analyze diffraction data and 

the development of molecular graphics to visualize these structures predates sequence 

bioinformatics by a few decades.  The first visualization of a helix occurred in the 1960’s 

on the same machines being developed at MIT used to calculate the Fourier transforms 

for creating the contour maps.   
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Structural biology - more specifically the determination of 3D structures of 

proteins and nucleic acids by crystallography - constituted the first use of computer-based 

analysis of large biological data sets.  Moreover, what we now call structural 

bioinformatics (that part of bioinformatics primarily concerned with 3D structures of 

macromolecules) is the predecessor of modern day bioinformatics and a major partner in 

the early development of computer graphics. 

In the most complete treatise on the subject of structural bioinformatics to date, 

Russ Altman & Jonathan Dugan definition states that it “focuses on the representation, 

storage, retrieval, analysis, and display of structural information at the atomic and sub-

cellular spatial scales.” (Bourne, 2009 ).  This is a functional definition that follows from 

the goals of structural bioinformatics which are described as seeking a high resolution 

understanding of biology  (Bourne , 2009). 

 

1.2 Relevance to the basic biomedical sciences’ contribution to 
human health 

With some lag from bench to clinic, the history of medicine and human health in 

the last century has steadily followed our ability to observe finer and finer biomolecular 

detail.  Whether it was the early Nobel-Prize-winning work of determining amino acid 

sequences of proteins (Frederick Sanger) and using x-ray diffraction to elucidate their 3D 

structures (Dorothy Hodgkin, Max Perutz etc.), or the completion of 3x coverage of the 

human genome 50 years later (interestingly using a method for which Sanger received his 

2nd Nobel Prize); physical and life scientists have been premiere innovators of techniques 

that reach both deeper and finer.   
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For the case of macromolecular 3D structures we have seen an unprecedented 

explosion in number, size, accuracy, and significance. This is in large part due to the 

crystallographers being among the first scientists to use computers to get insight into 

biological processes.  Half a century later, we now have the field of structural 

bioinformatics, created by extremely powerful computers, an enormous and accessible 

databank of structural information (Protein Data Bank,  Berman, 2006) and two different 

experimental techniques for determining 3D macromolecular structures.   

Early x-ray methods combined sequence information, experimental diffraction 

data, and assumptive information derived from foundational physical and chemical 

principles & data (including small molecule structures).  More recent x-ray and NMR 

methods have, in addition, a large body of empirical information from the collective 

knowledgebase developed over the last four decades of 3D structure determinations.  

There are currently ~65,000 structures in the PDB (Protein Data Bank).  Each structure 

record can contain hundreds of thousands of pieces of information (atomic coordinates, 

structure factors for x-ray, restraints and assignments for NMR, secondary structure 

assignments, sequence information etc.).  This bewildering amount of data is a 

challenging problem and in need of better organization.  In cases where amount and type 

of data are sufficient, they should be mined for relationships that illuminate our 

understanding of biology and human health.  However, reaching a critical mass of data is 

only part of the battle; knowing the quality of each piece of data is also essential to 

advancing this body of knowledge.   
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1.3 Visualizing, Analyzing, & Validating Macromolecular 
Structures 

Just as 3D structure is central to biomolecular function, 3D visualization is central 

to understanding those structures and functions.  Macromolecular structure is inherently 

complex, cooperative, handed, irregular, and mobile.  Even for communicating specific 

structural concepts, static 2D images are second-best, while the discovery of new 

relationships is enormously enhanced in interactive systems that fully explore the third 

dimension. The Richardson lab has contributed significantly to how we visualize 

macromolecular structures devising at different levels of detail and abstraction various 

visualizations that have included ribbon diagrams (Richardson, 1981), PROBE contact 

dot surfaces (Word, 1999), multi-criterion visualizations of validation criteria on 

structures (Davis, 07), the kinemage graphics language (Richardson, 1992, 1994), the 

Mage and KiNG software packages (Richardson, 1992; Chen, 2009), 

The Richardson lab has also developed a number of novel validation tools for 3D 

models of macromolecular structures.  Much of the development began with studying the 

detailed local geometry of protein structures determined by x-ray crystallography.  

Integral to this work is the addition and optimization of all the hydrogen atoms to x-ray 

structure models, performed by the REDUCE software package (Word, 1999a). 

Historically, the explicit modeling of hydrogen atoms is done infrequently, and without 

explicitly modeling nearly half of the atoms a detailed understanding of local geometry is 

near impossible.  

Many of the Richardson lab validation tools have been incorporated into the 

MolProbity webserver (Davis, 2007; Chen, 2010).  This free, online service allows users 
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from all over the world to analyze, visualize, and correct macromolecular structures.  

MolProbity has become integral to day-to-day research tasks, giving convenient web 

access to core validation tools as well as including powerful command line functions for 

running tools in batch.  While originally MolProbity only handled X-ray crystallographic 

protein structures, recent updates improved its capabilities for validating nucleic acid 

structures, and also NMR ensembles as I’ll describe later (Davis, 2007).  Since its release, 

MolProbity has become widely used for structure evaluation, and recent results show that 

MolProbity has improved the overall quality of structures being deposited into the PDB 

(Arendall, 2005; Chen, 2010).   

 

1.4 Macromolecular Structure Quality 

For data to be of high quality, it must be both accurate and precise.  We define 

accuracy as how close a measurement is to its true value (estimated by the agreement 

between the data values a model predicts and the actual experimental data).  Precision, 

however, relates to how reproducible a measurement is; of great concern but generally 

not the limiting factor for macromolecular structures.  Instead, there is much interest in 

improving accuracy, since that is critical for such uses as understanding an enzymatic 

mechanism or designing a drug.  For this project, our definition of model is a set of 

structure coordinates.  A target for model refinement is defined as a mathematical score 

judging the fit of the values derived from the model to the experimental data on one hand, 

and to energetic or empirical expectations on the other.  The choice of which terms to 
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include and how to set appropriate weights between them is important to the accuracy of 

the resulting model. 

The methodology of protein crystallography is mature, powerful, and effective, 

and it has transformed our understanding of biology at the molecular level.  However, 

independent determinations of the same structure show coordinate differences much 

larger than theoretical estimates (Kleywegt 1999; Mowbray, 1999).  Structure-validation 

methods have been developed to provide assessments of overall reliability, based either 

on model-to-data agreement (Brunger 1992; Vaguine , 1999; van den Akker and Hol 

1999; Kleywegt, 2004) or on geometrical criteria measurable from the model alone 

(Vriend 1990; Jones, 1991; Laskowski, 1993; Lovell, 2000 & 2003).  There is still, 

however, much room for improvement.  

In structures determined by crystallography, half the atoms (the hydrogens) are 

essentially invisible to current methodology.  When they are added and optimized, their 

‘all-atom’ steric contacts (hydrogen bonds, attractive van der Waals contacts, and steric 

clashes) provide an independent, sensitive, and powerful validation criterion (Word,. 

1999a; Lovell, 2003) now implemented in MolProbity (Davis, 2007; Chen, 2010).   This 

all-atom contact evaluation at the local level is a crucial advantage to biomedical users of 

protein structures, since no level of global quality guarantees protection against a large 

local error in the region of interest (such as an active site where a drug is designed to 

bind).   
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Most importantly, when all-atom contact analysis is combined with improved 

rotamer, Ramachandran, and bond angle criteria, it can identify almost all fitting errors 

and can usually suggest how the model should be changed. 

 

Figure 1-1 Resolution vs. Clashscore for the PDB 

Using a combination of automated corrections (Word, 1999b) and considerable 

manual rebuilding (Richardson, 2003) the Richardson lab demonstrated that the accuracy 

of protein crystal structures can be greatly improved, either in the high-throughput 

context of structural genomics (Figure 1-1; Arendall, 2005) or for traditional 

crystallography.  Most changes move atoms by several Å from one local minimum to 

another, such as for a sidechain or ligand originally fit backwards into ambiguous 

electron density. Structures using MolProbity-based protocols achieved order-of-
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magnitude better clash, rotamer, and Ramachandran scores, with somewhat lowered R 

and free R, as exemplified by the plot of clashscores, for corrected (large diamonds) vs 

PDB-sample (small crosses) structures as shown in Figure 1-1.  Before-and-after 

comparison of the local map, geometry, and contacts leaves no doubt that the changes are 

correct. 

These methods are successful and are gaining increased acceptance for crystal 

structures, but they have not been applied yet to NMR structures.  The original all-atom 

contact paper (Word, 1999a) showed that interiors of the best NMR structures of that era 

obeyed the all-atom constraints quite well, and a cross-check with Ad Bax’s lab showed 

that his ubiquitin NMR structure (1D3Z) met our criteria better than the 1.8Å x-ray 

structure (1UBQ) while our corrected ubiquitin matched his RDC data better than 1UBQ 

did.  This seemed promising, but no other NMR applications were done before I joined 

the lab. A large part of this work describes tailoring the MolProbity-based tools and 

methodology to the characteristics and needs of NMR protein structure determination, 

explorating the extent to which they can succeed in improving the accuracy of NMR 

models and developing new visualizations for NMR structure ensembles and their 

corresponding experimental data in the local context. 

NMR structural biology takes advantage of a diverse and very rapidly developing 

set of experimental techniques, based on spectroscopic measurement of various 

interactions between the spins of atomic nuclei that are close together either through 

covalent bonds or through space.  A subset of these NMR experiments are most relevant 

for this project: NOEs (Nuclear Overhauser Effect) measure through-space inter-proton 
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distances <5Å, and are the central data used to determine 3D structure; 3J couplings 

measure interactions between atoms 3 bonds apart, and are a function of the dihedral 

angle; and RDCs (Residual Dipolar Couplings) measure the angle of an internuclear bond 

vector with respect to the external magnetic field, when the molecule has a statistical 

weak alignment produced by an anisotropic medium (e.g., dilute liquid crystal). 

The computational procedures used to derive structures from these NMR data are 

more rapidly changing and diverse than crystallographic methodology.  There are three 

logically distinct stages, now increasingly combined into fairly automated systems.  The 

first stage is assignment of each unique chemical shift in the spectrum to the resonance of 

a particular atom in the molecule; this puzzle is solved from an inventive panel of 

through-bond coupling experiments, and mostly precedes the stages I am concerned with.  

The second stage starts with the interlocking network of many NOE distance estimates 

between pairs of assigned atoms and uses simulated annealing or distance-geometry 

algorithms to come up with possible models of the molecule that are consistent with all 

those distances.  The third stage is refinement of those proposed models; the ones that 

converge satisfactorily become the ensemble of models that constitutes the NMR 

structure.   

The second and third stages are often done either in Cartesian space with CNS 

(Brunger, 1992) or NIH-XPLOR (Schwieters, 2003), or in dihedral-angle space with 

DYANA/CYANA (Guntert, 1997).  Many methodological variables affect the results and 

are not standardized, such as how the NOE intensities are converted into distance 
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constraints, to what extent geometrical target values are utilized, or what error models to 

use in RDCs. 

Before an NMR structure ensemble is deposited in the PDB, hopefully along with 

the experimental restraint data as well (now mandatory), its quality is checked with 

structure-validation software. In analogy to the R and Rfree values (Brunger , 1992) for 

crystallography, agreement with the experimental NMR data should be assessed by the 

number of NOE constraint violations (when the distance between two atoms is 

inconsistent with their measured NOE), as tabulated by programs such as AQUA  

(Laskowski, 1996; Doreleijers, 1998).  Usually the model with the fewest violations is 

made model 1 in the file.   

Although there is not yet an agreed-upon standard, several attempts have been 

made to define a measure of agreement between the observed and the back-calculated 

spectra or data values; one example is the RPF score, using information retrieval 

statistics, developed by the Montelione lab (Huang, 2005a).  The commonly reported 

rmsd between the models in the ensemble can be an indication of overall structural 

accuracy, but it is not quantitatively reliable because it can be made artificially low by 

tight scaling of allowed distance ranges.  

A second aspect of structure validation is geometrical criteria such as ideality of 

bond lengths and angles, chirality, planarity, dihedral angles, and steric overlaps.  

Programs commonly used for NMR ensembles include WHAT IF, PROCHECK_NMR, 

QUEEN, and others as reviewed by Spronk (Spronk, 2004) .  Average values give a 

useful global evaluation, while individual outliers flag local problems and in principle 
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could be used to try making corrections.  However, local listing is only sometimes for 

crystal structures and almost never for NMR structures.  The list is long and unwieldy, 

and does not suggest how to make the needed changes.  Validation is typically done only 

after the work is considered complete, and for NMR a change would in many cases mean 

redoing the entire coupled structure-determination and refinement process.   

Most insidious, many NMR spectroscopists feel that dihedral and steric criteria 

should not be imported from outside sources and are not necessarily applicable to the 

more dynamic NMR structures in solution (Bertini, 2003).  Similar ideas have even been 

proposed for surface sidechains in crystal structures (Carugo, 1997).  However, a large 

body of work from the Richardson lab shows that Ramachandran, sidechain rotamer, and 

steric-clash outliers are almost entirely accounted for by poor data (Lovell, 2000; Lovell, 

2003; Richardson, 2003; Butterfoss, 2005).  In the well-ordered parts of high-resolution 

crystal structures there are 0.5% to 1% real cases of rotamer outliers, but they all have 

strong H-bond or packing interactions holding them in those strained conformations.  For 

dynamic surface residues, there are no interactions that could hold them away from the 

favorable rotamer conformations.  NMR structures typically contain 10% to 50% rotamer 

outliers, which are highly unlikely to be correct.  Fortunately, there is a growing body of 

evidence, from theoretical analyses of experimental order parameter and RDC data, that 

the best NMR measurements show sidechains as moving between multiple closely 

rotameric states (Chou, 2001; Chou, 2003; Hu, 2005; Lindorff-Larsen, 2005). 

It is biomedically important both to achieve more accurate macromolecular NMR 

structures and to have better structure-validation methodologies to assess that accuracy.  
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It is my hope that the tools and knowledge developed in this work will help both the 

practicing structural biologist and also the biomedical or bioinformatics researcher who 

makes use of the structures.  NMR structures are in general less accurate than crystal 

structures and sometimes fail to work for purposes such as molecular replacement or 

homology modeling. The best NMR structures are very accurate, however, and it would 

be very valuable to bring more of them up to that level.  More experimental data is the 

most effective way to increase accuracy (analogous to higher resolution in 

crystallography), but the new methods described in this work hold promise for extracting 

better accuracy from a given body of data.  Structural accuracy is definitely critical for 

deriving functional/mechanistic insights, for theoretical simulations, for protein design, 

and especially for drug design. 

Perhaps the most significant advantage of NMR over crystallography is that it can 

provide information about conformational dynamics.  In order to fully utilize that 

potential, however, the signals of true variability must not be swamped out by noise from 

variability unsupported by experimental data and assigned only because it is in principle 

possible.  I believe this work contributes insights that support the Richardson lab quest to 

bring NMR and x-ray structure methodologies closer to each other and closer to the 

underlying molecular reality. 

 

1.5 Tools for Structure Analysis, Visualization, & Validation  
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1.5.1 Mage & KiNG 

These are two molecular viewing software packages, developed in the Richardson 

lab.  Both programs display kinemage files.  Kinemages (Richardson 1992; Richardson 

2001) are commented, hierarchical, 3D display lists in readable text form and are readily 

modified on-the-fly for research purposes.  They are often used in combination with other 

interoperable software to evaluate or change properties of protein models, or of other 

graphical objects such as 3D data distributions. 

KING ("Kinemage Next Generation") is a Java kinemage viewer used on 

MolProbity for clients and as a stand-alone application for ‘Backrub’ backbone 

movement (Davis, 2006; Chen, 2009) kinemage editing, and NMR functionality.  Both 

Mage and KING have the important capability of interactively updating the all-atom 

contact display while refitting an idealized sidechain with the help of a hypertext rotamer 

distribution and torsion angle dials or sliders.  KING includes most features of Mage plus 

an increasing number of novel capabilities, and it is the major test-bed for this project.  

An important recent enhancement in KiNG is the updatable display of NOE data by 

command-line calls to the NOEdisplay software (Coggins), shown on the 3D structure as 

dashed lines colored by agreement of the NOE distance in the data with the model.  

KING displays contoured electron density maps in O, CNS, or CCP4 formats with 

automatic update on recentering.  
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1.5.2 PROBE All-Atom Contact Analysis 

The PROBE software (Word, 1999a) rolls a small sphere over the van der Walls 

surface of each atom in a model.  At each point on an atom's surface that is within 0.5Å 

of non-covalent contact with another atom PROBE produces a color-coded dot or spike 

for a visual display and a numerical term that contributes to a calculated score.  For 

attractive van der Waals contacts the dots are blue or green and the score is e -(gap/err)2 

where gap is the distance to the other atom's surface and err is the probe radius of 0.25Å.  

The favorable atomic overlap between an H-bond donor and acceptor produces pale 

green dots and is scored by overlap volume.  An unfavorable steric clash overlap 

produces spikes rather than dots, of increasingly violent colors from yellow to hot pink, 

and again is scored by overlap volume (shown in Figure 1-2).  Weighting factors among 

the 3 terms gives a score profile similar in shape to the van der Waals function for an 

isolated pair-wise interaction.  However, the contact penalty for overlap increases much 

less steeply, because large clashes do not actually signify a problem in the molecule but 

just mean that there is an error in the model.   
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Figure 1-2 - PROBE All-Atom Contact Analysis 

This sort of contact behavior is more complex, and we think more realistic, than a 

pair-wise potential in the common situation where multiple atoms intersect or especially 

where they completely shield one another.  This project uses the global clashscore, which 

is the number of serious ( >0.4Å) clashes per 1,000 atoms in a structure.  Similar scores 

based on actual dot counts are also explored in this project and are described later.  

 

1.5.3 REDUCE 

Addition and optimization of all H atoms is absolutely necessary for the detailed 

analysis of atomic contacts, 75% of which involve H on at least one side.  The addition 

and optimization of H atoms is done by the program REDUCE (Word, 1999b) adding 

most H from local geometry and keeping all methyls staggered. REDUCE optimizes 

rotatable OH, SH, NH3 and His protonation by a complete combinatorial analysis of local 
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H-bond networks.  The first layer of water is used, but allowed to be donor or acceptor as 

needed.  Since N vs. O of sidechain amides and N vs. C of His rings are hard to 

distinguish in electron density and are often misassigned, the H-bond network analysis in 

REDUCE optimizes their 180° flip orientation in crystal structures, considering both H-

bonding and steric clashes.  A commented PDB file is output, with the new H atoms and 

possible flips.  For anyone who wants to assess the results of the automatic procedure in 

MolProbity, a Perl script called Flipkin produces a kinemage with views and comparison 

animation for each relevant sidechain.   

For NMR structures the protons are already present, although we find that OH 

orientations are often poorly optimized.  The flip analysis for Asn, Gln, and His is not 

performed for NMR structures, since the two sides of these groups are readily 

distinguished by NMR data. The REDUCE step could in principle be omitted for NMR 

models, but we prefer to use it for improved OH geometries and better comparisons 

(PROBE is very sensitive to small differences in assumed values for ideal bond lengths 

and angles).  Coordinates that come directly from refinement (e.g. CNS format) rather 

than from the PDB need an additional conversion step, because the proton naming 

conventions unfortunately differ (e.g. opposite numbering order for handed methylene 

and methyl protons).  This same conversion must be done consistently for the restraint 

files as well. 
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1.5.4 BioGeometry Local Density 

Work by the BioGeometry group at Duke produced useful and clearly-defined 

interface surfaces with a non-arbitrary boundary definition (Ban, 2005).  The software in 

this work was extended to quantify the packing density of proteins by measuring the local 

density of atoms (Ban, 2006).  This method focuses on backbone amide and interior 

protons that best reflect the core packing of a protein, differing from other volume studies 

in that it investigates protons, rather than the heavier atoms.  Local density Z-scores, 

based on the statistical deviation from distributions of proton local densities derived from 

a quality-filtered dataset of high-resolution protein structures, increase as the resolution 

of crystal structures gets worse and correlate with the Clashscore determined by PROBE. 

 The work showed that NMR structures, both database-wide and individually, have 

problematic inflation and compression across a wide range of values for the mean pair-

wise RMSD between models.  It also demonstrated that better refined NMR structures 

fare better, with significant improvements in packing quality seen for the final DrESS 

structures – a set of 100 re-refined NMR structures (Nabours, 2004; Ban, 2006).  The 

new measures are especially designed to provide a previously missing validation criterion 

for loose packing of NMR structures, but are expected also to be useful in evaluating 

low-resolution x-ray structures or homology models. 

 The packing density of a protein had previously been investigated using 

volumetric measures based on the Voronoi diagram, a partitioning of the space in which 

the protein sits (Voronoi 1907, 1908; Richards 1974).  The Voronoi diagram is used for 

both the computation of standard volumes in protein models (Gerstein, 1995; Lo Conte, 
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1999; Tsai, 1999; Tsai, 2002) and as a quality measure for protein models determined by 

X-ray crystallography (Pontius, 1996). The work in Ban et al. 2006, uses a generalization 

of the Voronoi diagram, known as the power diagram, in order to handle atoms of 

different radii.  A power cell for a specific atom is the space closest to that atom versus 

all other atoms as measured by the power distance evaluated in three-dimensions.  The 

local density for a proton is the fraction of the individual power cell occupied by the 

proton and is a number between zero and one. 

These local density packing evaluations are publicly available as a stand-alone 

web service.  Their outputs include PDF’s containing graphs evaluating the density 

distributions for structural models, and kinemages that can be displayed in MAGE or 

KiNG. 

 

1.5.5 MolProbity 

MolProbity is a suite of software tools for assessing and improving the accuracy 

of macromolecular structures, consisting of a web service for analysis that is tightly 

integrated with 3D graphics programs for rebuilding (MAGE and KiNG). The 

MolProbity web service at http://kinemage.biochem.duke.edu (Davis, 2004; Davis, 2007; 

Chen, 2010) provides a convenient interface to hydrogen addition and all-atom contact 

analysis, as well as geometrical evaluations such as Cβ deviation and updated 

Ramachandran and sidechain rotamer analyses (Lovell, 2000; Lovell, 2003).  Results are 

presented online both as tables and visually as a Java-based web-page embedded version 

of KiNG. Offline, the programs MAGE and KiNG provide interactive model rebuilding 
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tools, guided by dynamically updated displays of all-atom contacts and geometrical 

criteria as well as electron density maps or NOE constraints (Word 2000; Richardson 

2003; Davis, 2005).  MolProbity is written in PHP and runs under Apache on a dedicated 

Mac web-server machine. 

Performing the automatic corrections in MolProbity, together with rebuilding 

based on the analyses, has been shown to significantly improve final re-refined models of 

x-ray structures. Crystallographic R and Rfree typically drop by 1 – 2%, indicating a better 

overall fit to the diffraction data, as has been demonstrated through collaborations with 

the SouthEast Collaboratory for Structural Genomics (Arendall, 2005). More importantly, 

corrected regions show superior fit to the electron density and all local measures of steric 

and geometric quality improve at the same time, often by an order of magnitude.  Thus, 

use of the MolProbity suite effectively increases the amount of reliable structural 

information that can be extracted from a given data set.  

 

1.5.6 WHATIF / WHAT_CHECK / PROCHECK / PROCHECK_NMR 

The software subset WHAT_CHECK (Hooft, 1996) is contained within and 

originated from WHAT IF (Vriend, 1990).  WHAT_CHECK is commonly used for 

structure validation and verification checks during structure determinations and before 

submission of structures to the PDB (Hooft, 1997).  It uses a number of different 

calculated structural parameters from the input PDB file and makes comparisons to 

standard values.  The broad categories under which different analyses are performed in 

WHAT_CHECK are nomenclature, symmetry, geometry, and ‘structure’ (Hooft, 1997).  
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These categories include both local and global measures.  Things such as bond lengths 

and bond angles (Engh and Huber 1991), Ramachandran values, ring planarity and 

proline puckering (Cremer, 1975) are routinely checked, among other things.  

WHAT_CHECK uses empirical reference distributions for each of the measures 

evaluated, and based on a periodically updated but not listed set of the ‘300 best 

structures from the PDB’ under 1.2Å resolution (Hooft, 1997).     

PROCHECK (Laskowski, 1993), which performs both overall and residue-by-

residue geometry evaluations of protein models, is an alternative to the WHAT IF / 

WHAT_CHECK suite of tools.   It performs checks on bond angles and bond lengths, 

planarity checks on aromatic and amide sidechains, Ramachandran checks (Morris, 

1992), sidechain chi angle checks, distance cutoff non-bonded interaction checks, 

calculated backbone hydrogen bonding energy checks, and disulfide bond checks.  Many 

of these are based on distributions or calculations published by others, such as the DSSP 

energy calculation for backbone hydrogen bonding energy, or the Engh & Huber ideal 

values for bond lengths and angles.  Notable here is the difference between the 

Ramachandran distribution used for PROCHECK in Figure 1-3, containing the entire 

unfiltered contents of the PDB from 1991, and the more recent MolProbity distribution 

which uses only high-resolution, quality-filtered data in Figure 1-4 (Lovell, 2003). 
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Figure 1-3 - ProCheck Ramachandran Data 

 

 

Figure 1-4 - MolProbity Ramachandran Data 
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PROCHECK-NMR (Laskowski, 1996b) has similar functionalities as 

PROCHECK (and WHAT_CHECK) but was specifically developed to do both geometric 

and restraint analyses on NMR ensembles.  It calculates geometrical values such as the 

circular variance (or spread) of the backbone dihedral angles of an ensemble; phi,psi 

distributions plotted against the old PROCHECK standard (Morris, 1992); coordinate 

RMSD from mean coordinates in an ensemble; and chi angle distributions for sidechains.  

Restraint analysis, done with the AQUA software (Laskowski, 1996b), plots restraint 

distances, number of restraints, and various restraint violation numbers both in a residue-

by-residue and a model-by-model mode (Laskowski, 1996a) 

 

1.5.7 QUEEN 

QUantitave Evaluation of Experimental NMR restraints (QUEEN) uses restraint 

files in X-PLOR / CNS format and PDB files of structure coordinates as inputs (Nabuurs, 

2003).  QUEEN analyzes five types of distance restraints: intra-residue, sequential, 

medium range, long range, and inter-chain.  It provides information about the relative 

contribution of a given restraint to the structure determination, identifying which distance 

restraints are important, which ones are unique, and which ones are redundant (Spronk, 

2004). 

 

1.5.8 Secondary Structure Assignment 

The secondary structure assignment software DSSP takes PDB files as its input 

and classifies the secondary structure of each amino acid residue into one of nine 
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categories based on the hydrogen bonding pattern of the backbone (Kabsch and Sander 

1983).  DSSP is the standard used in PDB file headers, but other alternative systems have 

been developed since.  DSSPcont (Andersen, 2002) uses an entire NMR ensemble to 

create weighted averages and assign a secondary structure classification at each amino 

acid position based on all the models.  The software STRIDE (Frishman, 1995) likewise 

uses hydrogen bonding, but also includes Ramachandran values for the backbone as well.  

DEFINE (Richards, 1988) and P-SEA (Labesse, 1997) make their secondary structure 

assignments based on Cα distances.  The software PCURVE (Sklenar, 1989) assigns a 

smoothed axis for local backbone direction, and uses that for its assignment.  Of 

particular note is that various secondary structure assignment methods assigned 20% of 

the residues in the same files to different states (Fourrier, 2004), thus making it important 

to note which package one is using, and to consider different ones if making critical 

judgments dependent on their strengths and weaknesses.   

 

1.6 Structure Calculation & Refinement Tools 

The vast number of algorithms, operations, inputs, outputs, options that can be 

turned on or off, and parameters that are adjustable within the following software 

packages make for a very large toolkit for macromolecular structure calculation and 

refinement.  Notably, many of the packages contain format conversions allowing restraint 

lists and other file types to be used in other software packages.  Therefore, each package 

may include novel algorithms and/or a novel sequence of operations, while still using 
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many other functions that are similar or the same implementations from other software 

packages.  

 

1.6.1 AutoStructure / AutoQF 

This software implements an algorithm that creates topology-constrained distance 

networks using graph theory (Huang, 2005b) taking as inputs the sequence, resonance 

assignments, and NOESY cross-peak lists.  It then uses XPLOR/CNS or DYANA to 

generate structures iteratively.  AutoQF, which determines RPF scores (described below), 

gives a quality check during each iteration (Huang , 2005a) 

The RPF scores in AutoQF use information retrieval calculations to produce R-

factor type measurements for NMR structure models that are sensitive to the vast 

amounts of true negatives inherent in NMR data – that is, cross peaks not observed 

(Snyder, 2005).  The recall (R) is the percentage of assigned peaks in the NOESY spectra 

that match their distances in the structure model; whereas precision (P) measures the 

percentage of expected close proton pairs that are actually present in the NMR data when 

NOE interactions are back-calculated from the structure model (Baran, 2004).  The F-

measure score then combines R and P, returning a global measure of the structure’s fit to 

the NOESY spectra.  

 

1.6.2 CYANA / DYANA 

DYnamics Algorithm for NMR Applications (DYANA) is a NMR structure 

calculation software package that uses molecular dynamics simulations in torsion angle 
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space.  This use of torsion angle (internal) coordinates rather than Cartesian coordinates 

is its major unusual feature (Güntert, 1997; Güntert, 2002).  DYANA is no longer 

actively supported, and is now a part of the Combined assignment and dYnamics 

Algorithm for NMR Applications (CYANA, Güntert, 2003).  CYANA combines an 

improved torsion angle molecular dynamics simulation algorithm with an automated 

NOESY cross-peak assignment algorithm called CANDID (Herrmann, 2002 ). 

 

1.6.3 CNS / XPLOR / XPLOR-NIH 

Crystallography & NMR System (CNS), which is a newer version of XPLOR 

(Brunger, 1992b), is used for macromolecular structure determinations for both x-ray 

crystallographic and NMR experiments.  It has both an HTML and a command-line 

interface.  The software allows for operations on data structures such as crystallographic  

structure factors, electron density maps, and atomic properties.  It contains extensive 

functionalities for improvement of crystallographic phases, includng structure refinement 

in both real and reciprocal space (Brunger, 1998).  It performs simulated annealing as 

well as energy minimization against either x-ray or NMR data.  

XPLOR-NIH is a structure calculation package for NMR based on minimization 

protocols derived from molecular dynamics and simulated annealing.  Its core is from 

XPLOR/CNS, including the use of distance geometry for creating a starting model, 

followed by rounds of simulated annealing.  Its target function includes experimental 

terms based on agreement to the common types of NMR data, including NOE, J-

coupling, RDC, and chemical shift anisotropy experiments.  The target function also 
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includes the standard molecular mechanics energy terms for covalent and non-covalent 

geometry.  XPLOR-NIH is somewhat unusual in that it includes empirical terms such as 

Ramachandran and rotamer potentials (Schwieters, 2003).   

 

1.6.4 ARIA 

Ambiguous Restraints for Iterative Assignment (ARIA) can deal with keeping 

alternatives for ambiguous distance restraints; it uses automated NOESY cross-peak 

assignments along with torsion angle dynamics, simulated annealing, explicit water 

refinement, and other force fields to accomplish a structure calculation (Nilges, 1995; 

Nilges, 1997; Linge, 2003).  It has outputs and conversions such that it can be used in 

conjunction with CNS/XPLOR.  

 

1.7 Conclusions 

 I’ve described a large variety of tools, metrics, methodologies, and visualizations.  

It is against this backdrop that I began to work towards understanding protein structure 

determination and validation with the goal of improving NMR structures.  What came 

first, however, was an opportunity where I delved deeper into improving a protein 

structure determined by crystallography.  
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2. The Inositol Signaling Pathway: Enzyme Structures and 
Specificity 

As previously described, the Richardson lab has developed new methods for 

validation and improvement of crystal structures and has demonstrated their effectiveness 

in high-throughput use (Arendall, 2005; Chen, 2010).  A local opportunity arose for 

further test of these structure improvement methods and for me to gain direct experience 

using the MolProbity tools in crystallographic rebuilding and refinement of inositol 

phosphatase and kinase enzymes studied in the York laboratory.  

D-myo-Inositol, a six-carbon cyclic alcohol, and its derivatives are involved in a 

highly specific and crucial signaling system unique to eukaryotes (Irvine, 2005; Irvine, 

2001; Majerus, 1999; Xia, 2005; York, 2006; York, 2001) and provide regulation through 

a wide variety of phosphorylated species.  Because of steric crowding, inositol 

phosphates cannot adopt a boat conformation and seem to be always in chair form. With 

the exception of the axial 2' position, all other substituents (OH or PO4) in inositol are 

equatorial.  The unique axial 2' position confers stereospecificity on the inositol species, 

where the addition of phosphate moieties in different combinations leads to a large 

number of distinct inositol polyphosphate (IP) variants.  The inositol signaling code is 

thus a binary choice (OH or PO4) in each of the six numbered and geometrically distinct 

positions around the ring.  Recently recognized pyrophosphate substituents add another 

logical layer to these variants.  Each unique IP variant has the potential for quite specific 

interactions with different molecules.   
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Species such as inositol-1,4,5-triskisphosphate (IP3) are well known for their 

direct involvement in important biological processes, such as triggering release of Ca2+ 

from intracellular stores (Cui, 2004; Schulz, 2004; Tisi, 2004; Wagner, 2004; Wagner, 

2003; Zhu, 1999).  In other systems, the amount of different IP species present is of 

primary importance in the signaling cascade; examples include immune cell development 

(Jayaraman and Marks, 1997), endoplasmic reticulum membrane-localized signaling 

pathways (Jesch, 2006), metabolism (Bechet, 1970; Delforge, 1975; Messenguy, 1976), 

stress response (Dubois, 2002; Xiong, 2001), and transcription and translation control 

(Odom, 2000; Saiardi, 2000; York, 1999; York, 2005) 

Many of the details about inositol signaling remain unknown, yet new IP species 

are discovered in vivo, for which roles have not been proposed.  In eukaryotic 

investigations (done in yeast), a major inositol polyphosphate population is inositol-

1,2,3,4,5,6-hexakisphosphate (IP6) (York, 1999).  Other IP species exist with population 

increases under specific circumstances (Fujii, 2005; Seeds, 2005; Stevenson-Paulik, 

2002), along with recent developments investigating the synthesis of pyrophosphorylated 

inositols (PP-IP species; Fridy, 2007). 

 The wide variety of IP species has a large number of modifying enzymes that go 

with them: inositol kinases and phosphatases.  Multiple different IP kinases and 

phosphatases have been discovered and linked to various systems (Majerus, 1999; 

Shears, 2004; York, 2006).  These modifying enzymes represent one component in a 

large network of interactions through which cellular signals are transmitted.  
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Phosphatidylinositol 1-phosphatase, and inositol polyphosphate multi-kinase are both 

part of this inositol modifying enzyme network. 

 

2.1 MolProbity Diagnosis, Model Building, and Structure 
Refinement of Phosphatidyl Inositol 1-phosphatase (1Ptase) 

Inositol polyphosphate 1-phosphatase (1Ptase) is a lithium-inhibited protein that 

requires Mg2+ as an enzymatic cofactor and removes the 1'-phosphate from I(1,4)P2 and 

I(1,3,4)P3.  Open questions about the molecular target and side reactions of lithium 

therapy, commonly used in the treatment of bipolar disorder, add to interest in the 1Ptase 

molecule.  The original wildtype crystal structure at 2.3Å resolution was published in 

1994 (1INP; York, 1994).   The overall fold is an alternatively layered α/β/α/β sandwich 

(see ribbon schematic Figure 2-1), with a large, flat, six-stranded β-sheet near the center 

and a kink at the active-site DPIDST sequence motif.  
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Figure 2-1 - Ribbon Schematic of 1Ptase 

Crystallographic data were collected for a D54A (phosphatase-dead) active-site 

mutant of 1Ptase by J.P. Xiong in 1997 in the York lab.  Two D54A structures were 

investigated, apo at 2.5Å and with inositol 1,4 bis-phosphate (IP2) at 2.8Å resolution, but 

these were never deposited or published because they failed to refine satisfactorily.   

The clashscore, Ramachandran and rotamer criteria, and the high B-factors and 

low electron density in many of the loops of these previous structures  (see Figure 2-2 

below, refer to chapter 3 for explanation of outlier glyphs) suggested the presence of 

fixable local errors.  As of SCOP 1.75 (6/09), many other related enzyme structures have 

been solved, but none in the same protein family as 1Ptase.  Therefore, in collaboration 

with Stuart Endo-Streeter, then a graduate student in the York lab, I used MolProbity-
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based tools to diagnose and correct enough problems in the 1Ptase mutant model to allow 

successful refinement.   

 

Figure 2-2 - Multicriterion Kinemage of 1INP 

The deposited 1INP structure was used as the starting model, and corrections 

were also made in that structure.  The three refinements were carried out in parallel.  

Most figures use 1INP, since the higher resolution shows the benefit of changes more 

clearly.  

The initial 1Ptase structure was old enough not to have defined an Rfree set (5-10% 

of the diffraction data held out of refinement to provide an unbiased cross-check), so that 

a pseudo-Rfree set for our further use could be defined only after perturbing the model 

(and thus at least partially unbiasing the phases) with a high-temperature round of 

simulated annealing in CNS (Brunger , 1998). Unfortunately, this degrades the starting 
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structure significantly, but the benefits of having an Rfree measure were judged to 

outweigh that degradation. 

We utilized the MolProbity "multi-criterion" 3D kinemage graphics (generalized 

for multiple NMR models in chapter 3) to collect and visualize all of the local steric and 

geometric quality evaluations together on the 1Ptase 3D models.  Correction was then 

attempted for local clusters of problems or large individual outliers, using either the 

traditional crystallographic rebuilding program O (Jones, 1991) or Ian Davis's KING 

graphics and modeling software (Davis, 2004; Chen, 2009) which displays electron 

density and interactively updated all-atom contact, rotamer, and Ramachandran criteria 

along with the changing molecular model.  In addition to easy and interactively validated 

sidechain rebuilding, KING can make realistic small backbone movements with the 

BACKRUB tool (Davis, 2006) which often enables correction of otherwise recalcitrant 

problems because of its leverage on shifting sidechain position in a direction not accessed 

by the χ angle variables. 

The first set of corrections made were 180° "flips" of Asn, Gln, and His sidechain 

groups, which are evaluated and performed automatically as part of the H-bond network 

optimization in REDUCE (Word, 1999b) and were rechecked every round as their 

neighbors refined.  There is no cost in terms of fit to the experimental data, but it is 

valuable in terms of improved hydrogen bonding.  In 1INP, there were four clear NQH 

flips (Asn17, Asn112, Gln208, Asn369).  These flips correct a systematic error that 

occurs often in x-ray structures because the electron density does not discriminate 

between O and N or N and C atoms except at extremely high resolution.  (This particular 
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problem is not relevant to NMR structures, however, where the NH or NH2 would be 

clearly identified once its resonance(s) are assigned.) 

A second type of correction is for tetrahedrally branched sidechains (such as Thr, 

Val, Leu, Ile, or Arg) which have been misfit backwards into ambiguous density (Lovell, 

2000; Headd, 2009).  For 1Ptase these were mainly leucines.  (In NMR models, similar 

backward-fit sidechains can occur for Val or Leu because of incorrect stereospecific 

assignments for methyl groups.) 

The structure of 1Ptase has many long loops with considerable disorder, which is 

not unusual for a large structure at this resolution.  Several places had errors such as 

modeling backbone into what should be sidechain density and vice versa, resulting in 

diagnostic clashes and Ramachandran outliers.  Especially notable were three separate 

places where an additional turn of α-helix could confidently be built into one end of a 

loop (residues 96-103, 132-139, and 387-392).  The first of those cases is shown in the 

Figure 2-3 for both original and rebuilt versions. 

 

Figure 2-3 - First turn of a helix fit as Loop, in 1INP 
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Figure 2-3 shows the main chain of the original (green) and final (teal) models on 

the left, and the final model with sidechains at right. Shown are the 2Fo-Fc electron 

density maps at 2.3Å resolution, contoured at 1.5σ. 

The most dramatic change was correction of a sequence register-shift error by one 

residue in a beta strand (done both for the wildtype 1INP as well as the mutant 1Ptase), 

identified by intractable problems in fitting the neighboring turn and confirmed by clear 

electron density for a His ring misplaced by one position.  The turn preceding the 

register-shifted strand was originally modeled as three residues (as shown on the left in 

the image pairs in Figure 2-4 and 2-5).  The bad turn has a single severe backbone clash 

and a number of severe sidechain clashes; the backbone is pulled tight against the inner 

edge of its density; the Leu226 sidechain doesn’t fit its density, and Gly227 has unfilled 

additional density.  Three different people failed to fix these problems by local 

rebuilding, which suggested the possibility of a register-shift.  An investigation of the 

strand following the turn showed good backbone density, plausible fit of mid-sized 

sidechains into mid-sized density, and complete disorder at the far end.  However, a shift 

by one residue produced an excellent fit of the sidechains to the density.  Most definitive 

were the improved turn (compare Leu226 in Figure 2-5), Gly227 now in a position 

without sidechain density, and the good fit of the ring-shaped density for His231 after the 

shift.  
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Figure 2-4 - Clash repair in a turn: 1INP at left, rebuilt at right with register 
shift 

 

 

Figure 2-5 - 1INP turn with density at left, rebuilt and re-refined structure at 
right 

The original fit (left in both Figure 2-4 and Figure 2-5) had a 3-residue turn with 

convincing density for the Tyr sidechain but not the Leu or Gly.  At right in both figures, 

the following strand has been shifted up by one residue (note the Thr shift) to give a 4-

residue turn and better density fit throughout. 
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Figure 2-6 - 1Ptase register-shift error exit strand 

Shown in Figure 2-6 is the β-strand electron density before and after turn change 

and register shift.  Original (green) and final (teal) models of the β-strand, shifted by one 

residue after 224-228 turn rebuild are shown.  Note relatively minor changes to area 

occupied by main-chain and significant changes in side-chain density, especially for 

Gly227 and for residues 228-231 in the expanded images. 

As the structure refinement proceeded and model corrections were made, the new 

maps calculated after each round improved locally, enough to show additional residues 

previously invisible or unclear, which could now be modeled confidently.  Also, these 

local corrections improved the phases in general, making the density more interpretable 

even in distant places such as the active site.  The aforementioned register-shift correction 

was fixed and refined as the only change in round six of refinement.  The resulting 

improvement was 1% in the crystallographic R and 1.6% in Rfree for that single fix. 
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Figure 2-7 - R Value vs. refinement round for re-refinement of 1INP 

The R and Rfree were tracked through rounds of refinement (shown in Figure 2-7).  

The first round was the rigid-body fit of the original native model to the D54A dataset.  R 

and Rfree were judged to be too close together, and with no previously assigned Rfree test 

set, no difference in the two would be expected.  Rounds two through four were 

simulated annealing runs to “shake out” the influence of test-set reflections on the model, 

as can be seen by the increasing Rfree values in the graph.  Simulated annealing - carried 

out over a range of temperatures in CNS, from 1500K to 7000K - was halted after round 

four as the Rfree score improved from the previous round, likely indicating that bias had 

been removed and that changes to the model were improving its fit to the data.  Positional 

minimization was performed in CNS for round five.  Rounds six through twenty were 

done including model fixups, positional minimization, and followed by B-factor 
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minimization.  Rounds twenty-one to twenty-three, the final round, were performed in 

REFMAC and are not shown. 

Of special note are changes in R/Rfree after round six where the first group of 

changes to the model were made based on fixes identified in KiNG and MolProbity.  The 

R/Rfree scores dropped dramatically from 22.95% to 21.97% and 28.19% to 26.55% while 

the divergence between R and Rfree fell from 5.25% to 4.58%. 

1Ptase MolProbity Stats By Round
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Figure 2-8 - MolProbity scores vs. refinement round for re-refinement of 
1INP 

In general, the corrections more reflect the advances in available diagnostic tools 

since the original determination than any carelessness on the part of the previous 

crystallographer.  The plot of R and Rfree versus refinement round for the 1INP 1Ptase 

generally shows improved agreement between model and data in the same rounds where 
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the plotted MolProbity statistics (clashscore, rotamers <1%, Ramachandran outliers) 

substantially improve, as shown in Figure 2-8.   

Shown in Table 1 below are the various crystallographic statistics for the original 

structure, the D54A mutant, and the D54A mutant with IP bound. 

Table 1 - 1Ptase Re-Refinement Structure Information 

Data Collection    
 Native D54A D54A + I(1,4)P2 
Space Group P41 P41 P41 
Unit cell (Å) a=b=51.640 

c=143.330 
α=β=γ=90 

a=b=51.547 
c=143.105 
α=β=γ=90 

a=b=51.486 
c=142.880 
α=β=γ=90 

Wavelength (Å) 1.53 1.53 1.53 
Resolution (Å) 2.23-23.1 2.5-35.0 2.80-34.96 
Unique reflections 15787 11831 8116 
Completeness (%) 100 (100) 100 (100) 100 (100) 
Rsym

b  7.7 (37.2) 11.1 (48.2) 
Refinement    
Resolution range (Å) 2.23-23.1 (2.23-

2.29) 
2.50-35.0 
(2.50-2.57) 

2.80-34.96 (2.80-
2.87) 

No. of reflections 15787 43072 (3225)  24476 (2115) 
R (%) 19.44 18.64  17.21  
Rfree (%) 23.57 24.20 25.22 
RMS deviations    
Bond length (Å) 0.009 0.011 0.014 
Bond angle (°) 0.974 1.133 1.377 
B factor (Å2) mc 1.562 1.572 1.195 
B factor (Å2) sc 3.329 3.623 2.959 
Protein atoms 2564 2561 2553 
Ligand atoms 9 8 20 
Water atoms 60 41 29 
a Data in parentheses are for highest resolution shells 
b Rsym = ΣhΣi [(Ii(hkl) - <I(hkl)>)2]/ΣhΣi[Ii(hkl)]2 
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Figure 2-9 - Validation Statistics for 1INP vs. Rebuilt 1INP 

Figure 2-9 compares the summary statistics from MolProbity of the 1INP 

deposited in 1994 and the rebuilt structure.  The new structure shows much 

improvement in the geometry and sterics. 
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Table 2 - MolProbity Statistucs 

 Native D54A D54A + I(1,4)P2 
Resolution 2.23 2.5 2.8 
Rotamer Out (%) 1.47 1.48 1.45 
Rama Out (%) 0 0.32 0.32 
Rama Fav (%) 96.53 97.48 97.46 
Cbeta Dev 0 0 1 
Bad Bonds (%) 0 0 0 
Bad Angles (%) 0.3 0.3 0 
Clashscore 
/Percentile 

8.51 (93rd) 9.92 (96th) 14.08 (97th) 

MolProbity Score 
/ Percentile 

1.81 (93rd) 1.75 (99th) 1.89 (99th) 

 

The final MolProbity statistics for the three structures are shown in Table 2 

(above).  The claschores and the MolProbity scores are very good for these resolutions, 

particularly the two structures at lower resolutions.  When plotting the clashscores of 

these rebuilt structures vs. a PDB sample (solid diamonds in Figure 2-10 below), the 

improvement is that much more satisfying. 
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Figure 2-10 - 1Ptase Clashscores vs. PDB Sample 

 

2.2 Structure-Determination of a plant AtIpmk at 2.8Å, using 
tools in KiNG and MolProbity 

Building and refining the structure of AtIpmk (Arabidopsis thalliana Inositol 

phosphate multi-kinase) proved to be a challenging task for my collaborator Stuart Endo-

Streeter in the York lab, due to the low resolution of the data.  The level of detail visible 

in the electron density maps is limited, with density for side-chains difficult to interpret 

or unresolved.  Similarly, many of the loops are without observable electron density, 

indicating disorder in the region. 

Electron density in the core of AtIpmk is similar to that of the yeast homolog 

(ScIpmk, 2IEW and 2IF8, Holmes, 2006) and of the more specialized evolutionary 

descendent Inositol-(1,4,5)-trisphosphate 3-Kinase (IP3K, 1W2F, Gonzalez, 2004).  The 
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core of the ScIpmk model provided a quick route to build the core of the AtIpmk model 

by molecular replacement.  A poly-alanine model was generated from ScIpmk and fit into 

the AtIpmk experimental density map using the Molrep program from the CCP4 suite 

(CCP4, 1994) followed by a simulated annealing protocol from the Crystallographic and 

NMR System (CNS) program (Brunger, 1998) to refine the poly-alanine model 

coordinates.  Next, Stuart used seleno-methionine anomalous difference density maps and 

the O program (Jones, 1991) to build model into all electron density interpretable at this 

stage.  A second round of simulated annealing was done, followed by positional 

minimization in CNS.   

Throughout the model building and refining process, experimental (Fo), simulated 

annealing composite-omit, 2Fo-Fc, and difference (Fo-Fc) maps were used.  Further model 

rebuilding also used KiNG and MolProbity (Davis, 2006; Davis, 2004; Lovell, 2003; 

Chen, 2009) to correct sidechain rotamers, improve backbone geometry using the 

Ramachandran analysis, and alleviate impossible steric overlaps using all-atom contacts.  

During this process, I consulted with Stuart on use of the tools in KiNG and MolProbity 

to improve geometric and steric criteria for the model, which was done in a similar way 

to the 1Ptase re-refinement previously described.  Due to the lower resolution, this was 

more difficult than for 1Ptase, but also the help of these tools was more essential. 

Finally, translation-libration-screw (TLS) refinement (Winn, 2001) and the 

REFMAC5 program (CCP4, 1994) from the CCP4 suite were used to finish refinement of 

the AtIpmk model, as determined by convergence to its final R/Rfree values of 23.64/24.61 

and modeling of all interpretable density. 
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The 2.8Å AtIpmk is the lowest-resolution independently-phased structure our lab 

has so far been involved with, and it showed the usefulness of the various tools in KiNG 

and the validation analyses in MolProbity even for a fairly large structure at relatively 

low resolution.   The puzzle of how the AtIpmk active site manages multiple substrate 

specificity motivated the work described in the following section. 

 

2.3 Defining the Inositol Substrate-Specificity Motif 

The 6-position binary code represented by the molecular species in the inositol 

signaling pathway is elegant and clear.  However, the basis for substrate-specificity in the 

multiple kinase reactions catalyzed by the Ipmk enzyme (whose crystal structure was the 

subject of the previous section) does not follow the same logic as the inositol ring 

nomenclature and had not previously been adequately understood.  Therefore Stuart 

Endo-Streeter and I embarked on a search for an alternative logical scheme that would 

explain the complex pattern of specificity for IPMK substrates.  

To identify a possible IP-substrate recognition motif, we compared the structures 

of all known substrate and non-substrate IP species.  Our key hypothesis was that all 

inositol polyphosphate substrate species would bind with a conserved ring position and 

target hydroxyl orientation.  The basis of this assumption is the identical nature of all the 

inositol phosphorylation reactions regardless of identity of the target hydroxyl:  each 

Ipmk reaction is the addition of an ATP γ-phosphate to an unoccupied, equatorial inositol 

hydroxyl.   
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Within the single active site of Ipmk, the target inositol hydroxyl must always 

occupy the same position and orientation to be properly positioned for catalysis.  

Similarly, the positions of at least some subset of the inositol phosphate groups could be 

expected to bind in conserved positions and orientations within the specificity portion of 

the common active site, and should therefore have a fixed geometrical relationship to the 

kinase-target OH at which the chemistry occurs.  Since the numbering of the target OH 

can differ from 3' to 5' to 6', the numbering of the key binding positions must also be 

variable.  For this binding-centric analysis we designate the kinase-target OH position as 

κ and labeled the other five potential phosphorylation and binding positions as α through 

ε moving clockwise around the inositol ring from the κ-hydroxyl. 

We used the canonical substrate of Ipmk, I(1,4,5)P3, as the reference template.  

Additional IP species were overlaid, with their kinase-target hydroxyls modeled in the 

same position (κ) as the kinase-target 6'-hydroxyl of the reference template and with 

equivalent spatial positions for the six carbons of the chair-form inositol ring.  The IP 

species with multiple free hydroxyls were modeled several times, such as both 3'- and 6'- 

target positions for I(1,4,5)P3, and this process was performed for all known substrate and 

non-substrate IP species (see Figure 2-11). 
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Figure 2-11 - Substrate and non-substrate inositol polyphosphate species 

Figure 2-11, slightly modified from Stuart's thesis (Endo-Streeter, 2009), shows in 

part A the IP species known to be Ipmk substrates.  As a frame of reference, inositol is 

drawn with the kinase-target (κ) hydroxyl circled and pointed down and toward the 

viewer; phosphates are labeled as P.  Each species is in the column matching the kinase-

target hydroxyl identity.  All species in each column are shown in the same orientation 

and are for AtIpmk.  In B, the IP species known not to be Ipmk substrates are shown.  

Non-substrate IP species are depicted with various of their hydroxyl groups aligned in the 
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target position.  The third column includes test cases for non-substrate IP species in three 

different orientations with at least the 2' ring carbon numbered and the potential target 

hydroxyl circled and numbered.  

Using this representation of the data, we soon identified some consistent 

characteristics of all substrate IP species.  The first two positions clockwise of the kinase-

target κ-hydroxyl (the α and β positions) are always phosphorylated in the known 

substrates, and they are always equatorial.  They are predicted to have close interactions 

with the surrounding residues, in α and β binding-site pockets that control this 

specificity.   

In contrast, one of those conserved α or β phosphates is often missing in non-

substrates, such as for I(1,3,4)P3 when either the 5' or 6'-hydroxyl is placed as potential 

target.  The next clockwise position (γ), opposite to the κ-hydroxyl, appears to have no 

role in specificity as it can be either phosphorylated or not phosphorylated, and either 

equatorial or axial, in substrate and non-substrate species.  It is probably solvent exposed, 

or at least open enough not to constitute a specific binding pocket. 

 

 

Figure 2-12 - Inositol polyphosphate species: proposed binding motif 
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Figure 2-12 is a diagram of the proposed inositol polyphosphate binding motif for 

IP species.  Required phosphate groups are shown in bold in panel a, partially required 

ones indicated by an arrow, and exclusionary positions crossed out.  The target hydroxyl 

is circled and phosphates are labeled as P.  An equivalent schematic is shown in panel b, 

with the different sites labeled.   

Later, Stuart refined this model further and proposed that at least one of the δ and 

ε-position pockets must also be occupied by a phosphate, probably having longer-range 

interactions with the surrounding residues.  He noticed that no non-substrate species 

match both the α/β and the δ/ε patterns except I(1,2,4,5,6)P5;  however, that IP5 species is 

unusual in having an axial 2'-phosphate group in the ε position (first counter-clockwise of 

the κ-hydroxyl in panel b above).  The inference is that an axial phosphate group is 

prohibited in the ε-pocket as well as in the α and β pockets, where an axial PO4 would 

probably result either in the loss of necessary interactions (α and β) or in steric conflicts 

(ε).  An axial phosphate does appear to be permissable in the δ pocket, although perhaps 

not capable of interacting well since it occurs in the presence of a normal equatorial ε 

phosphate for I(1,2,3,4,5)P5, where due to the ring geometry the axial δ PO4 would point 

up from the plane of the inositol ring rather than down as for an axial ε group.   

We worked on this concept at about the same time that Chang and Majerus 

proposed a substrate motif for HsIpmk (Chang, 2006). The HsIpmk motif proposed by 

Chang and Majerus works for HsIpmk, but not for the plant or yeast forms because it 

has a limited 6-kinase activity, none at all for I(1,3,4,5)P4.  They have not published how 

extensively they have tested the IP species for activity with HsIpmk, so it is unknown if 
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there are other IP species that may support or disprove their proposed motif.  It is  

certainly not as specific as the final motif proposed for AtIpmk. 

The above set of patterns taken together make up the Ipmk binding motif shown 

schematically in Figure 2-12 above.  In this motif, a substrate IP species must bind in 

such a manner that both α and β pockets and at least one of the δ and ε pockets on IPMK 

are occupied by equatorial phosphate groups.  Axial phosphates are prohibited except in 

the γ or δ positions.  We propose that this motif corresponds to the requirements of the 

phosphate-binding pockets and surrounding residues in the active site of IPMK.  It differs 

from standard ring numbering in classifying the six ring positions based on relationship 

to the active site (that is, to the target OH), and thereby succeeds in accounting for all the 

experimental data identifying Ipmk substrates and non-substrates. 

 

2.4 Conclusions 

From this practical experience of digging down into the details of crystallographic 

structure determination and improving the model accuracy using KiNG and MolProbity, I 

have not only learned those tools but have also developed insights about which types of 

analyses to test out on NMR structures.  Along the way, a new biological understanding 

emerged to explain the structural basis behind the diverse but specific substrate 

recognition by Impk inositol kinase. 
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3. New Tools for Analysis & Error Diagnosis in NMR 
Structures 

I implemented, deployed, and evaluated the use of all local criteria (all-atom 

clashes, underpacking, Ramachandran and rotamer outliers, bond angle distortions, 

constraint violations) across the models in an ensemble to diagnose groups in the wrong 

local-minimum conformation and to propose corrections.   

I implemented in MolProbity the ability to create a multiple model, multiple 

criterion, kinemage display.  NMR structures, commonly deposited as an ensemble of 

models present a unique challenge in analyzing and evaluating the structure models.  

Crystallographic structures are mainly deposited as a single structure model.  The 

MolProbity system, initially created to analyze x-ray structures, thus needed to be 

extended. 

 

3.1 NMR Diagnostic Visualizations and related Error Analysis 

 

3.1.1 Multi-Model Multi-Criterion Kinemages 

First, I wrote a utility for parsing out the many models of an NMR structure 

ensemble within MolProbity.  The command line utility, written in PHP, is called by the 

MolProbity system and creates a separate file for each model of the structure ensemble 

(including the header information).  Important for the system, the model record is 

modified such that all the other software will never ‘see’ it.  This is necessary because a 
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number of structure analysis software tools only work on model 1, requiring this 

modification to analyze all models of the ensemble. 

Next, I started with the multicriterion kinemage code Ian Davis wrote for the 

analysis of x-ray structures and devised a kinemage layout where each model within an 

NMR ensemble is assigned to a “group” (top level of the kinemage display-object 

hierarchy) that is animatable.  For each individual group to be written, MolProbity calls 

the appropriate analysis functions (Ramachandran, rotamer, clashes, etc.) and performs 

the analyses on the appropriate single-model-file separated out from the multi-model 

PDB.  The return is appended through a PHP script I wrote that iterates through the array 

of single-model-files.  The resulting kinemage is a multi-model multi-criterion kinemage. 

 

 

 

Figure 3-1 - A Multi-Model Multi-Criterion Kinemage for an NMR Ensemble 
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 Shown is a screenshot of a Multi-Model Multi-Criterion Kinemage, for the 1BIV 

RNA/protein complex displayed in stereo in KiNG (Davis, 2007).  All the models of the 

ensemble appear as animatable groups.  The various validation criteria are mapped onto 

the structure.  Except for Ramachandran outliers, the color scheme shows warmer colors 

for outliers (such as hot pink steric clashes, gold sidechain rotamer outliers, and magenta 

ribose pucker or C-β deviations).  Options are included in the MolProbity system to 

display ribbons, as well as vdW contacts and Hydrogen bonds.  Subsets of the PROBE 

output also have their own master controls, allowing the user to display all or any subset 

of the mainchain-mainchain, mainchain-sidechain, sidechain-sidechain, or het-group 

contacts.   

 Critically different from X-ray structures, NMR spectroscopy derives data 

primarily from, and explicitly models, the hydrogens.  Therefore, the NMR analyses 

require a different usage of REDUCE for adding and optimizing hydrogens.  In all cases 

the NMR models are evaluated by only adding those Hydrogens the spectroscopist did 

not place themselves, and optimizing the ones modeled in order to standardize their bond 

lengths. Another critically important component is how the PDB format is used for NMR 

structure ensembles.  One field of the format is reserved for occupancy values in the case 

of x-ray structures, and most of the Richardson lab software ignores atoms with 

occupancy <0.02.  For NMR structure ensembles, that field can be used for anything the 

spectroscopist chooses.  In order to effectively run PROBE on an NMR structure model, 

the appropriate flag must be set to assume an occupancy of 1.0 rather than read the value.  
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If this is not done, a structure model may give an erroneous output, such as failing to 

show steric clashes.   

 

3.1.2 Multi-Model Multi-Criterion Chart 

I built a chart companion to the multi-model multi-criterion kinemage that gives a 

visual representation in sequential order, across all models within an ensemble, of 

different local criteria. The three criteria chosen for representation are the presence of a 

clash, presence of a Ramachandran outlier, and presence of a rotamer outlier for a given 

residue.  They are displayed as a 2D kinemage.  This dense data visualization was very 

difficult to make satisfactorily user-friendly.   

Working with Ian Davis, the original MolProbity developer, I decided to encode 

each criterion with the same color used in the multi-crit kinemage, for consistency.  In 

order to accommodate an unknown number of models within a structure ensemble, the 

models are plotted as columns, with the sequence identity on the right.  The visual 

representation selected made the density of the criteria higher to save space, and to make 

the visual effect more substantial when multiple local errors appear at the same residue 

within the same model or across multiple models.  In the current implementation (shown 

below), the presence of errors at the same residue in multiple models of the structure 

ensemble appears as a smear of hot colors across a row, with blotches of greater intensity 

where multiple types of errors exist. 
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Figure 3-2 - Multi-Model Multi-Criterion Chart for NMR Structures 

In the figure, the far right panel shows just the steric clashes (red circles) found in 

each residue of the models in the ensemble, where the models are arrayed as columns.  

Next to the clash representation are the Ramachandran outliers (in green).  As expected, 

there are far fewer Ramachandran outliers (here there is only one residue where one 

occurs, but it happens to be modeled the same way on most of the models within the 

ensemble).  To the left of this is the mapping of the rotamer outliers (as gold dots), and at 

the far left is a panel with all three indicators turned on at once.  Each of these criteria 

appears as a clickable master button in the kinemage and can be toggled on or off.  This 

visualization enables more detailed and close-up interrogation for pattern identification of 

local areas in the sequence where clusters of errors of different types appear. 
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3.1.3 NOEdisplay 

In generalizing the MolProbity-based methods to improve accuracy for NMR 

ensembles, most of the validation measures and refitting tools are directly applicable, 

with NOE data and other experimental restraints replacing the match to electron density.  

However, types of systematic errors are very different for NMR (for example, there are 

no effects which produce 180° amide flips), and strategies for building corrected 

information into structure-determination processes are different because of experimental 

data content and structure-solution strategy for NMR vs. X-ray methodology.  

My work toward defining procedures to propose corrections in NMR structures 

started with analysis of individual NMR structures from the PDB and from my 

collaborators, and with modifications to our software needed for these purposes.   

Early work by Brian Coggins in the Zhou laboratory at Duke to his development 

of the NOEdisplay software as a plug-in to the existing visualization framework of KiNG 

(Chen, 2009).  This gives continuously updated monitoring of NOE model-to-data 

agreement, along with the steric and geometric measures that can be updated interactively 

in KiNG, during model rebuilding.   

 

Figure 3-3 - NOEdisplay Example on LpxC Structure 
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The figure pair shows NOEdisplay being used in KiNG to aid in correcting a 

misplaced Tyr sidechain in an earlier version of the LpxC structure (1XXE, Coggins, 

2005).  The dashed lines are the NOE’s connecting pairs of assigned hydrogens.  The 

points where an NOE terminates away from any atom are “pseudoatom” positions often 

defined by structure determination packages (for instance in the center of a methyl).  In 

the image on the left, there are two NOE outliers that do not satisfy the observed distance 

restraints in the experimental data.  Using the sidechain rotation tool in KiNG, a different 

Tyr rotamer is selected that eliminates this mismatch of model to data, brings the NOE’s 

into agreement, and creates a hydrogen bond with a neighboring residue (shown by the 

dotted lens shape of PROBE dots).   

 

3.1.4 All-Atom Contact Analysis of Under-Packing in Protein Models 

In x-ray crystallography, the Fourier transform of the diffraction pattern places the 

electron density in a correctly scaled 3D space (Blundell, 1976), providing a molecular 

envelope that cannot expand or contract significantly.  Since NOE distance measurements 

reach no further than about 5Å and their quantitative scaling can be distorted by 

experimental artifacts, the dense network of observed NOE data determines local 3D 

structure very effectively in NMR but is not accurate for overall shape or scale 

(Cavanagh, 2006).   

In contrast to a specific NOE, a residual dipolar coupling (RDC) measurement 

gives general orientation information that goes a long way toward resolving the overall 

shape problem, but does not address the scale problem (Blackledge, 2005).  A radius-of-
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gyration target is sometimes used in NMR to provide better long-range compactness and 

correct for the overwhelming repulsive terms of the force fields (Huang and Powers 

2001).  However, it is difficult to tune the overall effect correctly.   

The fact that NMR measurements do not provide an envelope or overall scaling 

makes it unsurprising to find some NMR structures that appear to be expanded in relation 

to x-ray structures of the same protein.  For the global case of expansion vs. contraction 

across entire NMR structures, evaluation and potential correction is definitely of interest.  

However, the reason underpacking analysis is crucial to my study of NMR structure 

improvement is that local expansion in NMR models can destroy the sensitivity, and even 

the ability, of all-atom clashes to identify incorrect conformations. 

I approached the issue of under-packing using all-atom contact analysis because it 

is very sensitive to local structure as well as global properties, because its formalisms are 

the ones used for the best treatment of over-packing, and because the programs are 

available and modifiable within the Richardson lab.   

Briefly, the general methodology of all-atom contact analysis has the hydrogens 

added and optimized by REDUCE (Word, 1999b) and the contacts calculated by PROBE 

(Word, 1999a).  Hot pink spikes show physically unrealistic steric overlaps >0.4Å.  The 

clashscore is the number of such serious clashes per 1000 atoms.  Favorable overlap of 

suitable H-bond donor and acceptor atoms is represented as lenses of pale green dots.  

PROBE calculates several numerical scores suitable for x-ray model validation, but did not 

previously evaluate under-packing. 
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From the NMR structures with coordinates and data in the PDB, I chose several 

small comparison sets for initial study, covering a wide range of structure types, qualities, 

and experimental and calculation methods.  A particularly interesting set of three 

examples were Lactobacillus casei dihydrofolate reductases (DHFR’s), both the NMR 

structures 1AO8 (Gargaro, 1998) and 1LUD (Polshakov, 2002) and the 1.7 Ǻ resolution 

crystal structure 3DFR (Bolin, 1982).  These are interesting because they are determined 

by three different groups, and two of them are NMR structures and one is an x-ray 

structure.  Also, DHFR is a long-studied and important cancer target. The 

chemotherapeutic methotrexate is modeled in one of the NMR structures and the 

antibiotic trimethoprim is modeled in the other.   

A set of ubiquitin structures include 1D3Z from the Bax lab (Cornilescu, 1998), 

which scores very well on existing quality measures and has unusually complete data.  

The other extreme of quality is represented by 1J1H (Someya, 2003) and 1JRM (Yee, 

2002), which are unusually poor-scoring examples of different molecules from two 

different structural genomics centers.  Another set were from our collaborators in the 

Montelione lab, including a series done on the Z domain of Staphylococcal protein A: 

1SPZ, 2SPZ (Tashiro, 1997), and 1Q2N (Zheng, 2004), with increasingly more data and 

refinement.  I scored these test structures in MOLPROBITY and analyzed the results by 

hand, tabulating the raw numbers of PROBE dots for each of five overlap ranges for every 

model in the ensemble and seeking correlations with data quality, model quality, and 

visual evaluation of the 3D ensembles. 
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I found the PROBE numerical clashscore and the hot-pink spike visualization of 

bad clashes behaved suitably for these NMR structures and in some instances are 

indicators by themselves that flag real problems.  However, a measure of under-packing 

is necessary in order to tell if the clashscore is reasonable.  Extreme cases, such as 1J1H, 

are very obvious visually and can have overall clashscores >200; these are structures with 

relatively few NMR measurements per residue and/or only partial refinement.   

For comparison, a typical crystal structure has a clashscore of 45 at 3Å resolution, 

20 at 2Å, and only 5 at 1Å (Arendall, 2005).  Some NMR structures with excellent data 

quality (e.g., 1D3Z) have clashscores <10 and very few rotamer or Ramachandran 

outliers.  However, not all NMR structures with low clashscores show high enough 

quality by other NMR and geometrical measures to inspire confidence in their accuracy; 

they may instead escape clashes by being underpacked. 

Wide contacts (up to 0.5Å between surfaces) and close contacts (0 to 0.2 Å gap) 

together represent attractive van der Waals interactions.  However, what I concluded 

from these preliminary studies is that neither their raw dot count as an area (dot density is 

typically 16/Å2) nor the exponentially-weighted value of their term in the PROBE score 

(Word, 1999a) seems to reflect looseness of packing in an appropriate way for NMR 

structures.  

In contrast, the count per residue of backbone H-bond dots (which reflects both 

number and strength of H-bonds) was very promising and my focus shifted to 

investigating them.  For instance, among the three DHFR structures, the backbone H-

bond dot count correlates inversely with data quality measures (such as constraints per 
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residue or additional data types) and with small but perceptible differences in structure 

expansion.  The figure below compares beta-sheet regions from DHFR structures.  The 

H-bond dot lenses in the NMR model are thinner and fewer than those in the x-ray 

structure, and their size distribution is much broader.  The backbone H-bond dot counts 

are 395 in the 1AO8 NMR structure shown at left vs. 1150 in the 3DFR x-ray model for 

the same local region of sheet.  The other NMR model, 1LUD (not illustrated), with more 

data and better refined than 1AO8 has a count of 871 H-bond dots, intermediate between 

the 395 in 1AO8 and the 1150 in the 1.7Å x-ray structure. For these and other examples, 

the count of mainchain all-atom H-bond dots appears to be a suitable and sensitive 

measure of structure expansion.   

 

 

Figure 3-4 - Dihydrofolate Reductase Structures by NMR & Xray 

The small subset of structures I analyzed by hand demonstrated a promising 

direction; the challenge then became re-framing the question and implementing a more 

robust approach to analyze larger, more representative datasets.  To facilitate this, my 

advisor modified the PROBE software to allow for routine separation of dot types into 

additional classifications (based on backbone-backbone, sidechain-sidechain, and 
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backbone-sidechain contact types).  This enables quantification of the H-bonding shown 

above as well as other analyses.   

I wrote scripts for quantifying packing scores based on PROBE output data, taking 

advantage of the additional selections from newer versions of PROBE.  These measures 

are implemented in MOLPROBITY (Davis, 2004; Davis, 2007), though they must be 

accessed through the command line and are not served up as analyses on the public web 

site. 

In order to have a baseline to compare, I performed a first-pass analysis on the 

Top500 dataset from the Richardson lab (Lovell, 2003).  This dataset contains non-

homologous crystal structures from the PDB at ≤1.8Ǻ resolution that have acceptable 

clashscore and R-factor, and few extreme geometric outliers.  Priority for inclusion was 

given to the highest resolution example available and to wild-type structures over 

mutants.  Specifically disallowed structures included: unrefined structures, free-atom 

refined structures, structures with no B’s or unrefined B’s, and structures without 

specified sequences.  All MOLPROBITY statistics (clash, Ramachandran, and rotamer), as 

well as dihedral angles, B factors, and secondary structure from DSSP for every residue 

of every structure in the Top500 are stored in a MySQL database.  

For this Top500 data, I made nine plots to investigate overall hydrogen bonding 

trends.  For each interaction type (mc-mc, mc-sc, sc-sc) and each type of secondary 

structure (alpha, beta, and loop) I plotted the average number of hydrogen bonding dots 

per residue in each protein as a function of the percentage of that secondary structure type 

in the model.   Despite the coarseness of this level of data mining, a few strong trends 
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appeared.  The figure below shows that protein structures containing increasing amounts 

of loop also have less backbone-backbone hydrogen bonding and more backbone-

sidechain hydrogen bonding.  This trend has been noted anecdotally (Richardson, 1981; 

Tainer, 1982), but is here shown clearly and in quantitative form.   

 

Figure 3-5 - Hbonding dot counts vs. Percentage Loop 

An equivalent investigation for NMR structures lagged behind the x-ray 

investigation because the database with all evaluations performed needed first to be 

created for the NMR structures.  Software existed to calculate most of the quantities 

needed, but much parsing and scripting was required to generate and add database 

information for all models of an ensemble. 

In parallel with the work described above, a complementary analysis of 

underpacking was developed by Andrew Ban during his graduate work using the 

BioGeometry-based methods (Ban, 2006).  We worked together to decide on selection 

criteria for the datasets (such as subsets from DrESS – Spronk, 2004 – and Top500 from 

the Richardson lab) used in his local density study.  This was done such that there would 
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be a jointly informed dataset that would allow for meaningful comparisons, evaluation of 

the strengths and weakness of the two techniques, and a later decision on how best to 

combine them.  His study confirmed that NMR structures with more complete data and/or 

refinement better match high-resolution x-ray structures in overall packing density.   

The BioGeometry tools analyze packing in terms of atom-associated volumes, 

while the all-atom tools analyze packing along a sequence and across 3D space.  The all-

atom underpacking only scores polar atoms, while the BioGeometry version only scores 

buried atoms. 

 

Figure 3-6 - DHFR Structure 1AO8 with Hbond dots & BioGeometry Analysis 

The figure shows both the local density visualization from BioGeometry (the balls 

colored by local density Z-score) and the all-atom contact analysis of mainchain-

mainchain hydrogen bonding for a section of the previously described DHFR structure.  

Interestingly, the PROBE analysis shows a bifurcated hydrogen bond (on both sides of 

the green ball, below center), which can only be seen by the wide contacts in this clearly 

underpacked portion of sheet (and only one dot is observed).  The BioGeometry analysis 
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did not pick this up at all.  In places where the hydrogen bonding on the mainchain seems 

reasonable, the PROBE and BioGeometry analyses seem to be in agreement.  At the 

surface (not shown), the PROBE analysis behaves much more sensibly, as it does not run 

into a significant limitation of the Voronoi partition; namely that BioGeometry only 

applies to closed partitions of space, making the scores unavailable at the surface. 

In summary, from these two studies of protein underpacking, it seems likely that 

the new all-atom H-bond measures and the BioGeometry volume measures, taken 

together, provide a good first-step assessment of local underpacking. 

 

3.2 NMR Database Analyses, and Specific Examples 

 

3.2.1 NMR Structure Database Creation 

Some of the data for an in depth-study of local criteria to evaluate NMR structure 

models were in the pre-existing PDB coordinate and restraint files, but needed to be 

parsed and organized for this purpose.  The rest I generated using many different pieces 

of software, resulting in thousands of diverse pieces of information on each of the 

thousands of individual structure models.  For example, it took nearly three days to 

analyze all of the roughly 6,600 individual structure models by running  a combined 

analysis script I wrote in MolProbity for outputting the various Ramachandran, rotamer, 

and all atom contact analysis results. 

For earlier studies in the lab, preliminary explorations have usually been done in 

spreadsheet form, but to support the main research a very capable centralized 
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organization for data management and analysis is essential.  This project reached that 

point once I decided to analyze thousands of models.  My strategy was to create an 

extensive MySQL database, in order to manage and mine the data needed.    

MySQL databases are powerful, open-source relational databases available for 

Linux, Mac OSX, and PC platforms and were already in use within the lab.  Relational 

databases hold all of their data in tables.  All the operations on the database are done on 

the tables themselves, and the results are output into tables.  The ability to create linkages 

between tables in the database allows important flexibility in data organization and a 

robust method of mining that data.   

A central strength of MySQL is the use of SQL (Structured Query Language) to 

create tables and linkages and then to investigate the data relationships.  MySQL is 

extensively used world-wide, and its development has advanced substantially since the 

founders at the MySQL AB company redid the original mSQL.  The developers of 

MySQL provide it as an open-source distribution, with frequently-updated online 

documentation and manuals.  

The most common implementations of MySQL databases are those interfaced by 

creating pages that are accessible on web-browsers. The MySQL infrastructure here is 

interfaced with the programming language PHP for web use in what is normally termed 

the ‘Dynamic Duo.’  There are a number of open-source implementations of PHP 

interfaces to MySQL.  

The primary worldwide database of macromolecular structure coordinates is the 

Protein Data Bank (Berman, 2000), containing over 65,000 total entries and about 5000 
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protein NMR structures.  Additional restraint files for NMR structures are also available 

through the Biological Magnetic Resonance Bank (BMRB; (Seavey, 1991).  Using the 

advanced search tools available at the new PDB website (http://www.rcsb.org) a great 

deal of filtering based on many different criteria can be accomplished online.  

Other published datasets of NMR structures also influenced this project.  DrESS 

(Nabuurs, 2004)) and RECOORD (Nederveen, 2005)) contain before-and-after datasets 

of re-refined NMR structures.  An unusually high-quality ensemble for ubiquitin (1XQQ) 

obtained by refining several entire 16-member ensembles, rather than each model, against 

the data including order parameters was also looked at (Lindorff-Larsen, 2005).  The 

Richardson lab also has several later ensembles produced by Lindorff-Larsen with 

different experimental data and variants of the refinement methods.  An analysis of the 

structures, while very interesting, did not yield very much in terms of insight beyond the 

conclusion that even within this quite dynamic ensemble the geometry seemed relatively 

well-behaved when compared to the original 1D3Z structure determined by Bax, and 

both ensembles are very accurate.  Analyzing 128 model ensembles made a very useful 

driving problem for the development of user-friendly multi-criterion kinemages. 

Choosing MySQL as the database and PHP as the script-language interface to a 

web-browser sets the framework.  Populating the data tables in the database and querying 

the database provides the specific details. I used standard tools in PHP, for creating and 

extracting data about the NMR structures and populating the tables of the database.  This 

was accomplished through the open source front-end for MySQL called PHP MyAdmin.   
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Three levels of database tables were intended: File Level Tables, Residue Level 

Tables, and Atom Level Tables.  These are described below, as well as some of the data 

sources needed to populate them.  Ultimately, I only created the file level tables. 

The file level tables denote the presence or absence of different types of 

experimental data and global validation scores from MOLPROBITY.  Methodological 

information (such as experimental conditions or refinement software) is available in the 

headers of ‘.pdb’ format coordinate files.  However, the tools available from the PDB to 

extract this type of information are designed for the mmCIF format files, which have the 

additional advantages of an organization deliberately similar to that of relational 

databases and of having the most complete and updated header information. Therefore, 

using the pre-existing PDB tools, I worked with Ian Davis in developing scripts to 

populate some of the file level tables with data, mostly from the PDB format files.   

All existing Richardson lab software operates on coordinate information from 

PDB-format files and makes very little use of header information; only KiNG has been 

modified to read mmCIF input.  Therefore, the all-atom contact and geometrical 

information for the database came from PDB-format files.   Our source directories of 

suitably selected and cleaned coordinate files (for example, with duplicate chains or 

nucleic acids deleted) is in PDB format.  Later additions at the file level could include 

biological data (e.g., source organism or disease relevance), solution or crystallization 

conditions (increasingly now being gathered in the TargetDB and PepCDB set up by the 

Protein Structure Initiative), or fold classification from SCOP (Murzin, 1995). 
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While I did not build the residue or atom level tables, it is useful to describe how 

they could be done and some important components for them.  The centrally important 

residue level data tables would be similar to the ones already implemented in our Top500 

MySQL database. DANGLE can provide all dihedral-angle information at the residue 

level for all models and can flag bond length and bond angle outliers.  MOLPROBITY 

output can fill tables for clashes, rotamer scores, H-bond scores, and Ramachandran 

scores at the residue level.  DSSP can provide the secondary structure classification for 

each residue of each model.  QUEEN and the BMRB can be used to fill in data about 

number and type of NMR restraints for each residue collected by the spectroscopist and 

assigned.  

The new tools I created as part of this project can serve to populate many of the 

atom level tables.  PROBE, and Gary Kapral’s scripts for parsing its ‘unformatted’ output, 

can be used to extract input data for atom level tables with counts of different all-atom 

contact dot types, specifically including clashes and the H-bonds used for all-atom 

packing analysis.  Atomic packing-density scores from the BioGeometry project can 

populate tables for the relevant atom types.  A combination of QUEEN and the BMRB 

can be used to create tables of NMR restraints assigned to each atom (including 

experiment type and a flag for ambiguity).  Many atom-level properties are pairwise 

interactions, in which case the identity of the other atom can also be stored. 

The final database I created, with just the file level tables, was used to do a 

number of coarse analyses on a dataset of 339 NMR structure ensembles – the same as 

used in Ban, 2006 –where NOE data is present and deposited in the PDB.   
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3.2.2 Use of NOE Restraints per ordered residue as a data quality 
measure 

In crystallographic structures, resolution has been used for over 50 years as an 

indicator of data quality.  All structure quality measures, such as Ramachandran outliers, 

rotamer outliers, and clashscore are plotted against crystallographic resolution.  A single 

data quality measure for NMR structures is not quite so simple to identify.   

In my initial study of structures I spent a great deal of time looking at ‘.mr’ files 

of deposited restraints for NMR structures.  Restraints for NOE’s, J-couplings, RDC’s, 

H-bonds, and various other lesser-used restraints are included in this file.  There is no 

formal structure for a ‘.mr’ file, which makes parsing them incredibly difficult.  

However, my experience looking at NOE’s modeled onto a structure using NOEdisplay 

convinced me that both at a local level, and across the whole structure model, the number 

of experimentally observed restraints per ordered residue is a useful and meaningful 

measure of data quality for NMR structures. 

In no database or format is there a requirement to deposit the number of restraints 

per residue for an NMR structure.  In order to determine this, I used the BMRB to obtain 

the NOE restraint files for the NMR structures.  The files chosen were specifically 

selected for structures with deposited NOE’s.  I only used NOE’s of roughly <6.0Å and 

not longer range NOE’s such as those observed in paramagnetic relaxation experiments 

(Clore, 2002; Kosen, 1989). 

These files were populated into a MySQL database, and associated with their 

appropriate PDB structure.  Next, I extracted the number of residues from the PDB files 
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through the PHP MyAdmin interface.  Then, I used SQL queries to tabulate the number 

of NOE restraints in each file and computed the number of NOE restraints per residue.  It 

is these data and files that the large analyses of local criteria were performed on, allowing 

the plots that are described in the next sections to be created.  

While I did not perform a more sophisticated study that included tabulating other 

types of restraints (RDC’s, j-couplings, etc.), attempting to interpret the relative 

contributions of the restraints to a data quality measure; I conclude that even without 

those analyses, the number of NOE restraints per ordered residue seems specific enough 

and a compelling indicator representing a critical first step in defining a data quality 

measure for NMR structures. Further work in this area could include looking at structures 

determined by both NMR and X-ray and comparing the behavior of restraints-per-residue 

versus crystallographic resolution.  Evaluative criteria of geometric and steric outliers 

along with other structure validation criteria would serve as intermediaries to help 

estimate how commensurate the cross-validated structures are with one another.  

 

3.2.3 Ramachandran Analysis for NMR Ensembles 

Using the data in the NMR structure database, I analyzed all the Ramachandran 

outliers for each model in each ensemble of structures.  I performed the analysis as 

previously described, using MolProbity, then plotted the percentage of residues with 

Ramachandran outliers in a given structure model vs. the number of NOE restraints per 

residue for the structure determinations based on 2D φ,ψ plots for general case, Gly, Pro, 

and prePro residues where the “Outlier” contour encloses 99.95% of high-quality data for 
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general, 99.8% for specific cases (Lovell, 2003).  I chose percentage of Ramachandran 

outliers in order to make the structures of differing lengths comparable to one another.  It 

is also a useful metric for comparing against X-ray structures, where the ideal is at the 

0.01% level for high-quality data. 

 

Figure 3-7 - Ramachandran Outliers vs. Restraints Per Residue in NMR 
Structures 

This figure shows that most of the NMR structures analyzed have percentage of 

outliers significantly higher than X-ray structures.  There are limitations to these data.  

Since there are multiple models in a given ensemble, I decided not to take an average of 

the numbers within the ensemble or just use one of the models.  Each model in the 

ensemble of models a spectroscopist deposits to the PDB is supposed to represent a 

plausible model based on the data.  Therefore each model should be evaluated, as done 

here.  
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Another limitation of this plot is that it does not identify model 1 of the NMR 

structure ensemble.  It would be useful to know whether most model 1’s selected are 

better than the rest of their ensemble counterparts.  The reason this is useful is to better 

understand the realism of variation within an ensemble of structure models determined by 

the software packages.  The percentage of rotamer outliers does decrease with more 

restraints-per-residue, although this has a rather low slope and correlation coefficient. 

Because outliers in backbone Ramachandran are useful, the MolProbity site now 

has an output in the NMR section that creates a multi-model Ramachandran analysis that 

is served to the user as a PDF.  Like its sister on the x-ray side of MolProbity, it has 

different plots for pre-Pro, Pro, Gly, and all of the rest combined.   

 

3.2.4 Sidechain Rotamer Analysis for NMR Ensembles 

Similar to the analysis of Ramachandran outliers for each model in a NMR 

structure ensemble, I plotted the percentage of rotamer outliers in a structure model 

versus the number of NOE restraints per residue in the model.  Data from the MolProbity 

analysis are based on updated multidimensional χ angle distributions (Lovell, 2000; 

Chen, 2010).  A rotamer “outlier” is outside the contour that encloses 99% of the high-

quality data. 
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Figure 3-8 - Rotamer Outliers vs. Restraints Per Residue in NMR Structures 

The figure shows no observable trend.  However, these data support a hypothesis 

that sidechain rotamers are not being adequately addressed in NMR structure 

determinations.  A majority of the structures have greater than 15% of their sidechains 

modeled as rotamer outliers.   

In order to better understand and make a rotamer analysis useful for NMR, a few 

things need to be developed in the field.  First, the community needs to perform 

stereospecific assigment of protein sidechains in order to increase the amount of 

assignable data on sidechains.  Second, the structure determination packages need to 

incorporate sidechain rotamers routinely and in a sensible manner.  With the current data, 

it is not feasible to identify which PDB structures have stereospecific assignments to 

sidechains, and which structures used rotamer terms in the determination software.   

 I also developed the NMR rotamer analysis, which was used by the laboratory as 
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part of the assessment of CASP  (Critical Assessment of Structure Prediction) models 

(Keedy, 2009).  Rotamer correctness (corRot) was defined as the match of valid rotamer 

names between model and target (Keedy, 2009).  For X-ray targets, the target rotamer set 

consisted of all residues for which a valid rotamer name could be assigned (i.e. not < 1% 

rotamer score and not undefined because of missing atoms).  For NMR targets, a target 

rotamer was deinfed only at those residues for which one named rotamer comprised a 

specified percentage (85, 70, 55, and 40% for sidechains with one, two, three, and four 

chi angles respectively) of the ensemble.  Consideration was given to requiring a 

sufficient number NOE restraints in a residue for it to be included, but a conclusion was 

reached that in practice this would be largely redundant with the simpler consensus 

criterion.  Considering the uncorrelated plot in Figure 3-8, the analysis of sidechain 

rotamers for NMR targets in CASP unfortunately compared predicted models to target 

NMR structures using one of the weakest feature in these targets.   

 Using rotamer names based on multidimensional distributions rather than simple 

agreement of individual chi1, or chi1 and chi2, values has the advantage of favoring 

predictions in real local-minimum conformations and with good placement of the 

functional sidechain ends.  However, a disadvantage is that matching is all-or-none; for 

example, model rotamers tttm and mmmm would be equally “wrong” matches to a target 

rotamer tttt in our formulation, meaning the corRot score is more stringent for long 

sidechains.  This motivated the relaxation of the previously listed % criteria as a function 

of sidechain length.  
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3.2.5 Clashscore combined with H-bond Scores as an NMR structure 
quality factor 

In X-ray structures, the PROBE clashscore is routinely used as a structure quality 

measure (Arendall, 2005).  I plotted this for the NMR structure models in the database 

against the number of NOE restraints per residue.  For comparison purposes, in Xray 

structures the average clashscore at 2Å is nearly 20, around 35 at 3Å and 70 at 4Å. 

 

Figure 3-9 - Clashscore vs. Restraints Per Residue in NMR Structures 

These data provide evidence that NMR structures have more steric clashes 

modeled into them than X-ray structures in spite of their explicitly modeled H’s.   

Based on the plot, I hypothesize that when a low number of restraints per residue 

is present, a low Clashscore might be warranted, but the structure is probably 

underpacked.  I also hypothesize that at a high number of restraints per residue, a low 

Clashscore is more likely warranted, but might still be underpacked.  In order to test this 
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hypothesis, I calculated the number of mainchain-mainchain hydrogen bond dots per 

1,000 atoms in the structure: a ‘Mainchain H-bond Score’ similar to the Clashscore, 

which is the number of clashes per 1,000 atoms.  I then plotted this against the number of 

NOE restraints per residue.  

 

Figure 3-10 - Mainchain Hbonding vs. Restraints Per Residue in NMR 
Structures 

The figure shows that mainchain H-bond Score increases as the number of NOE 

restraints per residue increases.  These data, in combination with the Clashscore data 

suggest that at a low number of NOE restraints per residue, a low Clashscore, and a low 

Mainchain H-bond Score flag a structure model for potentially being underpacked.  

Similarly, at a high number of NOE restraints per residue; a low Clashscore and a low 

Mainchain H-bond Score flag a structure model for potentially being underpacked.  

Unlike the situation where little data is present, a high Mainchain H-bond Score and a 
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low Clashscore when a large number of NOE’s are present indicates the structure is 

higher quality.   

Recognizing that for underpacked structures it may be necessary to count 

interactions at somewhat larger separation distances, I hypothesized that the sum of the 

mainchain-mainchain H-bonds and the wide and close mainchain-mainchain vdW dots 

together would increase as the number of NOE restraints per residue increased.  I 

calculated these values as a score per 1,000 atoms in the structure model as a Favorable 

Dot Score, and plotted them. 

 

Figure 3-11 - Favorable Dot Score vs. Restraints Per Residue in NMR 
Structures 

The figure shows the Favorable Dot Score plotted against NOE restraints per 

residue.  As predicted, the score increases as the number of restraints per residue 

increases.  The behavior of this value is similar to that of the Mainchain H-bond Score, 

though the trend is more pronounced.  This is not surprising because counting the vdW 

contributions is the same as observing more contact dots at longer distances.   
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This work can be extended and refined by the implementation of residue-level and 

atom-level tables in the database.  This would enable a more detailed study of the impacts 

by specific secondary structural elements on these scores.  

 

3.2.6 NMR Structure Chimera: A Test Case for a Best Parts Approach 

In order to evaluate the extensibility of the MolProbity geometric criteria for use 

in NMR structure improvement, a comparison of models within structure ensembles as 

well as between whole ensembles is needed.  Comparing models within an ensemble 

provides a way to identify clusters of errors in a structure model.  Comparing separate 

structure ensembles is important globally for identifying the best experimental or 

refinement methodologies, and locally for identifying specific types of systematic errors.  

For initial trials, multicriterion kinemages with all models of an NMR ensemble were 

something I created by hand, by editing together separate runs on the single models and 

modifying the colors and master buttons for intelligibility.  They then became useful for 

investigating 3D clustering of geometric errors mapped on the structure, and I 

implemented them in MolProbity where they are now served up on the web (as described 

in section 3.1.1). 

I also created two-dimensional plots of validation outliers by hand, with each 

member of the NMR ensemble separated vertically and the sequence running 

horizontally.  Clustering of problem areas is immediately evident, especially in the highly 

mobile chain ends, which can be “trimmed” away for clarity especially in the 3D 

graphics.  It is also clear from these plots that model 1 is often not the highest-quality 
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model in an ensemble by these criteria.  It is for this reason that I analyze all models in an 

ensemble and plot them without averaging the number of outliers in each across the 

ensemble.  This became so useful that I decided to build this type of plot into MolProbity, 

where it is now served up to the community (as described in section 3.1.2). 

One use for which such 2D plots were very important was in the construction of a 

best-parts “chimera” for the 1EGF ensemble (Montelione , 1992) done jointly by Jessica 

Allison, Jane Richardson, and myself.  Concentrating on the backbone and disulfides, we 

divided the structure into local segments with low rmsd at their ends and identified the 

best model or models for each segment.  Originally we expected primarily to be avoiding 

problems (clashes and Ramachandran outliers), but we soon discovered that positive 

factors were just as important (H-bonding, compactness vs underpacking, and even 

“reasonable-looking” familiar conformations).   
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Figure 3-12 - Chimera Plot of 1EGF Structure Ensemble 
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The plot in Figure 3-12 shows boxes for the accepted models in each region, and 

also diamonds for the Ramachandran outliers which were avoided.  At the C-terminal 

end, there were no reasonable conformations and the last seven residues would likely be 

trimmed off the structure model due to a lack of observed data. Although this modeling 

attempt was not remarkably successful, construction of a chimera (with some further 

refinement) still seems useful for an accurate, final NMR ensemble, providing a single 

model more globally accurate than a minimized average structure or than just using 

model 1.  However, for a low-data ensemble like 1EGF this sort of examination would be 

better utilized to define additional restraints, then used for an entire new cycle of 

structure determination.  For example, in 1EGF the cross-model comparison defined 

correct vs. incorrect conformations for the two central disulfides, which could profitably 

be restrained. 

 

3.2.7 Z-Domain Structures and Other Examples 

I created analogous 2D plots to the ones for the Chimera example for comparisons 

between different structures as well.  The example in the figure below plots Clashscore 

and % Ramachandran outliers for each model in the three Z-domain structure ensembles 

done by the Montelione group at the NorthEast Structural Genomics Consortium 

(NESG).  In order of determination, 1SPZ is the oldest, followed by 2SPZ and then 1Q2N 

(Tashiro, 1997; Zheng , 2004).  All scores (including rotamers, not shown) improve from 

1SPZ to 2SPZ, which was refined with a high degree of care and attention because of a 

controversy about the helix orientations.  Clashscore goes up again somewhat in the later 
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1Q2N ensemble, but Ramachandran outliers achieve <1% because of peptide orientation 

information from NH RDC measurements.  The 1Q2N ensemble also has more α-helical 

residues and more well-ordered residues.  

 

Figure 3-13 - Z-domain: Two Validation Criteria Compared Across Structure 
Ensembles 
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The plots and kinemages made by hand were promising, but extremely time 

intensive.  This put priority on the development of more automated and flexible 

procedures.  In collaboration with Ian Davis, I implemented methods for handling 

multiple models in the new version of MOLPROBITY, with a separate page tailored for 

NMR-specific questions, as has been described earlier in this chapter.  Included to date 

are features that create either a multi-model multicriterion kinemage and a multi-model 

chart of summary statistics, or else single-model evaluations done one at a time by the old 

system.  The new MOLPROBITY NMR facility also can accept an input restraint list in 

CNS format and use NOEdisplay to return a multicriterion kinemage that also maps onto 

the 3D structure any NOE restraint violations (shown as dashed red lines).  However, this 

functionality is available only in the command line.   

The fundamental task of a multicriterion kinemage is the same for NMR as for x-

ray structures: to show clearly the clustering of all types of errors mapped onto the 3D 

structure.  Unfortunately, this is much harder for NMR because an order of magnitude 

more information is being displayed per residue.  The extreme case that broke all our 

earlier tools is the dynamic, 128-model ubiquitin ensemble of 1XQQ (Lindorff-Larsen et 

al. 2005); its 3D variation can now be successfully studied. 

I used the infrastructure from the new tools I created to study a variety of 

examples.  The initial structure survey documented a large number of structures for 

which sidechains with no experimental data at all are given rotamer-outlier 

conformations for many, or even for half of the ensemble members (eg 1KKG (Huang, 

2003) with 55% poor rotamers total).  Favorable rotamer conformations, or even low-

% Rama 

Outliers 
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energy staggered values for individual χ angles, are not taken into account at all in many 

NMR structure determinations, probably because of historical reluctance to use any x-

ray-derived information.    

Structures from Gerhard Wagner’s lab, analyzed when he visited here, provide 

informative examples because his lab uses a wide variety of software and strategies.  The 

1Z9E integrase-binding domain (Cherepanov, 2005), which Wagner identified as 

especially carefully done, has Clashscores of ~28 and Ramachandran outliers of ~1%, 

which correspond to scores for a typical x-ray structure at 2.3Å resolution.  However, 

27% of the rotamers are poor, which is exceptionally bad for an x-ray structure but could 

easily have been avoided, because most of those rotamer outliers are on the surface where 

there is room to choose favorable alternatives.   

In contrast, the Wagner lab’s 2AIV structure of a nucleoporin domain (Robinson, 

2005) is more mobile and was refined with DYANA rather than XPLOR;  it achieves just 

7% bad rotamers per model, but its clashscore >100 and Ramachandran outliers of 10% 

are very bad.  Overall, 2AIV seems much less accurate than the integrase-binding 

structure from the Wagner group, but shows that sidechain rotamers (as well as covalent 

geometry) can be given largely canonical values without contradicting the NMR data.   

Similarly, in the Montelione-lab Z-domain structures, Lys 50 has data only to 

show that Cd is within NOE distance of its own Ha and NH.  In 1Q2N only 3 of the 10 

models have acceptable rotamers for Lys 50, and none make H-bonds.  In 2SPZ all Lys 

50 conformations H-bond either to Glu 47 or Asp 53, but half the rotamers are good and 

half are not.   
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Figure 3-14 - 1J1H Structure with a Clashscore of 242.9 

The most egregious example was the 1J1H structure with a Clashscore of 242.9 

(model 1 shown above in Figure 3-14).  A closer examination of the clashes using the 

multi-model multi-criterion kinemage revealed that most of the clashes include sidechain 

atoms, had 30.29% bad rotamers, 8.26% Ramachandran outliers, and a MolProbity score 

of 4.68 (0th percentile). 

The Montelione lab structures showed a case for 2SPZ where all 4 ensemble 

members with a frayed helix had bad geometry for residues 22-25 (clash, Ramachandran, 

and rotamer outliers) while the other 6 models use Asn 23 as a classic helix N-cap and 

have no validation problems; they also match the conformation later assigned for all 

models in 1Q2N, based on RDC data.   
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Figure 3-15 - Error Cluster in Proline Turn of Z-domain structure 1Q2N 

In 1Q2N, even with RDC measurements, one group of models (at left in figure) 

showed multiple clashes and outliers while a second group (at right) showed excellent 

geometry and additional H-bonding for a tight turn.  Presumably both peptide 

orientations were consistent with the RDC value, but this analysis clearly shows that only 

one of those alternatives is correct.  In 2SPZ, this same 37-40 loop shows many different 

conformations, most with outliers, but no cases of the conformation known to be correct. 

(Note: this example was very significant in other parts of my work and is revisited in 

greater detail in chapter 4 and chapter 5).  

The 2SPZ structure also demonstrated the common problem with surface 

sidechains where little or no experimental distance restraints are present. 
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Figure 3-16 - Surface Sidechain Conformations of Lys50 in 2SPZ 

The figure shows Lys50, with no distance restraints present in the experimental 

data, modeled using rotameric conformations in some models in the ensemble and outlier 

conformations in others.  This surface exposed sidechain, I conclude, should only be 

modeled with rotamers where there is little or no experimental evidence to the contrary. 

A similar case occurs in the unpublished Montelione-lab FGF structure, where the 

10 models for loop 135-145 differ but all have both backbone clashes and Ramachandran 

outliers.  Such patterns mean that the sampling for the loop is inadequate, which could 

perhaps be remedied if it was recognized that no acceptable alternatives had been found.  

These and related analyses provided additional restraints for the Z-domain structure that 

were sent to the Montelione group for their consideration in further refinements.  
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3.3 NOE patterns used to identify RNA backbone conformations 

RNA has been implicated in a rapidly growing number of biological processes, 

from transcription and translation to catalysis and gene regulation.  These diverse 

functions owe much to RNA’s ability to form many types of stable 3D structures. Base-

pairing and base-stacking are the dominant factors in these structures, but backbone 

structure is known to have key roles in catalysis and binding.  Unfortunately, RNA 

backbone has been a thorn in the side of crystallographers and NMR spectroscopists 

alike.   

In the past decade, advances in technical methodology and biological motivation 

have led to the watershed ribosome structures in the year 2000 (Ban, 2000; Schluenzen, 

2000; Wimberly, 2000), and to many other RNA crystal structures since then. This 

enormous increase in high quality information on RNA 3D structure has revolutionized 

RNA structural bioinformatics, leading to, among other things, the discovery that the 

RNA backbone is rotameric when divided into sugar-to-sugar units called suites (Murray, 

2003).  Each of the conformers is assigned a unique name, which can be combined with 

the names of neighboring suites to form suitestrings—a 1D descriptor of 3D 

conformations (Richardson, 2008). NMR structures of RNA were quite dominant before 

2000, but crystallography of RNA has been surging forward. There are over five times as 

many solved RNA structures presently in the PDB as there were at the end of 2000, with 

the increased rate mainly due to x-ray crystallography. It would aid overall progress and 

provide a complementary, more dynamic perspective if NMR methodology could catch 

up.  
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The usual way to determine nucleic acid NMR structures relies heavily on NOE 

(Nuclear Overhauser Effect) through-space distance constraints, allowing the placement 

of hydrogen atoms ~5 Å or less apart. But determining the detailed conformation of RNA 

backbone using NMR is quite tricky, since the density of observable and useful proton-

proton distances is much lower than for proteins, and the interesting RNA structures tend 

to be the most difficult to analyze (Varani, 1996).    In practice, it is easy to identify the 

regions of A-form RNA structure vs the rest.  In addition to their role in refinement, the 

NOE constraints are used to guide early model building, such as determining helices and 

hairpin loops in RNA, and in some cases structural features as small as single-base 

bulges. One place where NMR has an advantage over crystallography is that sugar pucker 

can be determined by J-coupling measurements that reflect individual torsion angles in 

the ring. Late in the refinement process, RDC (residual dipolar coupling) orientation 

measurements are sometimes added, especially to determine long-range shape; RDCs 

will be discussed in later chapters.   

My work, in collaboration with Gary Kapral, maps out all the expected  

interatomic distances between hydrogen atoms (and thus the potentially observable 

NOEs) along RNA backbone in each of the suite conformers, allowing the user to display 

them both in tabular form and in parallel coordinates (Inselberg, 2009; Chen, 2010). 

Viewing the possible NOE distances in parallel coordinates is an especially revealing 

way to identify patterns corresponding to particular backbone conformations.  As with 

suitestrings, series of such conformations have their own identifiable multi-residue 

patterns; thus, an S-motif and a GNRA tetraloop imply distinct, repeatable NOE patterns. 
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Even if the base is facing the solvent, and thus has little NOE data to identify the base 

position, the observed NOEs can be used to systematically pare down the possible 

backbone conformers at that suite; these can then be combined to identify common 

suitestrings and thus the local RNA 3D structure. Taken together, patterns of distance 

constraints and the system of suite conformers should provide a powerful tool to help 

elucidate the 3D conformations of RNA backbone in NMR structures. 

 

3.3.1 Structural Overview of RNA 

RNA can be divided into two major components per nucleotide residue: the 

backbone, consisting of the sugar and phosphate, and the base, which can be a two-ring 

purine (G,A) or a one-ring pyrimidine (C,U).  The structure of RNA has been 

traditionally described solely by the base-pairing and base-stacking interactions, which 

are most readily identified. More recently, it has been discovered that the backbone, 

which has 6 variable dihedral angles per residue, adopts distinct, favored 3D 

conformations. These backbone conformations have been described in a number of 

ways—through binning the alpha, gamma, delta, and zeta torsion angles (Hershkovitz, 

2003), through identifying backbone rotamers in a new “suite” division from sugar to 

sugar, spanning 7 dihedrals from δn-1 to δn, (Murray, 2003), and through smoothing and 

peak-picking of the 12 backbone dihedrals of a dinucleotide along with the two χ angles 

of the bases (Schneider, 2004); these three alternative divisions can be seen in Figure 3-

17 below.  
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Figure 3-17 – RNA backbone suite. 

The above figure shows the suite dihedral angles labeled.  Also marked are the 

divisions into suite, nucleotide (residue) and dinucleotide.  The modular heminucleotide 

units and appropriate nomenclature are shown along the right edge.  The groups that 

developed these separate backbone classification schemes came together under the 

auspices of the RNA Ontology Consortium (Leontis, 2006) to define a unified 

nomenclature, and identified 54 well-conserved backbone conformations throughout 

RNA structures (Richardson, 2008).  

 

3’ 

5’ 
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Figure 3-18 - Heminucleotide designations and associated conformations 

In the figure above, the mean dihedral angles are to the right of each conformation. 
Notation of 3’ and 2’ indicate the pucker (δ nearly 84° or 147°, respectively); m signifies 
near -60° (minus); t, 180° (trans); p, +60° (plus); e, 120° +/- 25°; and –e, -120° +/- 25°.  

 
The modular nomenclature for RNA backbone conformation uses letter-number 

combinations to give a 1D representation of the 3D dihedrals by describing the δεζ 

dihedrals of the preceding residue by a number (or number-like single character), and the 

αβγδ torsions of the current residue by a letter.  Odd numbers, and letters “a-n”, represent 

conformations with a C3’-endo sugar pucker; even numbers, and letters “o-z”, represent 

conformations with C2’-endo sugar puckers (and a δ near 147°). The notable exception to 

this rule is the letter b, where 2b is reserved for B-form DNA (although it cannot occur in 

RNA); “b” is therefore a 2’-pucker heminucleotide. 
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Only some combinations of a number and letter designate actually observed, 

favorable suite conformations. The 54 officially recognized backbone conformers include 

3’3’, 3’2’, 2’3, and 2’2’ suites (Richardson, 2008). A complete table with the angle 

values, roles, and representative examples can be found on the Richardson laboratory 

website.  Using this modular nomenclature, the conformation designated as "1a" refers to 

the backbone dihedrals needed to construct an A-form RNA helix, with the “1” 

describing the δεζ torsions, and the “a” describing the αβγδ torsions; from the table 

above, it can be inferred that 1a must have 3’3’ sugar pucker. “[“was chosen for the 

commonest intercalation conformation, since the “[“ character resembles the shape of a 

suite with bases spread apart for intercalation. A pair of underscores, “__”, is used to 

indicate regions where dihedral data is undefined, such as chain ends and internal chain 

breaks (disordered loops, etc.). Finally, the “!!” designation is used to indicate that the 

suite does not fall into any of the 54 recognized conformers; this can either be due to 

errors in the model or to interesting regions of strained geometry, such as is often found 

in active sites. 

  RNA structural motifs, such as the tetraloop or the S-motif, can be specified by 

the corresponding strings of suites that describe their backbone dihedrals, as shown in the 

following two figures.  
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Figure 3-19 - RNA Backbone Nomenclature for GNRA tetraloop 

The GNRA tetraloop has suitestring 1a1g1a1a1c; bases can be included to fully 

describe the RNA structure: 1aG1gN1aR1aA1c. Strings of non-A-form RNA indicate 

large deviations from helices, usually in the form of stem-loops, internal loops, or 

junctions.  

 

Figure 3-20 - RNA Backbone Nomenclature for S-motif 

The distinctive S-shape of the primary strand of the aptly named S-motif, for 

example, has a suitestring of 5z4s#a. The corresponding back strand of the S-motif has 

suitestring 1a1e1a, the 1e conformation being necessary to make the stack switch that 

accommodates the primary strand’s distinctive shape. 
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Figure 3-21 - RNA backbone suite with potential H2'(n-1) NOEs shown 

The RNA backbone within a suite has 12 available hydrogens whose 3D 

arrangement is determined by the suite conformation.  Shown above is an RNA 

backbone suite with all the hydrogen atoms named (on the left of the image pair), and 

lines for the eleven potential backbone NOE’s involving the H2’(n-1) atom (on the right 

of the image pair). Since NOEs are based on the distance between hydrogens, one can 

calculate the expected NOE’s for each RNA backbone conformation based on their 

relative hydrogen positions.  The resulting calculations can be used as a lookup table for 

identification of RNA backbone structure during an NMR 3D structure determination 

and building process. 
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3.3.2 NOE’s by CRMA 

NOE constraints are often determined by calculating distance between atoms via 

the relaxation matrix.  The relaxation matrix itself is related to the intensity of the NOE 

peaks (Cavanagh, 2006).  This method is much more complete and exact thatn the semi-

quantitative distance approach. In practice, not all the intensities are known, resulting in 

an incomplete intensity matrix and thus interatomic distances cannot be computed 

exactly.  A general solution for this problem (called the Constraint Relaxation Matrix 

Approach - CRMA) is to build a model, often idealized A-form helix for RNA (Boelens, 

1989; Schmitz, 1995), from which a model relaxation matrix is calculated.  Observed 

NOEs are substituted for the theoretical values where possible, and a hybrid matrix is 

constructed from which distances are calculated.  This process of substitution and back-

calculation is iterated several times until the calculated and experimental distances are 

within an acceptable range (Wijmenga, 1998). Many alternative methods have been 

proposed for building a complete relaxation matrix (Borgias, 1990; Kaluarachchi, 1991; 

van de Ven, 1991).  

A severe disadvantage of using CRMA is overdependence on starting models 

(Borgias, 1989; Borgias, 1990).  Using A-form RNA in the starting model yields an A-

form-based model intensity matrix.  A-form RNA accounts for >70% of the residues in 

RNA structures (Murray, 2003) and thus will give a good overall match to the data. 

However, this method will severely hamper the ability to model non-A-form structure 

and muddy the waters when looking at interesting areas, particularly binding and active 

sites.   
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In contrast, using NOE lookup tables could enable non-A-form structure to be 

determined for particular stretches of residues, allowing for better starting models with 

less A-form bias.  Combining these lookup tables with known suitestrings, whole motifs 

could be handled in CRMA without resorting to A-form placeholders in the initial 

structure. 

 

3.3.3 Semi-Quantitative Distances 

The semi-quantitative distance approach relies on a large number of NOE 

constraints rather than precision of a given NOE.  The NOE distances are estimated based 

on their relative intensities with respect to generally observed reference NOEs as 

measured on the same sample, and are classified only into bins as strong, medium, or 

weak. These reference atoms are often the H5-H6 distance (2.43Å) for strong, H1’-H3’ 

(~3.5Å) for medium, and H6/H8 to H1’ for weak (>5Å) (Varani, 1996).  Using a relative 

scale based on reference atoms is important for offsetting the influence of mixing time on 

the intensity of the peaks when spin diffusion skews the distance measurements over 

longer mixing times.   

In the semi-quantitative approach, each bin corresponds to a rough distance 

estimate, less than the upper bound of the constraint for that bin.  Due to the difficulty in 

determining the lower bound accurately, most constraints have no lower bound.  Looking 

at these upper bounds provides an invaluable resource for comparing observed NOEs to 

NOE constraints calculated from ideal RNA conformers because more NOEs in each bin 
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means more cross-references to RNA backbone conformations; thus one can attempt to 

create a more robust estimate of which conformation is present. 

 

3.3.4 Lookup Tables & Parallel Coordinate Plots 

Using the 54 defined RNA backbone conformations, Gary Kapral and I created a 

series of twelve tables, one for each of the twelve hydrogens in the suite considered as 

one end of the potential NOE pair. Names of the 54 rotamers are listed vertically and the 

twelve hydrogens for the other end of the pair are along the horizontal direction.  Each 

table contains shaded-out cells (in purple) where the interatomic NOE distances are long 

enough (>5.2 Å) that they are very unlikely to be observed experimentally. 
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Figure 3-22 - RNA backbone NOE distance Lookup Table for H2'(n-1) 

Each suite conformer is identified by its appropriate number/letter combination 

describing the dihedral-angle values. Cross-referencing the observed NOE with the 
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calculated NOEs in the table allows the spectroscopist to determine what subset of the 54 

backbone conformations are possible given the data. For example, a spectroscopist 

observing a strong NOE of 3.2 Å between H2’ and H1’ of the following residue uses the 

H2’n-1 table, and will see that the only possible calculated NOE in the H1’n column that 

fits is 3.153 Å, belonging to the 1L conformation.  The 1L conformation differs from A-

form in the β and ε dihedrals resulting in a more twisted base positioning.   

If, on the other hand, a medium strength NOE of 4.0 Å is observed, the 1a and 1c 

(as well as 1L) conformations constitute the reasonable subset of the 54 rotamer choices.  

For a longer-distance NOE of 4.7Å or so, the best match would now include 1b or 1t 

conformations (both 3’2’ puckers).  Importantly, the observed NOEs in the semi-

quantitative method are only representing upper bounds; conformations with lower NOE 

constraints (1a,1c, and 1L in this case) may still be candidates.  

Not all observed NOEs will be deterministic—many will result in ten or so 

conformations that match the data. This can be refined further by referencing multiple 

sets of observed NOEs and paring down the subset of backbone conformations plausible; 

using the 4.7 Å NOE example above, a second observed NOE between H2’n-1 and H5’’n 

of 3.6 Å further pares the choices down to 1c or 1t, which can easily be distinguished 

based on sugar pucker determination. Pucker combinations can be identified on the table 

by color: 3’3’ is highlighted in blue, 3’2’ in green, 2’3’ in yellow, and 2’2’ in red. Sugar 

pucker can be easily determined independently with J-coupling or 31P chemical shifts 

(Varani, 1996).  [It is interesting that distinct 31P chemical shifts for C2’-endo vs. C3’-

endo ribose puckers are probably looking at the same geometrical relationships that 
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permit pucker determination in X-ray models by measuring the perpendicular distance 

from the 3’ phosphate to the line of the glycosidic (sugar-to-base) bond (Richardson, 

2009; Chen, 2010).] 

Ultimately, the strength of the approach is that even though multiple RNA 

backbone conformations are possible, the number of plausible ones that match the data 

will be reduced significantly compared to the 54 known RNA backbone rotamers and 

allows the spectroscopist to begin with more reasonable starting models for relaxation 

matrix generation.  

 

 

Figure 3-23 - Parallel Coordinate Plot of RNA Backbone Rotamer NOE 
distances H1’(n-1) 

Complementary to the tables are parallel coordinate plots where each axis in the 

plot represents a NOE distance between two hydrogens within the suite and is populated 
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by the distances for each one of the 54 RNA backbone conformations.  Twelve parallel 

coordinate plots were made, one for each hydrogen in the suite.  The twelve plots provide 

a visual representation of the NOEs found in the tables. A dividing bar is shown at 5.0-

5.5 Å, indicating where it becomes difficult to experimentally observe an NOE. The color 

scheme for pucker combinations is maintained (blue for 3’3’, green for 3’2’, yellow for 

2’3’, red for 2’2’). Each conformation has a unique polyline representing the ideal NOE 

constraints; the parallel coordinate view can act similar to the lookup table, but also give 

the spectroscopist insight into what other NOEs might be observed for each 

conformation, aiding in the interpretation of the experimental data. 

 

3.3.5 Test Structures 

A series of test structures culled from the Protein Data Bank were used to assess 

the limits of the method.  A search performed at www.pdb.org used the Advanced 

Search, a selection of Experimental Method being solution NMR, with data present 

followed by a second query for molecule type with the restriction of RNA.  A total of 271 

structure hits returned from the late 1990’s until today.  Each structure was run through 

the program Suitename (Richardson, 2008) to get their suite conformer assignments. Ten 

structures were selected for an initial test of the method as seen in Table 2; these 

examples were selected for their variety of length, structural motifs, and function and for 

containing relatively high numbers of non-A-form suites. 
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Table 3 - The 10 NMR, RNA test structures and their number of residues 
demonstrating diversity in size. 

PDB code Author Structure description Residues 

1F9L Rudisser PSABC hairpin of GI 

ribozyme 

22 

1I3Y Blanchard A loop of 23S rRNA 19 

1IKD Ramos tRNA acceptor stem 22 

1LDZ Hoogstraten Lead-dependent Ribozyme 30 

1T4X Popenda Z-RNA 12 

1UUU Sich Hairpin loop with 

CGUUUCG motif 

19 

1YMO Theimer P2b-P3 pseudoknot  from 

telomerase RNA 

47 

2B7G Johnson Smaug recognition element 19 

2HGH Lee TF IIIA with 5S rRNA 55 

2JYM Schwalbe Stem-loop of hepatitis B 

virus PTRE 

22 

 

The .mr data files containing the NMR restraints used to calculate the structures 

were downloaded and non-NOE data spliced out. Additionally, any NOES that were not 

between backbone atoms of adjacent nucleotides were removed; only combinations of the 

12 atoms we know to constrain the suite were analyzed. We also did not use suites 

labeled as “!!” by Suitename.  Each NOE distance restraint observed within a suite was 
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matched with its possible backbone conformations, by finding the appropriate lookup 

table and then indexing down to the value of the NOE restraint and assigning the 

appropriate subset of 3D backbone conformers. Where more than one NOE was present 

for the same suite, each NOE was used to generate a subset of possible conformers. The 

resulting conformer subsets were combined to form two new subsets, one with the 

intersection of all NOE-derived conformer subsets for that suite, and one with the union 

of these subsets. An example of this can be seen in Figure 3-24. 

 

 

Figure 3-24 - Combining the conformation subsets of multiple NOEs to get the 
intersection and union conformer subsets. 

 

3.3.6 Results 

Our study looked at 10 NMR structures of varied size and shape, giving us a 

potential set of 267 suites to investigate.  Unfortunately, it became clear that the 1F9L 

structure contained unreasonably short NOE constraints and was removed.  Of the 245 

residues remaining, 152 had observed NOEs between suite-constraining backbone atoms; 

34 of these were assigned !! by Suitename, leaving us 118 suites, for detailed study.  

The intersection and union conformer subsets were generated for each suite and 

compared to the suite present in the deposited structure (the suite assigned by Suitename). 
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If the actual suite is present in the conformer subset, it means the suite in the structure 

model at that location which was submitted to the PDB is consistent with our method of 

predicting RNA backbone conformations based on NOEs.  If the modeled suite is not 

contained within the conformer subset, then the prediction has failed at that point. 

Throughout the 9 test structures, the model suite matches the intersection 

conformer subsets 61% of the time, while it matches the union conformer subsets 79% of 

the time.  This is intuitive in that the intersection will have smaller subsets of conformers 

and therefore less chance of matching the modeled suite.  On the other hand, these 

numbers seemed rather low, likely because of error in NOE distance constraints which 

often have error of roughly 10%.  Adjusting the lookup tables to separately report subsets 

within this 10% marginof error, by adding 10% to the value, improved the resulting 

match with the model suite by 15%.  Overall, the model matched our new intersection 

conformer subsets 76% of the time, while it matched the union conformer subset 92%. A 

summary of these statistics can be found below in Table 4 (NB: table values are only for 

central values of each conformer, so they also have a substantial uncertainty range). 
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Table 4 - Conformer statistics: intersection conformer subsets, union 
conformer subsets, and each of these subsets extended to include conformers in the 

10% error region for NOEs. 

 

Intersection 
Conformer 

Subsets 

Union 
Conformer 

Subsets 

Intersection 
Conformer 

Subsets 
+10% NOE 

error 

Union 
Conformer 

Subsets 
+10% NOE 

error 
Total suites (non!!) 118 118 118 118 
Total matching suites 72 93 90 108 
Total suites 
nonAform 42 42 42 42 
Total matching suites 
(non-Aform) 17 34 24 39 
Overall % matching 
suites 61% 79% 76% 92% 
Overall % matching 
suites  (non-Aform) 40% 81% 57% 93% 
Average % matching 
suites per structure 51% 73% 67% 88% 
Average % matching 
suites per struc (non-
Aform) 46% 81% 61% 90% 
Average reduction in 
conf space per 
structure 84% 63% 80% 61% 
Average reduction in 
conf space:non-A-
form 80% 56% 76% 48% 

91% 86% Conformer space saved if puckers are known 
Conf. space saved if puckers are known 
(nonAform) 88% 82% 

 

The second test of the method involved determining how effectively it restricts 

the RNA backbone conformer space to a limited set of suites.  To evaluate this, the 

percentage of the 54 recognized conformers present in each conformer subset was 

determined both for intersection and union subsets.  Similarly, the percentage of 
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conformers discarded by using this prediction method was calculated.  This represents the 

percentage of suites not considered for model building, thus saving time in calculations 

and in choosing a model to fit the data.  Overall, for intersection subsets there is an 80% 

reduction in the considered conformational space, with a corresponding 61% reduction 

for the union subsets.  

While these numbers are very good for a first look, the truly interesting part of 

this method is its treatment of non A-form RNA.  Throughout the test structures, there are 

42 non A-form suites with useful backbone NOEs.  Of these non A-form suites, 57% 

match with their corresponding intersection subsets and 93% with their union subsets. 

Conformation space reduction is as follows: 76% for intersect subsets and 48% for union 

subsets.  Astonishingly, in these test structures one can use the combination of NOE 

constraints to restrict the possible non A-form suites with 93% certainty while still 

cutting the number of possible conformations in half.   

 Of course, NOEs are not the only piece of structural information a spectroscopist 

has when determining an RNA structure; J-coupling and 31P chemical shifts can give a 

good indication of sugar pucker.  If the sugar pucker is known, one can include this 

information in the lookup table, and narrow down the conformational space further. 

When puckers of both residues in the suite are known, only 5 of the 54 conformers will, 

on average, be valid choices for intersection subsets, and a slightly larger 8 for union 

subsets.  With most of the conformation space pared down, building the structure using 

known RNA backbone conformers can be greatly simplified, particularly with regards to 

non A-form suites that are often difficult to determine by other means. 
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3.3.7 Discussion 

This proposed method of using theoretical NOE constraints from ideal RNA 

backbone rotamers as an aid in structure determination is very promising.  The number of 

matches between the model suite and the NOE-derived theoretical conformation subsets 

shows that even with only one or two NOEs, the number of candidate suites can be 

pruned from 54 down to a much more manageable number.  This method requires that the 

spectroscopist needs only to know which two atoms are assigned for a given RNA 

backbone NOE and the NOE distance. Using this information, the spectroscopist chooses 

the appropriate lookup table based on the atoms involved, and inputs the distance 

constraint.  The lookup table outputs the resulting conformer subset for that NOE, as well 

as a second conformer subset containing suites that are in the 10% NOE error region. 

These RNA backbone conformer subsets can be used as a guide for building the molecule 

or as a check when reviewing the results from a round of refinement, or validating a 

completed structure.  Overall, the lookup tables could save time and lead to more 

accurate structures. 

There are two overarching features in the lookup tables. The first is suite 

coverage—how many of the 54 suites are suggested by any given NOE constraint. 

Shorter NOE distance constraints, 3-4Å , lead to small numbers of suites in any given 

conformer subset; conversely, NOE distance constraints beyond 6Å often yield 

conformer subsets containing 30 to 40 possible suites.  The specific RNA backbone 

atoms assigned to a given NOE have a significant impact on how conformationally 
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restrictive the assigned RNA backbone NOE is.  For example, an NOE distance 

constraint of 4.5Å between H2’n-1 and H5’n yields a conformation subset of 22 (29 

including the 10% error region suites); on the other hand a constraint of 4.5Å between 

H1’n-1 and H1’n yields a conformation subset of only 4 suites.  This observation was 

implied by Varani (Varani 1996), but is made explicitly clear with these lookup tables. 

The second feature of the lookup tables is that in ideal conditions, the modeled 

suite should match one of the suites from the NOE-derived conformer subset.  When 

multiple RNA backbone NOEs are observed for the same suite, then their respective 

conformer subsets should be reconciled.  This method does so by taking the intersection 

and the union of all conformer subsets for a given suite.  In theory, the modeled suite 

would always be present in the intersection subset, but in practice the modeled suite 

matches the intersection subset 76% of the time for all structures, and 57% for non A-

form structures.  The reasons for this are many, as any systematic errors in the model 

building or in the NOE measurement could result in the modeled suite not matching any 

suites in the conformer subset.  To alleviate this problem, the union of multiple NOE-

derived conformer subsets is determined, lessening the impact of error in an individual 

NOE measurement.  This brings the number of matches to 92% in all suites, and 93% for 

non A-form suites.  Unfortunately, the union of multiple conformer subsets increases the 

total number of suites in the final subset, making the conformer reduction less effective.  

 When building a structure, the lookup tables serve to inform the spectroscopist 

which suites to consider first, namely, the intersection conformer subset.  With only an 

average of 5 suites for a given residue, the intersection subset provides a selection of 
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RNA backbone conformations consistent with all available NOEs, and is small enough 

that each suite can be tried to find the best fit for the data. Only after the possibilities in 

the intersection set have been tried and dismissed should the union conformer subset be 

used.  In this way, the intersection subset acts as a kind of upper bound, and the union 

subset a lower bound.   

 The removal of the 1F9L structure from the study was due to unreasonably short 

NOE constraints.  The restraints placed on adjacent residues in 1F9L were as tight or 

tighter than restraints usually found within a residue.  The differences between the 

recorded NOE (included in the .mr  data file) and the actual model can be seen in Figure 

3-25 below.  1F9L not only uses unreasonably tight NOEs, it also uses standard values 

such that an observed NOE always has the same distance restraint.  This is true also of 

some other structures in the late 1990’s.  In some cases, there are large discrepancies 

between the deposited NOE distance restraint value and the value measured on the 

structure itself (an example is also found in a protein described in the next chapter).   
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Figure 3-25 - 1F9L residue 5: differences in NOE restraint distances (in text) 
and final model (as measured), distances, showing the problem with scaling. 

Notably, the higher the clashscore, the fewer the suite matches in the test 

structures.  In 2HGH, Model 1 has a clashscore of 0.95, and 100% of the model suites 

matched those predicted by the NOE constraints.  In the case of 1F9L (clashscore = 

47.35), it appears the excessively short NOE constraints made the overall structure too 

tightly packed and contributed to the many steric overlaps.  An especially egregious 

structure, 1YMO (38% match), also had a very high clashscore at 129.59 (below, Figure 

3-26).   
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Figure 3-26  - 1YMO, has clashes in almost every residue. The clashscore for 
this model was 129.59 (Model 1). Only 38% of model suites match those predicted 
by the NOE constraints. 

Unlike 1F9L, some of the NOEs for 1YMO were reasonable and the model suites 

matched with their conformer subsets, despite the high clashscore.  While most of the 

steric overlaps in 1YMO occurred between adjacent residues, the suites that matched the 

NOE-derived conformer subset eschewed clashes.  These data suggest that structures 

with large amounts of clashes will have a large number of suites in the model that do not 

match those suggested by the lookup table method.  This discrepancy disappears almost 

completely in areas with few clashes, where one can observe 80% to 90% matches 

between the modeled suite and the NOE suggested conformer subset from the lookup 

tables. This suggests that we can use discrepancies between the model suite and the 

conformer subset as an early indicator of potential error regions during the model 

building process and lends credence to the idea that using the suite conformer subsets to 

guide model building will in fact lead to better models. 
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The NOE lookup tables can also be used to diagnose areas where the structure 

should be refit.  1T4X is structure of Z-form RNA, and contains 48 backbone NOEs for 

its 12 residues, with no A-form suites present in the structure.  The second suite in this 

structure is labeled as a !! by Suitename and is defined by 7 NOEs.  When looking at the 

NOE suggested conformer subset from the lookup tables, the union conformer subset for 

this suite contains 49 conformer possibilities.  This is unlike the other suites in the 

structure, which have roughly 12 conformers in each union conformer subset.  Part of the 

problem with the second suite of 1T4X is that no single conformation will fit all the NOE 

constraints, but there are many conformers that fit at least one of the NOEs. The most 

overlap is from conformation 5z, shared by 5 of NOE subsets.  What may be occurring is 

the structure determination software is trying to compensate by fitting something in 

between, and the result is not within the set of acceptable conformations.  Substituting the 

ideal 5z suite conformer into the structure shows that the 5z fits quite well into the 

structure, and small rotations in α and ζ are all that are needed to move the original suite 

to the 5z conformation.  This choice is further bolstered by the fact that ideal Z-form 

DNA also contains the 5z suite conformer at this position.  

When the intersection of 3D backbone conformer subsets determined by multiple 

observed NOEs does not match with the suite-string analysis of the model, there is either 

a problem with the structure model (or with the data), or with variability in the conformer 

not reported in the tables.  In one sense, the rotamer could be an outlier if we believe that 

the data are correct and the structure model is problematic.  In reverse, this could be an 

indication of an error in an NOE assignment, or a demonstration of the limitations of 
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accuracy in the data.  Understanding what factors impact the range of values of the 

observed NOE is therefore a critical factor for this analysis. 

There are two primary effects impacting the range of values around the observed 

NOE value that should be included when defining a subset based on an observed NOE 

distance restraint.  First, the ranges of the 54 backbone rotamers around each dihedral 

will impact the NOE distances in our tables (how much ‘give’ on the value is 

acceptable—especially how short a given distance can get for each conformer); this is the 

rotamer contribution.  Second, effects such as NOE scaling and how constraint bounds 

are set impact NOE distance restraint values used to define subsets of conformations for 

each observed NOE, plus the possibility of an incorrect assignment; this is the NMR-side 

contribution.  A systematic evaluation of these effects will be important for 

spectroscopists intending to use this system.   
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Figure 3-27 - RNA Backbone NOE restraints that can conformationally restrict 
the suite to A-form 

While some sets of restraints may conformationally restrict a suite to A-form 

(above, Figure 3-27), the structure determination packages make this observation difficult 

for non A-form RNA.  This is to be expected, since no current structure determination 

package uses RNA backbone rotamers at all.  Additionally, NOEs are seldom observed 

for some atom pairs in the lookup tables, for very technical experimental reasons, and are 

at the limits of the experimental methods currently available.  In short, it is a challenge to 

determine an RNA structure by NMR and create a realistic and high quality model.  
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3.3.8 Conclusions 

Despite having contributions to an error model from rotamericity and scaling, the 

backbone in-suite NOE distance restraints conformationally restrain the backbone 

rotamer options for a given suite to a smaller subset of the 54 rotamers. 

All these data show that RNA structures done by NMR are not particularly well 

characterized or standardly created.  Future development of this work will include 

addition of the more common base-base and base-backbone NOEs which, while not as 

directly conformationally restraining to the backbone, are useful in coarse measures like 

determining sugar pucker.  This information would then be correlated with the rest of the 

observed NOEs to constrain the structure further. 

It is known that many suite clusters contain few examples of the “ideal” suite, and 

in fact hover more distant from the cluster center from which ideal dihedral values are 

derived. To improve the accuracy of suite assignments, it will be necessary to calculate 

the ranges of NOE constraints for each suite conformation.  Additionally, bringing this 

information together into a single data quality metric for ease of use should be evaluated.  

One proposal would be to base it on the percentage of conformations fitting the particular 

residue’s NOE constraints. 

 

3.4 Concluding remarks on the new tools and analyses 

In the first and second section of this chapter, I describe new tools to visualize 

NMR structure ensembles of Protein and RNA.  I investigated a large number of NMR 

structure ensembles in order to understand how the structure models behaved when 
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analyzing local criteria such as measures of underpacking (using steric clashes and 

mainchain Hydrogen bonding combined), backbone Ramachandran, and sidechain 

rotamer analysis.  This produced a number of new tools and local criteria for identifying 

errors in NMR structures.  These tools and visualizations were implemented in 

MolProbity, and made available to the biomedical community. 

In the third section of this chapter I, describe new tools to visualize and analyze 

patterns of NOE data for building structure models of RNA.  I investigated a small set of 

RNA structures with NOE’s available in order to understand how structure determination 

might be improved by using a series of lookup tables to conformationally restrict the 

possible RNA backbone suites to conformations that are consistent with the observed 

data.  These sets of possible RNA backbone configurations could used by spectroscopists 

to evaluate whether or not to include more restraints in the structure determination 

process.. 

Finally, the experimental data – NOE’s – used to propose a measure of data 

quality for NMR structures (number of NOE restraints per residue in a structure) is just 

one type of NMR data used by structural biologists to build 3D models of 

macromolecules.  Another type of data, Residual Dipolar Couplings (RDC’s) was used in 

a few of the examples I investigated, and the importance of this type of data and what it 

could mean for analyzing and improving NMR structures will be described in greater 

detail in the next few chapters.  The 1Q2N structure from the Montelione group plays a 

prominent role in the next two chapters. 
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4. Visualizing & Analyzing NMR Structure Ensembles in Virtual 
Reality 

The collaborative nature of the work described in this chapter became so critical 

to the success of the project that it merits explanation.  The level of complication 

involved in creating a piece of software implemented in a 6-sided CAVE environment 

requires the efforts of individuals from a variety of backgrounds each bringing expertise 

to the work.  Put simply, this is impossible for one person to do alone.   

I proposed this project to my thesis advisors David and Jane Richardson in 

Biochemistry and to the head of the Visualization Technology Group (VTG) – Rachael 

Brady – in the Pratt School of Engineering, both at Duke.  Rachael provided unrestricted 

access to the DiVE (Duke immersive Virtual Environment) for the project, and welcomed 

me as a de facto member of her group, even sending me to the IEEE Virtual Reality 

conference in Charlotte.   

I wrote the original VirTools prototype with help from Claire Vinson.  This 

prototype, critical in the decision to create a full software platform, taught us all about the 

challenges of building software for virtual environments.  Ian Davis, Claire Vinson, and I 

programmed related utilities needed for the early prototype.  David J. Zielinski – a virtual 

reality programmer and engineer in the VTG – wrote the program KinImmerse and I 

worked closely with him on all details of implementation.  Vincent Chen wrote RDCvis 

(described in a later chapter) and provided kinemages for a number of important 

examples in this chapter.   
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In collaboration with Dave Zielinski, and with assistance from Vincent Chen, 

David Richardson and Jane Richardson; I devised, performed, and evaluated the research 

usage tests over a period of two years.  I conducted most of the teaching sessions and 

demonstrations with assistance from Dave Zielinski.  As time went on, Dave Richardson 

began to conduct teaching sessions and demonstrations, though all along advised me and 

helped shape my thinking about how to do demonstrations. 

Steve Feller in the VTG provided technical assistance, troubleshooting 

mechanical, electrical, and other problems.  Steve was helpful in discussions Dave 

Zielinski and I had concerning technical implementation of features and interesting new 

directions.  

David Stein, who is part of the Duke-Durham Neighborhood Partnership, 

provided perhaps the best set of testers of KinImmerse: hundreds of Durham Public 

School students of various ages who visited Duke through a laundry list of programs 

David developed and I assisted with.   

 

4.1 KinImmerse: Macromolecular VR for NMR Ensembles 

In molecular applications, virtual reality (VR) and immersive virtual 

environments have generally been used and valued for the visual and interactive 

experience -- to enhance intuition and communicate excitement -- rather than as part of 

the actual research process.  This work develops and presents the software infrastructure 

needed to see whether that limitation can be overcome. 
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The Syzygy open-source toolkit for VR software was used to write the 

KinImmerse program, which translates the molecular capabilities of the kinemage 

graphics format into software for display and manipulation in the DiVE (Duke immersive 

Virtual Environment) or other VR system.  KinImmerse is supported by the flexible 

display construction and editing features in the KiNG kinemage viewer and it implements 

new forms of user interaction in the DiVE. 

In addition to varied and powerful molecular visualizations and navigation, the 

KinImmerse software provides an initial set of research tools for manipulation, 

identification, co-centering of multi-model ensembles, free-form 3D annotation, and 

output of results.  The molecular research test case shown here is analysis of the local 

neighborhood around an individual atom within an ensemble of NMR models, as defined 

by the NMR experimental data, including target curves for residual dipolar couplings 

(RDCs).   

The potential for production-level molecular research in the DiVE is very 

promising, and KinImmerse allows us and others to test the effectiveness of such a 

system. 

4.1.1 Background 

3D molecular structures and their visualizations matter because the progress of 

biology and medicine in the last century has steadily followed our ability to observe finer 

and finer biomolecular detail and then integrate it to higher levels of complexity.  

Although the information-storage capability of DNA arises from its sequence and the 

specificity of its base pairing, almost all other biological functions (catalysis, gene 
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expression, specific binding, cellular structure, growth, signaling, mobility, etc.) are due 

to the detailed 3D structural relationships in and between protein and nucleic acid 

molecules.  Knowing those structural relationships is essential to understanding our own, 

and all the rest of, biology. 

 

4.1.1.1 The Tools:  Molecular graphics and virtual reality 

Just as 3D structure is central to biomolecular function, 3D visualization is central 

to understanding those structures and functions.  Macromolecular structure is complex, 

cooperative, handed, irregular, and mobile.  For communicating specific structural 

concepts, static 2D images are only second-best, while the discovery of new relationships 

is enormously enhanced in interactive systems that fully explore the third dimension. 

In the beginning days of structural biology, interactive computer graphics was not 

possible for macromolecules, and comprehension of the structures came from physical 

models that were labor-intensive, expensive, and susceptible to time and gravity.  One of 

the most widely used types were the Kendrew-Watson skeletal models where the bonds 

are brass rods and the atoms are their joints.  This shows connectivity and identity well, 

and is open enough to see and even reach into the center of a molecule, but does not 

convey volume and surface.  Another widely used physical model was the Cory-Pauling-

Koltun (CPK) space-filling model where each atom is a plastic sphere of slightly under 

van der Waals radius. The CPK models are colored by atom type and show surface shape 

and atom interactions directly, but obscure all interior information and connectivity.  
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Simplification was later available with Cα backbone models bent from steel wire (e.g. 

Rubin, 1972). 

The earliest molecular graphics on the computer used Cα or all-atom "stick" 

representations, with a single drawn vector per bond allowing rotation on high-end 

machines of the time (Katz, 1972).  With the advent of bitmap displays, the advantages 

and disadvantages of CPK models were reproduced in static gray-scale computer images 

(Porter, 1978), with real-time performance possible only much later.  Such vector and 

CPK systems enabled analysis of active sites and recognition of structural motifs.  

Interactive fitting of crystallographic models into electron density contours was first 

achieved with the Grip-75 system at UNC Chapel Hill (Britton, 1978), then adopted in 

FRODO and later “O” (Jones, 1978; Jones, 1986; Jones, 1991) and others (e.g. Xtalview, 

McRee, 1999; Coot, Emsley, 2004); becoming an essential part of determining protein 

crystal structures.   

With the advent of color, dot surfaces (Connolly, 1993) became the first widely 

successful innovation in molecular representation to originate on the computer side; in 

combination with stick models they allow the dual 1D and 3D nature of macromolecules 

to be visualized at the same time, bonded atomic interactions by the sticks and surface 

interactions by the dots.  Ribbon schematics developed as 2D hand drawings for 

publication (Richardson, 1981) were adapted for 3D computer graphics in the 1980's 

(Carson, 1986), based on earlier ribbon-like drawings.   

In the early 90’s molecular graphics migrated to personal desktops and into 

classrooms, with kinemages and Mage (Richardson, 1992) or with RasMol (Sayle, 1995) 
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as well as others.  Some awkward but temporarily necessary conventions have fortunately 

been superseded:  half-bond coloring mostly replaced by ball & stick, and copious labels 

by identification when picking.  David Goodsell’s hand drawings had the feeling of depth 

with shaded edge outlines with a simple software version available (Chimera, Peterson, 

2004) and a more elaborate one in QuteMol (Tarini, 2006).  Several advanced techniques 

such as transparency and volume-rendering have been tried but have not yet found their 

ideal interactive uses or ideal implementation.  The highest-quality rendering with ray-

tracing, even now, is usually restricted to static images or frame-by-frame movies. 

Many excellent software systems are currently available for interactive molecular 

graphics, such as PyMol (DeLano, 2002), DeepView (Guex, 1997), KiNG (Lovell, 2003; 

Chen, 2009), Chimera (Petterson, 2004), MolMol with specific NMR features (Koradi, 

1996), or Coot with specific crystallographic features (Emsley, 2004).  The current state 

of the art on fast desktops or laptops -- with flexible representations, high resolution, 

stereo, manipulation and calculation features, and smooth rotation for full models as big 

as the ribosome -- is an enormously effective tool in routine use by all structural 

biologists and biomedical researchers. 

The most interactive and immersive of computer graphics are those that use 

virtual reality techniques, such as head-mount displays and trackers, force-feedback, 

tracked gloves or wands, multi-sense modalities, wall-size displays, and surround-

projection CAVEs (Sherman, 2002).  Such immersive virtual environments have made a 

great impact in many fields from gaming to surgery, but have so far seen only limited use 

for macromolecular structures.  
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The first multi-wall CAVE virtual environment was developed 17 years ago in 

Chicago at the Beckman Institute (Cruz-Neira, 1993).  It was very early made to display 

molecules, using a plug-in version of the VMD molecular-dynamics and display software 

(Humphrey, 1996).  Molecular displays are part of the demonstration repertoire, but 

production-level work in CAVE systems has been almost entirely in other subject areas. 

A group at University of California Irvine modified MolScript on an SGI Onyx to 

display molecules on the 4-screen CAVE at Mississippi State (Moritz, 2004).  That 

system can show, move, and compare ball & stick or ribbon representations of several 

proteins at once, floating above a gridded floor. 

A modification to VMD was made to put it into a CAVE for the display of protein 

structures by using Sherman's FreeVR library (Sherman, http://www.freevr.org).  The 

VMD software package is sometimes used by the general biomedical community for 

simple viewing and animations, but most of its users are researchers who run molecular 

dynamics simulations, and the more sophisticated functions in VMD are geared towards 

those users.  The VR VMD could not be used for our study, because it does not support 

cluster-based projection systems such as the DiVE and is neither updated, nor freely 

available.  

Over the last thirty years the computer science department at UNC Chapel Hill 

has contributed to virtual reality systems for visualizing and investigating molecules 

(Britton, 1981; Brooks, 1985; Bergman, 1993; Surles, 1994), including headmount 

displays (HMD’s; Chung, 1989), a two-wall display for joint molecular graphics work by 

two people (Arthur, 1998), and especially focusing on force-feedback devices (Brooks, 
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1990), which they have developed into a highly effective system for actual physical 

manipulation of molecules in conjunction with atomic-force microscopes (Taylor, 1993; 

Fisher, 2005). 

A report in the Protein Data Bank newsletter (PDB, 2006) describes a system 

called PDB in a CAVE, built on the COVISE platform and providing virtual-reality 

displays of proteins and nucleic acids in ribbon and other representations from web-

downloaded PDB files, including animation capability.  So far it has been used 

interactively in demonstration mode with large wall displays, but claims to be capable of 

display in CAVEs.  Amira, a commerical software package, also provides support for 

molecular viewing of PDB files in CAVE-type systems, though the plugin is not 

distributed standardly with Amira.  

All of the above systems provide effective molecular visualization in immersive 

VR. However, they all use standard representations (usually ribbons and CPKs), many 

are not open source and hence not modifiable for new uses, only Amira supports 

measurements, and as far as we can tell none of them have any tools for model 

manipulation, annotation, output, or other research interactions.  In recent years, most of 

the early limitations to VR and especially CAVE systems (low resolution, slow 

rendering, tracking latency) have been overcome, creating the opportunity to try for 

production-level molecular research applications.  This project develops open-source 

software with very flexible display creation and suitable interface tools for molecular-

structure research within the 6-surface surround of the DiVE or other VR system. 
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4.1.1.2 The Application Area:  Macromolecular structures and NMR ensembles 

The 3D coordinates and experimental data for macromolecular structures are 

made publicly available in the international Protein Data Bank, or PDB (Berman, 2000), 

which currently contains over 60,000 entries.  There are two principal experimental 

techniques for determining these structures in atomic detail: x-ray crystallography and 

NMR (Nuclear Magnetic Resonance spectroscopy).  Both depend on constructing a 

molecular model consistent with many thousands of individual measurements and also 

with bond lengths and angles known from chemistry and with the amino acid or base 

sequence.  The logic of the two methods differs, however -- crystallographic data directly 

give position in 3D space but atom identities must be inferred, while NMR data show 

local distance or angle relationships between identified atoms but their positions must be 

inferred.  The two types of NMR data central to 3D structure determination are:  1) the 

NOE (Nuclear Overhauser Effect) that measures through-space distance between two 

atoms closer than about 5Å, and 2) the RDC (Residual Dipolar Coupling) that measures 

the anglular relationship between a specific interatomic bond vector and the magnetic 

field direction in partially-ordered experimental samples (Cavanagh, 2006).  The RDC 

value measured for a specific pair of atoms places that bond direction somewhere along a 

symmetrical pair of ellipse-like target curves (see results).  Crystal structures typically 

consist of a single model, with a “B-factor” estimate of positional uncertainty.  NMR 

structures are reported as ensembles of multiple models each of which is consistent with 

the data; differences between the models can result either from incomplete data or from 

real motion in the molecule (Cavanagh, 2006).   
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Both crystal and NMR structures are very reliable, especially those with the most 

experimental data (high resolution for x-ray, many restraints per residue for NMR), but 

both are susceptible to local errors that can hurt their uses for other biomedical research.    

We have contributed new methods for the diagnosis and correction of local misfittings in 

protein and RNA structures (Lovell, 2003; Word, 1999a; Davis, 2006; Davis, 2007), 

which have proven highly effective in routine crystallographic use (Arendall, 2005; Chen 

2010).  We would like to develop related methods suitable for improving the accuracy of 

NMR structures.  That is a harder task because of the less direct relationship of the 

experimental data to 3D space, the complication of multiple models, and a tradition of 

determining and analyzing the models computationally rather than visually, and globally 

rather than locally.  Good molecular graphics for NMR ensembles are especially 

challenging, and neither display of RDC target curves on the model nor the explicitly 

local perspective suggested by the local nature of the experimental data are currently 

used.  We believe immersive VR display should be particularly effective for achieving 

and utilizing that local perspective. 

 

4.1.2 Methods 

4.1.2.1 VR hardware 

These displays were shown in the Duke Immersive Virtual Environment (DiVE), 

a 6-sided, fully immersive VR system approximately 2.9m x 2.9m x 2.9m.  The walls are 

flexible screens with wooden and acrylic frame.  Images on each of the six sides currently 

have 1056 x 1056 resolution, with stereo-switched between eyes at 110 Hz.  The ceiling 
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and floor are rigid acrylic, 20mm and 50mm thick, respectively.  The door opens 

manually by sliding and the walls are removable for screen replacement.  

 

Figure 4-1 - The DiVE 

Active stereoscopic vision is enabled through the CrytalEyes system from 

StereoGraphics Corp., including a master pair of stereo goggles that is head-tracked to set 

the viewing point and direction. A hand-held 3D mouse or 'wand' from InterSense 

Technologies includes a joystick and four button controls on the face and one button 

control on the underside of the wand.  The InterSense IS-900 inertial/ultrasound tracking 

system determines the position and orientation of the stereo glasses and the hand-held 3D 

controller. 
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Figure 4-2 - User with InterSense head tracker and 3D controller 

The molecular coordinate data for VR display in KinImmerse typically originates 

in files downloaded from the PDB (Berman, 2000).  The PDB-format file is parsed either 

on the MolProbity web site (Davis, 2007; Chen 2010), or in the Prekin-Mage system 

(Richardson, 1992; Richardson 2001), or in the KiNG kinemage display program (Lovell, 

2003; Chen, 2009), where molecular representations can be produced, modified, and then 

output in the kinemage graphics format (Richardson, 1992), a heirarchical, human- or 

machine-readable text file format for the display of various graphics primitives.  KiNG 

(in Java) and Prekin-Mage (in C) are open-source, multi-platform, and available from 

http://kinemage.biochem.duke.edu. 

The first proof-of-concept system for displaying molecules in the DiVE was 

implemented using a modified output from KiNG and a VirTools (Dev 3.5; 

http://www.virtools.com) application that constructed VR displays from the KiNG 
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output.  That system showed the feasibility and promise of the kinemage-to-DiVE route, 

but required a commercial software system (VirTools) and had the limitation, traditional 

in VR, of using only surface-graphics primitives and not points or lines.  For example, a 

covalent bond vector, which would be represented by a line in normal kinemage format, 

became a narrow 4-sided cylinder in the VirTools application.  Those limitations are 

overcome in the present KinImmerse program, using the open-source Syzygy toolkit and 

implements both surface and line graphics objects.  KinImmerse reads kinemage files 

directly, and the current version has implemented recognition of a large portion of the 

kinemage format (such as the group/subgroup/list heirarchy, pointID information, colors 

and line widths, ribbons, surfaces, etc.).  Input to KinImmerse is therefore a kinemage-

format file, either a pre-existing one or one created to suit the current VR objectives. 

 

4.1.2.2 The Syzygy toolkit 

In order to support a variety of immersive virtual reality systems, the software 

programming toolkit "Syzygy" (Schaeffer, 2003) was utilized for developing 

KinImmerse.  It provides an abstracted interface to the programmer so that regardless of 

the particular display system, tracking system, operating system (support for Linux, 

MSWindows, MacOSX), or number of networked render nodes used, the application 

itself does not have to be modified.  By instead using XML configuration files, Syzygy 

provides display support for head-mounted displays, cave-type systems, or tiled display 

walls, and also a desktop simulator mode useful for development.  In order to facilitate 

the best immersive experience, a head and hand tracking system is often utilized.  Syzygy 
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directly supports a number of tracking systems, as well as many more through its 

interfaces to VRPN and Trackd.  VRPN is a public domain library which provides a 

device-independent and network-transparent interface to virtual-reality peripherals  

(Taylor, 2001).  Trackd is a commercial library which "takes information from a variety 

of tracking and input devices and makes that information available for other applications 

to use". [http://www.vrco.com/trackd]  

 

4.1.2.3 Callback-style API 

The Syzygy toolkit is easy to use, since its interface is somewhat similar to the 

GLUT API application programming interface (Kilgard, 1996), which is familiar to most 

programmers in the OpenGL community.  In order to convey what work was necessary to 

achieve the final KinImmerse program, we will discuss this interface in more detail.  A 

self-contained program (not using GLUT or Syzygy) could have a linear flow of custom-

written steps as follows: (1) read tracking/sensors,  (2) update-world (based on sensor 

data), (3) set viewing transform, (4) draw-world, (5) repeat back to (1).  

The Syzygy callback-style API can provide step 1 of reading the sensor data, step 

3 of setting the viewing transform based on head position and screen geometry (as 

specified in a text configuration file), as well as the looping functionality of step 5.  To 

complete this call-back system, the programmer need only write the registered update-

world function that decides what objects to modify in the scene (step 2) and the registered 

draw-world function using OpenGL calls (step 4), for the API to call as needed.  Thus we 

need not be concerned with the specifics of the tracking system used or the screen 
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geometry.  Syzygy takes this a step farther by allowing us to hide the fact that we are 

running the application over a cluster of computers. The complete Syzygy version 

functions roughly as follows (with functions in thick-lined boxes custom coded, though 

distributed across N clients, as shown in the next figure): 

 

 

Figure 4-3 - Flow chart of the KinImmerse logic 

 

4.1.2.4 Data structure design 

The internal data design of KinImmerse mimics the heirarchical nature of the 

kinemage format. As the kinemage file is loaded, a series of containers (groups, 

subgroups, and lists in kinemage terminology) along with objects (points, lines, spheres, 
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etc.) are created and added to their proper parent objects.  There are some differences 

between the levels in kinemage format (e.g., animation is done on groups, and individual 

display objects are in lists).  These properties are implemented as extra restrictions on the 

KinImmerse containers, to ensure that output files produced from the DiVE are 

compatible with later display on standard single-screen systems using KiNG or Mage. 

The kinemage format also has a cross-cutting system of "masters" that can control 

display-object visibility with flags that can occur on any object at any of the container 

levels.  Masters will need to be implemented as a special case in KinImmerse, since they 

are orthogonal to the major kinemage heirarchy.  This will be part of a more general 

future rework of the menuing system.  

 

4.1.2.5 Hierarchical bounding boxes 

Another advantage of using the hierachical internal data representation is ease of 

integration of axis-aligned bounding boxes.  At each item (whether container or object) 

we compute a bounding box for that item. This is quick to recompute, and in practice is 

only recomputed for the whole structure after a rotation/translation/scale operation is 

completed.  For wand detection of the closest object to the wand tip, we have the defined 

bounding boxes for all objects and use a collision detection algorithm which checks to 

see if the current wand point is inside the container's bounding box, before descending to 

check if the wand point is inside any of its children. This potentially speeds up the 

collision detection process by eliminating checks on objects that, as a group, are outside 

of the wand point.  
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4.1.2.6 File format versus interactive display features 

The single-screen kinemage display programs Mage and KiNG both can read, 

interpret, and write out essentially all aspects defined in the kinemage format.  Their 

basic on-screen functions are very similar, but they implement a somewhat different set 

of functionalities for user editing and manipulation, such as the separate dockable, 

internally rotatable molecular fragments in Mage (Murray, 2005) or the "backrub" tool 

for local shifts of protein backbone in KiNG (Davis, 2006).  Analogously, the new 

KinImmerse application needs to read, interpret, and write out all basic aspects of the 

kinemage format, but its interactive display and interaction tools can be quite different, as 

either required or enabled by the VR environment.   

 

4.1.2.7 Kinemage construction for the test applications 

The kinemage graphics files for demonstration use (ribbons, ball&stick, and 

space-filling) were produced by the Molikin feature of KiNG, with some minimal on-

screen or in-file editing to optimize display in the DiVE.  The dot surfaces of all-atom 

contact analysis were calculated in MolProbity (Word, 199a; Davis, 2007) .  The primary 

NMR example is the 10-model 1D3Z structure of ubiquitin (Cornilescu, 1998), solved 

from unusually complete NOE and RDC data.  The 1Q2N Z-domain ensemble (Zheng, 

2004) and the 2I5O polymerase γ-domain ensemble (Bomar, 2007) were also used.  The 

multi-model ensemble kinemages were produced by the MolProbity site's standard 

procedures for analyzing NMR structures (Davis, 2007).  Approximate starting global 
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superposition of the ensemble models was done with the docking tools in KiNG, since 

the models diverge significantly in the deposited 1D3Z PDB file.  Color-coded dotted 

lines to represent NOE data are produced by the NOEDisplay plug-in to KiNG (Coggins). 

The representation of target curves for RDC data was produced by the 

RDCDisplay plug-in to KiNG implemented specifically for this project.  In order to 

generate target curves, RDCDisplay requires a set of experimental RDC values and PDB-

format coordinates of a model.  From this information, it calculates a Saupe alignment 

tensor (Cavanagh, 2006) and uses the tensor to determine the quartic equations of the 

RDC curves for each internuclear vector.  Each pair of target curves is drawn as 

polygonal curves on a sphere centered on one of the atoms of the internuclear vector, and 

they represent the possible orientations of the vector that are compatible with its 

experimentally-measured RDC value.   

Using the co-centering feature built into KinImmerse to translationally 

superimpose the different models of an NMR structure (with RDC curve visualizations) 

on a single atom allows users to see instantly which models have internuclear vectors that 

do not line up on the correct RDC curves, indicating a region in which those models do 

not fit the experimental data and possibly have errors. 

 

4.1.2.8 Free Open Source Software 

Finally, as we desire creating a tool that can benefit and be accessible to as many 

as possible, we have made the KinImmerse system dependent only on libraries/toolkits 
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that are open-source (e.g. Syzygy, VRPN, KiNG), as well as releasing the application 

itself under a BSD-style open source license. 

 

4.1.3 Results 

The KinImmerse system can directly parse nearly all kinemage graphics files and 

display them on the 6 sides of the DiVE or in other VR systems.  Representations include 

ribbon schematics, stick figures, ball-and-stick, space-filling spheres, electron density 

contours, dot surfaces, and various abstract notations that use simple graphics primitives 

(such as symmetry or helix axes, 3D scatterplots of data, or the NMR data representations 

described in this paper).  After user interaction, the modified kinemage file can be written 

out again, for later use in KinImmerse VR or in Mage or KiNG single-screen or web-

based graphics.  Loading and saving of files is controlled through a separate Java GUI on 

the command console. 

For general molecular displays in the DiVE we have shown ribbon, ball&stick, 

and space-filling representations of proteins and nucleic acids.  Protein/protein or 

protein/nucleic acid interactions have been shown as polygonal Voronoi surfaces (Ban, 

2004) along with all-atom contact dot surfaces (Word, 1999a).  Correction of individual 

residue conformations in protein crystal structures has been shown by before-and-after 

kinemages with electron density contours, all-atom contact dots, and local stick figures in 

a ribbon context.  Our major test application -- NMR ensembles and data -- is described 

below.  For all of these subjects and for both novice and expert users, it was found 

anecdotally that the KinImmerse display provides significantly better perception of the 3-
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dimensional relationships than motion plus stereo in single-screen systems.  This is 

especially true for the master user, but also holds for the other viewers.   

 

4.1.3.1 User Interface 

The interface implements a mix of metaphors from virtual reality and molecular 

graphics, optimized for domain-specific interactions that enable scientific insight into the 

3D structure of biological macromolecules.  The dominant schema is that of person-

centered control.  All users have stereo goggles and can move about freely.  The master 

user wears the head-tracked goggles that control the position and direction of view, 

navigates and controls mode with the hand-held physical controller, and points its virtual 

wand to select or grab objects.  The InterSense handheld controller acts as a 3D mouse, 

topped by a central joystick and a crescent of four buttons (red, yellow, green, and blue) 

in easy thumb reach.  The virtual wand appears as a white pointer stick projecting 

forward from the controller. 

As well as moving about in the room, the user navigates by a flexible, gaming-

style point-to-fly navigation.  Pushing on the joystick flies the user through the scene in 

the direction it is pushed, relative to the direction the handheld controller is pointing. 

Typically the joystick is pushed forward, to fly toward where the wand is pointing.  More 

push moves faster.  For extended work sessions, the user can navigate virtually from a 

“command chair” with padded feet to protect the DiVE floor, which also allows the use 

of notes, laptops, or multiple VR interface devices. 
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Figure 4-4 - InterSense Ultrasonic 3D Controller  

The display objects (that is, the molecules) can be manipulated in several different 

manners.  Holding down the trigger button on the underside of the wand is a "grab" 

function that locks the graphics to the wand.  This enables full 6-degree-of-freedom 

orientation of the graphics image, since the ultrasonic tracker follows the translational 

and rotational position and motion of the handheld controller.  This feels like grabbing 

the molecule with your hand and turning it about.  While the green button is pressed, 

pushing the joystick forward or back scales the display larger or smaller.  This allows the 

user to zoom in or out of the display.  If an animation pair or sequence is defined in the 

kinemage (usually to show conformational changes), pressing the red button advances by 

one step in that sequence.  

A KinImmerse menu to show or hide elements of the kinemage is presently 

provided as a fixed menu list along one edge of the left side wall.  It uses a direct hit of 

the virtual wand tip on the menu item to change its state.  On/Off control of graphics 
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objects is essential for serious production work such as the NMR analyses, and is also 

very convenient for demonstration or teaching mode.  

 

Figure 4-5 - User toggling a subunit off using the menu in KinImmerse (left 
image on, right image off) 

While the user touches the tip of the virtual wand to a point of interest (an atom in 

our examples), a bounding box appears around the object and the object’s identifying 

information is shown in one corner of each screen.  The content of such information for 

an atom usually includes molecule, residue type, sequence number, and atom type (plus 

model number if NMR), but is freely specifiable in the kinemage. 

Holding down the blue button enables user 3D annotation: drawing a freehand 

line in 3 dimensions with the tip of the virtual wand as it is moved.  The skillful user can 

write text as well as draw 3D glyphs.  These annotation marks become a part of the 
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kinemage, so standard desktop kinemage programs can be used later to view annotations 

made while immersed in VR space (see below).  

 

Figure 4-6 - Annotation diagnosing a steric clash in KinImmerse 

Hitting the yellow button instructs the system to translationally co-center 

preselected mobile groups (such as NMR models) onto the picked point.  The program 

identifies which points to co-center by their sharing a common string with the name of 

the selected point.  This requires a specially constructed kinemage and illustrates the 

power of using an authored display descriptor such as the kinemage format.  For the 

NMR examples under study the co-centered points are atoms of the same name in 

different models of the ensemble, with a set number of characters kept identical in the 

point names.  However, this function could work on any kinemage that has points with 

well-behaved names. 
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4.1.3.2 The Local Perspective on Models and Data in an NMR Ensemble 

The central test of KinImmerse as part of the research process is visualization of 

NMR structural ensembles and local analysis of the relationships between the NMR 

experimental data and the models derived from those data.  Currently KinImmerse 

supports representation of NOE distance data as dashed lines and of RDC orientation data 

as pairs of target curves (see Background for their meaning and Methods for their 

production).   

 

Figure 4-7 - NOEs for Ile3 Hβ of 1D3Z, in KiNG vs KinImmerse user session 

Shown in panel a of the figure is a standard visualization (in KiNG) of the set of 

NOEs observed for the CβH atom of Ile 3 in the10-model ensemble of the high-accuracy 

1D3Z structure of ubiquitin, as deposited.  In the DiVE, this system was initially viewed 

in the prototype VirTools display, where both orientational and translational 

superposition of models was done in the DiVE by interactive 6-degree-of-freedom 

docking onto a chosen reference model.  We learned that the 1D3Z ensemble is 

extremely tight once globally superimposed, certainly understandable for models 

optimized against many NOEs and sets of RDCs in two different media, but not evident 
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in the deposited ensemble.  Interactive translational centering on an atom of interest was 

found to be extremely valuable in assessing the model-to-data relationships within a local 

region.  Therefore in the current KinImmerse system, global superposition of models is 

done as a pre-processing step if needed, and a new translational “co-centering” operation 

was implemented as part of the user interface (see Methods).  For the working session 

illustrated in panel b, the 10 models were all co-centered on the Hβ of Ile 3, but only one 

model is shown in the figure for clarity on the page. 

For studying NOE data in the DiVE, one can locate any restraint violations, color-

coded in red (or near-violations in yellow), in the whole ensemble or across one model.  

In an area of interest, one co-centers the ensemble on a particular H atom for detailed 

local analysis.  1D3Z has no restraint violations, but we noticed that the relative NOE 

intensities observed between the central Ile 3 CβH and the two Cβ protons of Ser 65 are 

reversed relative to the respective interatomic distances in the model.  In panel b, the user 

has drawn two arrows with the 3D annotation tool to record that observation.  This type 

of minor discrepancy could have three quite different origins: a reversed resonance 

assignment, a different sidechain χ1 conformer for Ser 65, or a quite plausible 1Å 

measurement uncertainty.  Co-centering on Ser 65 Cβ to check its other NOE data, we 

found that the relative distances for sensitive pairs (from 1Hβ vs 2Hβ, to 65 NH, to 66 

NH, and to Phe 45 1Hε/2Hε) are all neatly reversed by about 1Å as well, which would be 

unlikely from independent measurement errors.  Modeling the other two Ser 65 rotamers 

in KiNG (not yet implemented in KinImmerse) shows them to have less optimal but not 

impossible sterics and H-bonding, and to only approximately reverse the NOE distances.  
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The consistent pattern of relative distance reversal is therefore most compatible with 

reversed assignments of 65 1Hβ and 2Hβ, and could prompt re-examination of the 

evidence for those assignments. 

 

4.1.3.3 Visualization of RDC data and relationships 

The below figure shows the pair of target curves for the RDC of a specific NH 

bond vector in one model of an NMR ensemble, color-coded by model-to-data agreement 

(see Methods).  They lie on a sphere centered on the N atom;  if the H atom lies at any 

point on one of the curves, then its back-calculated RDC would exactly match the 

observed value – which is very nearly the case for all 10 models in this example.   

 

Figure 4-8 - NH RDC curves, co-centered on the N atom 
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Other possible RDC information can be calculated by RDCDisplay and viewed in 

KinImmerse.  A curve can be back-calculated from the NH vector orientation in each 

model, with two outer curve sets showing the results of an RDC either +1Hz or -1Hz 

from the measured value.  RDC measurements can be very precise, and in many cases the 

strips of probable orientation on the sphere are quite narrow.  However, the RDC 

equations are highly non-linear, and in some cases a small change in RDC values can 

encompass rather large changes in model bond-vector orientation. 

In analyzing the 1Q2N ensemble for the B domain of Staphylococcal protein A 

(Zheng, 2004), one sees that including RDC data improved model-to-data agreement and 

other quality criteria ( Huang, 2005; Davis, 2007) for the backbone compared with the 

earlier 1SPZ and 2SPZ structures.  But the helix 2-3 loop in 1Q2N shows two quite 

different conformations in nearly equal numbers for residues 37-39, with no restraint 

violations.  We would like to understand how both conformations can fit the RDC data, 

and if possible to decide whether one of the conformational groupings is wrong or 

whether the two groups together represent a valid ensemble.   

 

Figure 4-9 - Evaluating two clusters of loop models by RDC geometry 
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Panel a of the figure above shows this loop region of the 1Q2N ensemble 

backbone in KinImmerse co-centered on the Cα atom of Pro 38, with the CαH RDC 

curves on each model.  The two clusters of different loop conformations are colored pink 

and green (done in KiNG).  Residue 38 is a proline which therefore has no NH, and the 

37 and 39 CαH RDCs were not observed, a level of data incompleteness not uncommon 

in loops.  The ensemble sampling identified unique conformational clusters for residues 

36 and 40, anchoring the loop ends at the C-cap and N-cap of the two helices it joins.  

The largest conformational difference is at Pro 38, and it can be seen the figure that the 

Cα-CαH bond vectors point in nearly opposite directions for the two model clusters and 

that their H atoms lie on opposite branches of the RDC target curves.  The fact that the 

two groups of model conformations both match points on different target curves is 

problematic, because such a match would result in a different experimental observation.  

Other local NMR data is relatively sparse and has already been taken into account in the 

structure-solution process, but we can obtain an independent assessment from the 

MolProbity structure validation site. Panel b of the figure shows the multi-criterion 

MolProbity kinemage (Davis, 2007) for this region of the 1Q2N ensemble, with 

Ramachandran outliers in magenta, sidechain rotamer outliers in gold, all-atom steric 

clashes as clusters of hot pink spikes, and hydrogen bonds (H-bonds) as lenses of pale 

green dots.  The conformational cluster of models 2, 3, 7, and 8 (with Rama outlier Pro 

38) has many clashes and rotamer outliers and no H-bonds, while models in the other 

conformational cluster (with good 37-8 Rama values) are nearly free of outliers and make 
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several H-bonds. The conclusion, therefore, is that only the second model cluster 

represents a valid conformation for this loop.  

In addition to obtaining specific new information about the model-to-data 

relationships in NMR structural ensembles for two different proteins, we were convinced 

of the value of the co-centering operation pioneered in KinImmerse, which has now also 

been implemented as a tool in the traditional KiNG display system.  Such propagation of 

new visualization and interface ideas out into non-VR software is another kind of benefit 

from exploratory visualization research in systems such as the DiVE. 

 

4.1.4 Discussion 

 

4.1.4.1. Demo mode 

KinImmerse (and the earlier prototype VirTools system) was immediately 

successful in demonstration (“demo”) mode, engaging and exciting viewers from all 

levels of sophistication, who enjoyed flying through into the major and minor groove of 

DNA or having the β-barrel ribbon of a membrane-pore protein pulled down over their 

heads.  Pharmacology and engineering classes were motivated by having their projects 

end up as kinemages in the DiVE.  In a Howard Hughes "Phage Hunting" summer 

program for at-risk High School students, the DiVE session was their highest-rated 

section of the program.  Such demo and educational uses of VR are certainly not new to 

this application and are not its major purpose, but they are a very worthwhile side benefit.  
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Figure 4-10 - High school students experiencing a molecule in the DiVE 

 

4.1.4.2 Differences from single-screen molecular graphics or from most VR 

KinImmerse is a combination between the conventions of single-screen molecular 

graphics and usual VR applications, and thus differs in some ways from either.  

Navigation and viewpoint are quite unlike the window-into-a-box of traditional molecular 

graphics, where one centers on a point by name, by preset views, or by picking and 

zooming, and where stereo and display-object motion by dragging give a good perception 

of depth, but the viewer is always on the outside.  In VR the viewer is inside the world of 

the display, and walking or 3D flying to a point of interest is the dominant metaphor.  In 

KinImmerse the user can move about freely in the room/molecule or can push on the 

joystick of the handheld controller and fly (virtually) in that direction.  Up to 5 or 6 users 
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can be inside the DiVE together, all with stereo goggles but only one with the head-

tracked master goggles and the hand-held controller.  The controller has a virtual wand 

extension whose tip can directly select points in 3D or grab and manipulate display 

objects, giving the user very active and tactile control.   

On the other hand, KinImmerse supports line and dot graphics, in addition to the 

triangulated surfaces that are the assumed primitives in nearly all VR displays.  The 

information text shown when a point is selected goes beyond purely visual presentation 

into more specific and quantitative interactions with the displayed molecules, while the 

command-chair mode makes extended work sessions feasible.  As far as we know, 

freehand 3D annotation, co-centering, and local display of RDC curves are all novel 

functionalities in either single-screen or VR applications.  We believe this unusual 

combination of immersive context and detailed control should enable enhanced types of 

molecular research. 

 

4.1.4.3 Future Directions 

Display of information text in the DiVE corners is very effective, and distance 

and other measurements can be added to that mode.  The current menu system is 

workable but not graceful, and other alternatives should be tested.  Similarly, there should 

be further optimization of the lighting model for different molecular representations.  

There will probably need to be either a way to pre-specify a view/location or a way to 

move to specified features.   
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For the NMR work, developing ways to represent other data types, such as 

dihedral-angle restraints, is a logical next step.  On the hardware side, resolution and fill 

rate will increase with installation of a new computer cluster.  Most importantly, 

KinImmerse enables further exploration of using experimental data display and local 

perspective for research analysis of NMR structural ensembles. 

Another line of work that could reasonably be followed up on is that of 

integrating the structure model fixup capabilities of KiNG into KinImmerse.  To facilitate 

this, incorporating a second wand for two-handed manipulation and control is ideal.  This 

could be implemented such that two separate ‘grab’ actions of the user (one with each 

wand) when a refitting tool is active could enable the structure-quality-monitored rotation 

of different dihedral angles of a structure.  Simply stated, grab the bonds and move them 

while monitoring to ensure that the changes are consistent with our knowledge of know 

protein structures behave. 
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4.2 Demonstrations and Use of KinImmerse in the DiVE 

 

4.2.1 Orientation In Phases 

In a virtual reality demonstration, the audience must become oriented to the 

system.  A demonstration makes the task an accelerated teaching session.  I approach this 

in three stages, each in different physical locations; (1) in the foyer (2) in the facility 

room but not inside the system (3) inside the system itself.  

 

4.2.1.1 Foyer 

 Orientation begins in the foyer where the audience cannot directly see the 

facility.  This is done because the sense of excitement people have when they view the 

facility reduces their ability to pay attention to information and remember directions or 

instructions.  The foyer is an ideal place to cover ground rules.   

Typically, I explain the basics of protein structures to a lay audience in the foyer.  

For school groups, this might be very simple and include asking individuals to recall 

what DNA, RNA, and proteins are in very general terms.  For undergraduates or graduate 

students with training in the basic biomedical sciences or chemical sciences, this is 

mostly unnecessary, besides possibly discussing some details of the structure model used 

in the demonstration. 

Next, I make connections to real-world examples that the group might know well.  

The most readily accessible parallels are to video game systems.  The Nintendo Wii 

(Nintendo, 2009), which uses a motion-tracked controller, is the most common example 
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used.  It is described as a very simplified version of the wand controller used in the 

facility.  In a similar fashion, the software packages used to develop the demonstrations 

are described as being the same or similar to ones used by video game developers, such 

as VirTools (Virtools, 2009).  VirTools is a rapid prototyping package used extensively 

by developers of Xbox (Microsoft, 2009), Playstation (Sony, 2009), and the Wii 

(Nintendo, 2009) games.  At this point, a parallel has been made to the controller, and the 

software that creates the environment.  The last part of the contextual placement is the 

interaction.  I often use the example of the movie Minority Report (Spielberg, 2002) to 

draw a parallel to the types of interactions between the person and the data, as depicted in 

the film when Tom Cruise manipulates information floating in front of him at a futuristic 

looking terminal.   

 

4.2.1.2 Facility 

Standing in the facility is an important transition step.  This is where the 

demonstrator can sense the level of reaction to the system that might occur when the 

audience is inside using it.  It is a good time to reinforce what was said in the foyer and 

allows the audience to get over some of their initial excitement.   

The room containing the virtual reality chamber is high, and the virtual reality 

cube is a dominating looking object with sharp lines, dark colors, cables and wires, 

mirrors, and often perceived as an actualization of something most people believe only 

exists in science fiction novels or films.   
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Next, I describe the breadth of expertise necessary to create a virtual reality 

environment and experience.  I discuss the role of scientists who have expertise in a 

specific domain, the role of engineers who build and maintain the system along with 

building associated devices, the role of computer scientists and programmers who 

transform the concept into software, and the role of artists who often provide the 

critically important touches to the designed environments that confer realism.   

I follow this with an explanation of the basics of virtual reality.  I focus on the 

three elements: creating a virtual world, immersion into that world, and sensory feedback 

to the virtual world (Sherman, 2003).  I stress the importance of interacting with the 

system through using the head-tracked stereo goggles and the tracked wand.  I explain 

that virtual environments are intended to fool various human senses into believing you 

are somewhere else experiencing something else.   

 

4.2.1.3 System  

Inside the system itself, I start out wearing the head-tracker and holding the wand.  

I reiterate the importance of creating a virtual world, immersing the user into the world, 

and the various ways we have designed feedback to the system.  I put this in terms of the 

human computer interaction as I describe and demonstrate each function of KinImmerse.   

The first thing I demonstrate is that the system tracks quite precisely with the 

movements of the individual wearing the head tracker and holding the wand.  I do so by 

asking others to stand directly behind me and look in the same direction as I am.  I then 

pan my head back and forth from left to right slowly.  While panning, I ask whether 
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anyone notices the movement of the objects in front of me.  This, I tell them, is an 

example of the system interacting with the user and a good reason to always look in the 

general direction of the person using the tracking system. 

Next, I hold my arm out fully extended and describe the wand and explain that 

there are buttons on the wand, a joystick in the center, and a trigger button underneath.  

From this pose, I explain that the joystick is a fly navigation, and that this is most similar 

to how Superman flies.  I stress that it flies in the direction you point it when you press 

forward on the joystick.  I perform this task slowly and tell those in the facility that they 

should be respectful of others around them and not fly without announcing the direction 

they are going and recommend that they fly slowly. 

I use the fly navigation to fly towards the molecule being displayed.  As the 

molecule approaches the boundary of the front screen to cross into a virtually recreated 

space in the actual room, I tell others that we can ‘grab’ the molecule as if it were a real 

object.  As the molecular model crosses into the perceived real space, others experience 

the realism conferred for the first time.  Then, I show them which button performs the 

6DoF grab and demonstrate it slowly. 

From here, the other functionalities can be explained while someone besides the 

demonstrator is using the system.  I reiterate that the most important part of the 

demonstration is for everyone to use the system and that it is time for someone else to use 

the tracking system and have control.  I recommend that each person use the system for a 

minute or two and then pass it along to someone else.  Ideally, five to ten minutes for 

each person is desired, but the lower bound is approximately one to two minutes.   
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As I hand off the head tracker and wand to another person, I tell others in the 

room that it is important to watch how one another use the system and tell the first user 

that it is their responsibility to remind the next person what the functions are.  This 

encourages peer learning and as I’ve found, it is more effective than the demonstrator 

looking over the shoulder of each user.   

 

4.2.2 The Demonstrator 

The demonstrator has to overcome many obstacles in order to keep the audience 

in check and to orient them properly to receive the educational and interactive products 

the system delivers.  This is made more difficult when there are multiple people, when 

they are of a younger age, when they are inexperienced with this type of system, and 

when they are overcome with a sense of excitement and wonderment produced by the 

system. 

It is critical to know the audience in order to determine which elements must be 

explained in more detail and which instructions to stress more than others.  For younger 

people, I stress the importance of following my directions and learning from one another.  

For older audiences I stress the importance of taking it slow, and remind them that 

younger people who are more experienced with video games often have an easier time 

learning how to use the system.  In almost all cases, six or seven people are in the room 

for the demonstration.  This requires asking people to be mindful of the walls and to do 

their best to announce what they are doing as they interact with the system.  A larger 
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number of people also necessitates that everyone scrunch closer together and do their best 

to set their gaze in the same direction as the person controlling the system. 

When a user is struggling with a function, as demonstrator, I verbally ask if they 

would like me to help them by putting my hand over theirs and help guide their arm and 

fingers in performing the operation.  This is almost always a graciously accepted offer.  

Next, I use one of my arms to overlay my forearm on theirs slowly and wrap my hand 

gently around the top part of the wand while physically guiding their arm in the direction 

needed and moving their thumb to the correct button and press their thumb to enable the 

action.  It is my experience that this is incredibly effective in helping a confused user 

become reoriented.  However, it requires a great deal of finesse and explicit and clear 

communication between the demonstrator and the user in order to avoid startling 

someone or making them uncomfortable.  It took me over a year of doing demonstrations 

before I felt I could do this type of corrective demonstration behavior.  I do not 

recommend an inexperienced demonstrator do this. 

 

4.2.2.1 Demonstrator As Authority Figure 

The facility is large, expensive, can be disorienting, and has equipment all over 

the place.  The demonstrator needs to be perceived as an absolute authority figure so the 

audience will immediately turn to the demonstrator for information, to report something 

they learned or found problematic, and to look for directions and approval before or after 

taking an action.  This level of situational control over the facility is essential to running a 

smooth demonstration. 
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Situational control by the demonstrator is accomplished primarily through 

nonverbal expressions of power/dominance over the audience.  A number of classic 

signals are used to achieve this.  They can be categorized as physical potency, resource 

control, and interaction control (Manusov, 2006). 

Physical Potency:  Typically, this is parsed into three types of concepts, threat, 

size or strength, and expressivity.  In the demonstration, the demonstrator uses size or 

strength and expressivity the most in establishing dominance over the audience.  Standing 

erect with shoulders squared, speaking with a loud and firm tone, and dressing in a clean 

cut and professional manner all are nonverbal cues of dominance that aid the 

demonstrator in controlling the demonstration and guiding the audience (Hall, 2006). 

Resource Control:  This is usually separated into four sub-categories; (1) 

command of space, (2) precedence, (3) prerogative, (4) and possession of other valued 

commodities (Manusov, 2006).  The command of space is one of the easiest ones when 

giving a tour in the virtual reality facility.  It’s a large and impressive facility, it is scarce 

as a resource, and access is controlled.  The demonstrator has total command of the space 

as perceived by the audience.  This translates into a perception that the demonstrator is a 

clear leader and in control of the resource (Remland, 1981). The precedence component 

is most notable in demonstrating the controls of the system.  Since the demonstrator 

needs to stand in front of the audience and show the controls, this shows a very clear 

precedence and sets the demonstrator up as leader and authority.  The presence of 

prerogative is initially strong, but becomes much weaker during the sessions as the point 

of virtual reality is to create immersion and allow interaction.  This means the specific 
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allowance of others to have prerogative and interact at will with the system.  Finally, the 

possession of other valued commodities is extremely high.  Since there are only about a 

dozen of these facilities in the world, this is a high status symbol conferring 

authoritativeness on the demonstrator.  

Interaction Control:  This is sub-categorized into five effects; (1) centrality, (2) 

elevation, (3) initiation, (4) nonreciprocation, and (5) task performance cues (Manusov, 

2006). As demonstrator, I begin by showing the different interactions in the system to the 

audience; this starts off as a very high power asymmetry.   

 

Figure 4-11  - Interaction Control in the DiVE. Demonstrator in front with 
students behind. 
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Interestingly, this power effect diminishes by design as the demonstrator allows 

each user to interact with the system.  This redistributes the power of interaction control 

to the users and creates a sense of learning and personal ownership by others as they 

become empowered users of the system rather than passive viewers.   

 

Figure 4-12 - Transition of interaction control from the demonstrator to a 
student in the DiVE 

 

 

4.2.3 Orienting Attention 

The scientist Hermann von Helmholtz was known for innovation and discovery in 

a vast number of fields.  His ophthalmoscope revolutionized the entire field of 

ophthalmology and variants of it are used today.  Likewise, his contributions in physics 

and thermodynamics are widely known.  Sometimes forgotten is that Helmholtz made 

key discoveries in the theory of attention.  In 1871, Helmholtz concluded that one could 
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shift their focus of attention without ocular movement and made the claim that visual 

analysis was based more on where we focus our attention than the point in which our 

eyes gaze (Helmholtz, 1871; Wright, 2008).  Since that initial discovery, the field has 

grown and moved forward.  Today, much of the interest for researchers is over exactly 

how this attention shifting is accomplished.   

 

4.2.3.1 Voluntary vs. Involuntary Attention 

Important to this work is the distinction between voluntary and involuntary 

attention.  In the 1940’s, Kohler elucidated that voluntary attention of an individual 

originates from self and goes to the object, while involuntary attention originates from the 

object grabbing the attention of the individual (Kohler, 1947). In the DiVE, we take 

advantage of immersion into the molecule as a dominant force capturing the user’s 

attention involuntarily. 

In the immersive system, demonstrations are done using a mixture of techniques 

that seek both to orient people physically – head and body motions, ocular movement and 

gaze all done by instruction – and to orient their attention either jointly or independently 

of physical orientation through the virtual environment of KinImmerse.  The physical 

orientation is overt orienting, as described by the famous conditioning studies of Pavlov 

(Pavlov, 1927), and the attention orienting is covert orienting as described by Posner 

(Posner, 1978).   

Intriguing for the study of macromolecular structure is how covert attention 

orienting is often described in cognitive terms, and overt orienting in physical terms.  
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Immerseive molecular graphics representations are abstract, complex, irregularly shaped, 

and the importance of handedness and myriad other fine details are critical to allow 

comprehension.  Because of all these difficulties, increasing the degree of overt, physical 

orienting, so that the system grabs the user’s attention effectively, reduces the cognitive 

load placed on the user by the covert orienting through instruction.  Together, this can 

reduce user fatigue and increase the length of time attention can remain on one object or 

area of interest for a user investigating a molecule.   

 

4.2.3.2 Location Cueing 

Shifting focus to one portion of the visual field increases efficiency in analysis of 

the items located in that region.  Location cueing – using signaling means to shift setup 

and shift focus in a particular way – is an important part of any virtual reality system and 

even more so for demonstrations.  With the distractions present and a virtual environment 

emulating multiple modalities of interaction, the demonstrator must use location cueing 

effectively.   

Early research on location cueing demonstrated that shifting attention to an area 

prior to onset increased target identification (Eriksen, 1972).  This was later refined and 

the elements in it are: (a) a central fixation point subjects are instructed to look at, (b) a 

target item to be identified, and (c) a location cue given immediately before target 

appearance (Wright, 2008). I use this in demonstrations by having users look at the front 

screen of the DiVE, verbally describing the item the user should bring into view, and 
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using the virtual wand displayed as an easily visible location cue for bringing the target 

object to the location.   

 

Figure 4-13 - Demonstrator employing multimodal location cueing verbally 
and interactively 

Interestingly, and by design, KinImmerse uses multiple modalities for location 

cueing to increase effectiveness.  The vocal mode of describing to the user what will be 

coming and why, combined with the visual modality of the virtual wand in the virtual 

environment are simultaneous location cues.  Additionally, the bounding box around the 

object touched by the wand gives a proximity cue for the area being brought forward for 

investigation and discussion. Figure 4-14 shows the demonstrator giving verbal 

instructions that an object is about to be ‘grabbed’ in the virtual environment by using the 

physical wand to reach out and perform the task.   

This hybrid approach describes using symbolic and direct location cues. The 

meanings for symbolic and direct cues differ.  Symbolic cues are considered goal-driven 
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and more focused, whereas direct cues acquire meaning by being near an area and are 

therefore considered more sensory. Symbolic cues are usually pointed very specifically at 

a target, whereas direct cues are present in close proximity to a target location (Wright, 

2008). In the immersive environment, direct cues are much less clear.  The wand used as 

a pointer might be called symbolic and the bounding boxes that appear around a selected 

or ‘touched’ atom might be considered direct.  However, because of the interactivity of 

the system and the multiple modalities employed, the distinction is much less useful in 

this context.   

 

4.2.3.3 Crossmodal Cueing and Attention Shifting 

The combination of cues implemented in KinImmerse for the DiVE provides 

multiple modes which heavily capture, sustain and orient attention, thus achieving the 

goal of immersion in the virtual environment.  This cueing combination is also called a 

crossmodal model for cueing and shifting attention.  In the literature, this is described as 

being one of the hardest things to study.  One significant reason posed for the difficulty in 

studying crossmodal models is a potential fundamental difference in the mechanism of 

different cueing modalities where localization of the stimuli of the cue in space is 

necessary (Wright, 2008).   

The spatial localization is important for discriminating between targets, not the 

mere detection of a target.  Therefore, the virtual environment and the multimodal cueing 

approach is anecdotal evidence supporting the usefulness of crossmodal models.  It is 

important to note that details of the crossmodal model are still argued, especially over 
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whether the effects of each added modality are additive or greater than the sum of the 

modes.  It is my experience with students and novice subjects in the DiVE using 

KinImmerse that a multimodal cueing paradigm has more than an additive effect on 

orienting attention.  I do not, however, have a good sense for which mechanism is 

dominant (which mode contributes more and in what way) and that is the central debate 

still underway in the field.   

My experience in the DiVE using KinImmerse is that virtual environments have 

potential for the study of attention, and to gain a deeper understanding of the interplay of 

modalities in a crossmodal cueing system with the advantage of a more controlled 

environment. 

 

4.2.3.4 Location Cueing and Motion Sickness 

One of the common concerns people have about virtual reality systems is motion 

sickness and disorientation.  Users complain about distractions due to abrupt changes in 

the visual system when another user is controlling it.  There is an interesting reason for 

this that is noted in the literature.  Abrupt onset stimuli are known to immediately capture 

attention.  This is a guiding principle advanced by Titchener in 1908.  However, in the 

1990’s this view was challenged by  the observation that goal-driven stimuli can override 

an abrupt attention capture (Wright, 2008).  In the virtual reality system, the multiple 

modes of cueing act in a goal-driven way to override any abrupt – and usually inadvertent 

or distracting – attention capture outside of where the demonstrator wants to focus the 

demonstration.   
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Figure 4-14 - Demonstrator describing motion sickness effect while facing the 
audience. 

Once the transition of control of the system has gone from the demonstrator to the 

other users, they are noticeably less aware of the potential for motion sickness, and 

increasingly do not use verbal cues to tell each other what they are about to do.  This 

produces the observed result of people making others dizzy in the system by not giving 

them sufficient location cues.   

 

4.2.3.5 Expertise Effects on Location Cueing   

Subject or domain experts in a field often have expected location cues based on 

the history and development of their field.  For example, a structural biologist would 

expect Carbon to be drawn white or black, Nitrogen to be blue, and Oxygen to be red.  

They might also have expectations as to which visual representations go with which type 

of message being presented.  A ribbon schematic is the default style for an overall feeling 
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of the shape and topology of a protein structure, while a space filling model with atom 

colors (rather than dot surface or translucent surface) is expected for showing surface 

shape and interactions on the macromolecule.  What the literature suggests happens is 

that these expectations by domain experts yields mixed results in terms of the subject’s 

sense of effectiveness of the location cues and makes for conflicting claims concerning 

immersiveness when compared to novices with little domain expertise (Wright, 2008). 

This supports my observations of showing the KinImmerse software package to 

different structural biologists.  Some experienced scientists find it to be exceptional in 

orienting their attention.  Others, mainly those who work with half-bond coloring 

schemes or those who especially value rendered and drop-shadowed graphics are less 

inclined to believe that the immersive system can be cueing their attention effectively.  

Thankfully, the body language of these critics quietly signals to me otherwise: their head 

movements are automatic and clearly following the wand position in the system as I 

move it, while they are verbally stating that they are not affected by or convinced of the 

immersive ability of the system.  Mixed claims of effectiveness indeed come from 

domain experts.   

 

4.2.3.6 Location Cueing & Co-Centering 

As described earlier, the co-centering command was developed in KinImmerse 

for aiding the visual comprehension of local relationships between NMR models and 

NOE or RDC experimental data. It co-locates the same atom across all models within a 

structural ensemble while maintaining orientation, and demonstrates some interesting 
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cueing effects.  Simpler location cueing effects occur when the demonstrator discusses a 

local area while moving it around using the 6-degree-of-freedom (6DoF) control, the 

bounding box, and the wand extending to the point of interest.  Simultaneously, the 

demonstrator describes in a multimodal fashion the movements being made.   

When the co-centering operation is activated, the user experiences an abrupt 

location cue when the many individual structure models in the ensemble snap to co-locate 

the atom of interest in the same position in the virtual environment.   In this way, a strong 

goal-driven location cueing comes first, followed by an abrupt capturing of the subject’s 

attention and a sudden increase in comprehensibility.  Usually the many models are 

poorly overlayed prior to co-centering, looking messy and difficult to understand.  When 

the co-centering happens, there is suddenly a satisfying disorder-to-order transition 

making the data in the local area clear and accessible.  This observation was critical in the 

decision to implement the visualization of RDC’s in the desktop software KiNG by 

Vincent Chen and the programming of the co-centering function into KiNG (Chen, 

2009).  

 

4.2.4 Domain Experts’ Experience 

Each demonstration has a different set of goals. Most school groups are being 

brought here for the same reason; to encourage young students to focus their energies on 

excelling in math and science. Domain experts in engineering, computer science, or 

biochemistry have a different set of goals.  Getting domain experts from different 

disciplines to understand the contribution of their work to an interdisciplinary project, 
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recognize the usefulness and importance of the work, and to acknowledge there are 

difficulties in evaluating it because it does not fall primarily within any single domain 

represents a grand challenge in interdisciplinary research. 

 

4.2.4.1 Biochemists and Structural Biologists 

Biochemists are primarily interested in how the virtual reality system can assist their 

research.  Within biochemistry, structural biologists who probe the fine details of 

macromolecular structures are particularly interested in new techniques that can help 

them achieve a better understanding of these structures.  The development of 

KinImmerse allows a biochemist to quickly create a visualization to interact with in a 6-

sided CAVE by taking a PDB file (protein data bank formatted coordinate file, Berman 

2006), making a kinemage file (Richardson, 1992), and loading the kinemage directly 

into KinImmerse.  The entire process takes under five minutes for a fast lash up.  

Most importantly, KinImmerse facilitates quicker conceptualization of the 

complicated macromolecular structures in the mind of the user, and a better feeling for 

the local relationships of data and model.  This was not systematically tested, but every 

user who was asked whether it was easier to comprehend the shape and relationships of 

the molecule in the DiVE or on a desktop responded that it was easier in the DiVE.  This 

could be further tested in a true human subject study with proper controls. 
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4.2.4.2 Engineers 

Engineers are primarily interested in some of the technical challenges of the 

DiVE.  The use of the tracking system and the fine control over the structure being 

experienced in the virtual environment is a feat of modern technology.  Performance of 

the tracking system is currently fast enough that latency in system response to a user 

action is rarely noticed by the user.  The main limitation is that latency of the system 

degrades near the seams and walls of the room, due to bodily interference with the signal 

and to the unfavorable angle at which the head tracker and wand tracker are oriented with 

respect to the ceiling-level sensors.   

The ease of using the handheld wand is a testament to how well engineered it is.  

It is relatively easy for users to get used to manipulating the four buttons and joystick on 

the face of the controller.  The button underneath, in a logical place to be pressed by the 

index finger, is also well designed and could be called a ‘trigger’ button.  In a newer 

research version of the KinImmerse software, this is mapped as the 6DoF ‘grab’ button.  

The virtual aspects of the wand are also intuitive, such as the white “light saber” for 

touching objects and the “fly” navigation familiar from computer games.  Unfortunately, 

the wand does not stand up well to being dropped, but that has nothing to do with how 

ergonomic it is. 

 

4.2.4.3 Computer Scientists & Virtual Reality Experts 

 One strength of KinImmerse for domain experts in computer science and virtual 

reality is the selection of Syzygy as the back-end: they appreciate that it is widely used, 
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open-source, and works with a variety of devices.  Virtual reality practitioners may 

criticize KinImmerse because many of the individual functions are not novel.  This is a 

failure to recognize the synergy and novelty of suitabily combining these features into a 

useful platform for research. 

   It is difficult to engage and impress these domain experts, in part because of the 

way publications and systems become known by the community.  In many cases, 

developments are not published in journal articles or other standard modes that create the 

literature of a field.  Conferences, symposia, and even white papers from companies or 

university groups can carry the same weight as formal publications.  This hinders 

investigating and understanding the different capabilities previously described by others 

in the field.   

 

4.2.4.4 Visual Artists 

Perhaps least acknowledged by basic scientists and visualization experts are 

visual artists.  I was lucky enough to have met Kevin ‘KAL’ Kallaugher at a lecture in the 

Sanford School of Public Policy at Duke.  KAL is an internationally recognized political 

cartoonist whose work appears weekly in The Economist, where he serves as their 

primary cartoonist.   

I invited KAL to use KinImmerse after hearing his lecture.  He agreed and we 

went into the DiVE.  KAL is not primarily trained in the physical or life sciences.  I gave 

him an introduction to the DiVE and asked him to draw using the annotation feature.  

Within two minutes he had produced the figure below.  
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Figure 4-15 - Kinemage drawing from KinImmerse of George W. Bush by 
Political Cartoonist Kevin "KAL" Kallaugher 

The figure shows a caricature of then President George W. Bush.  Not captured in 

this figure is the depth to the drawing, which resembles the useful outlines of a sculptural 

bust.  I concluded from my interactions with KAL that KinImmerse is easy to train a 

visual artist to use, and is valuable for transforming sculptural concepts from the artist’s 

hand into a computer through the annotation feature.  

 

4.3 Conclusions 

Combining the DiVE immersive VR hardware with the kinemage graphics 

format, the KiNG display software, and the Syzygy VR toolkit enabled development of 

the open-source KinImmerse software system for immersive molecular graphics in the 
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service of production research uses.  Possible input builds on the broad, flexible base of 

representations from years of using kinemages for molecular and other graphics, while 

KinImmerse provides both immersive and local perspectives and adds new interactive 

features.   

The initial research application explored the study of NMR experimental data in 

context of interactive local superposition of models in the NMR structural ensemble, and 

its ability to spark new scientific insights is clear.  Long-term success would constitute 

having NMR structural biologists using these tools routinely to help improve the quality 

of their structures or their understanding of them.    
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5. RDCvis – Visual Representation of RDC curves on an NMR 
Structural Model 

The overall message of this chapter is that visualizing the RDC curves in their 

structural context, especially when combined with other structure quality visualizations 

allows users to easily identify and study areas of their models which need improvement. 

 

5.1 Residual Dipolar Coupling use in Structural Biology 

Significant advancements in using Nuclear Magnetic Resonance (NMR) 

spectroscopy to investigate the structure and dynamics of macromolecules have 

continued steadily over the last few decades.  With the advent of measuring Residual 

Dipolar Couplings (RDC's) in the last ten years, the suite of investigative tools has added 

a new and powerful member to its ranks.  Both structure determination and dynamics 

investigations now routinely use RDC experiments alongside more traditional cross-

relaxation techniques that give assignable through-space and through-bond information 

such as Nuclear Overhauser Effect (NOE) distance restraints and angular J-couplings.  

RDCs came from the discovery that diluting protein in liquid crystal solutions 

allows for easy measurements of couplings without degrading the high quality spectra 

needed for high resolution protein NMR (such as what is needed to collect NOE data). 

These partially aligned media allow for the measurement of RDCs observed over a large 

range of values (tens of Hertz).  The RDC itself includes a term from the alignment 

tensor – a dimensionless vector denoting the preferential orientational averaging of the 

molecule – and can be described as an orientation of the internuclear vector (Blackledge, 
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2005).   Examples of the internuclear vectors where RDCs could be measured include the 

NH or CαH bonds (and others).  However, much work has been done investigating NH 

RDCs because they were noticed to be quite sensitive, useful in the study of dynamic 

motions, and are now the most common RDCs measured (Blackledge,2005). 

In structure determination of macromolecules, RDC's are used extensively for 

constructing protein backbones from RDC measurements in two alignment media using 

NH RDC's or two different RDCs (Cornilescu, 1998), or alternatively RDC data used in 

one medium to improve the accuracy of models calculated from NOE data.  At a larger 

scale, RDC measurements are used to understand the relative orientation of 

macromolecules and the quarternary geometry of proteins with multiple domains 

(Blackledge, 2005). 

 

5.2 Visual Representation of an RDC 

Software for generating RDC visualizations, dubbed RDCvis and built into KiNG 

(Chen, 2009), was implemented by Vincent Chen using the Java programming language.  

As inputs, it requires a PDB format coordinate file and an NMR restraints file (in CNS 

format) with RDC data.  RDCvis outputs the RDC visualizations in kinemage format 

(Richardson, 1992), as a standalone file that is routinely appended onto an existing multi-

model kinemage for viewing in KiNG.  

One note is that a significant barrier to using RDCvis is the lack of consistency in 

the deposited NMR restraints files.  A more strictly defined standard data-file format 
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would make RDCvis more straightforward to use and thus routinely useful to a wider 

community.  

The approach used by RDCvis to draw the RDC curves is based on a singular 

value decomposition (SVD) method to calculate a Saupe alignment tensor from the RDCs 

(Losonczi, 1999).  The basic RDC equation between two spin 1/2 nuclei can be expressed 

in the following form: 
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nm  is the maximal possible dipolar coupling value, which is related to the 

gyromagnetic ratios and the distance between the two atoms, and θ is the angle between 

the internuclear vector and the external magnetic field (Losonczi, 1999).  This equation 

can be converted to the following quadratic form: 
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nm
v  represent the internuclear vector and internuclear vector transposed, 

and S is the Saupe matrix, a 3 x 3 matrix with five degrees of freedom, whose elements 

describe the direction and asymmetry of the partial molecular orientation in the 

experimental system (Yan, 2005). 

In order to draw RDC curves, RDCvis uses the input set of experimental RDC 

values and the input PDB file to generate a series of linear equations that can be solved 

using SVD to give the best-fit elements of the Saupe matrix.  A minimum of five 

individual RDC measurements are required to solve for the five degrees of freedom of the 

Saupe matrix; more are of course needed for reliable accuracy.   
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RDCvis then uses the resulting tensor to determine the quartic equation of the 

RDC curves for each internuclear vector.  These curves arise from the intersection of a 

hyperboloid conic surface (calculated from the RDC value and the equation) with the 

sphere of all the possible orientations of an internuclear vector (Figure 5-1).  Each pair of 

target curves is drawn as polygonal curves that lie on a sphere centered on one of the 

atoms of the internuclear vector (for instance, the N atom for an NH RDC). The paired 

curves represent the locus of possible orientations of the vector (and thus possible 

positions for the H) that match the experimentally-measured RDC value. In order to 

remain consistent with standard practice in NMR structure determination, RDCvis 

calculates a Saupe tensor separately for each model of the ensemble. 

 

 

Figure 5-1 - RDC curve examples from hyperboloid surfaces (dotted) 
intersecting with spheres (blue) 
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Throughout the rest of this chapter (and others to follow), a Saupe curve, RDC 

curve, and target curve are all referring to curves plotted using the kinemage format.  

These curves plotted using the kinemage graphics format, take advantage of the powerful 

and extensive infrastructure that already exists for manipulating and viewing kinemages 

in Mage, KiNG, and KinImmerse (Richardson, 1992; Chen, 2009; Block, 2009).    

 

5.3 Displaying & Co-Centering RDCs on a structure model in 
KiNG 

Presented in the previous chapter, the software KinImmerse (Block, 2009) was 

developed for production as well as demo use of kinemage molecular graphics in a fully 

immersive environment.  It provides varied and powerful molecular visualizations and 

navigation, and an initial set of research tools for manipulation, identification, co-

centering of multi-model ensembles, free-form 3D annotation, and output of results.   

In general, even the most well defined NMR ensembles will have enough 

deviation from model to model that a close-up comparison of the behavior of residues is 

difficult with an overall superposition.  When all the models are visible, the visual clutter 

from all of the models is too overwhelming for reasonable analysis.  Viewing models one 

at a time resolves the issue of clutter, but it is still difficult to compare one model to the 

others.  On-demand local superimposition of the models is one possible solution, 

however for visualizing RDC data, which is directly related to the global orientation of 

the model, any rotation of the models would alter the relationship of the model to the 

RDCs.  Therefore, the solution performed by the co-centering tool is to translate all the 
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models onto a single point with no rotational aspect, to maintain the global orientation of 

the models.   

In the majority of cases co-centering reduces the visual clutter dramatically, to a 

degree that users can make a meaningful observation about the model-by-model 

agreement of the internuclear bond vector to the RDC curves and visually assess the 

match of the model to the data in the local context of the structure models in the 

ensemble.  There are some situations where the co-centering may not be enough help.  

Particularly, in regions where there is a limited amount of experimentally observed data, 

the different models of the ensemble may have wildly different conformations, which 

makes co-centering less effective.  

The co-centering function in the DiVE was so effective at revealing the 

relationship of structures to their RDC data that it was subsequently implmented in 

KiNG.  Similar to the DiVE implementation, the aim was to make the KiNG version as 

simple to use as possible.  Users merely need to activate the tool, at which point a simple 

button click on a point in a multi-group kinemage will translate the corresponding point 

in each group onto the selected point.  Options are included for resetting the groups to 

their original relationships. 

In addition to the single-button click co-cocenter, the co-center tool in KiNG 

includes a number of extra options.  During the course of testing the co-centering tool, we 

realized that a useful feature would be the ability to scan through the structure being 

studied.  To enable this, Vincent added a “slide” function, which re-centers the view and 

simultaneously co-centers on the next or previous residue in the sequence.  This feature 
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allows users to easily scan along the polypeptide chain, analyzing the fit to the RDC 

curves as they go.  

 

5.3.1 A walkthrough of RDCvis in KiNG 

Presented here is a walkthrough in KiNG of visualizing RDC’s on an NMR 

structure ensemble. The example shown is the CCME structure determined by the 

NorthEast Structural Genomics consortium, described in greater detail in the next 

chapter. 

 

Figure 5-2 - RDCvis in KiNG entering PDB and RDC files 
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This shows a multi-model multi-criterion kinemage created in MolProbity (as 

described in chapter three).  It is displayed in KiNG showing the alpha carbon backbone 

trace of all models of the ensemble as well as the geometric and steric outliers mapped 

onto the structure.  The dialog box, at upper left, is accessed by going into the ‘Tools’ 

drop down menu and the ‘Specialty’ submenu where the user clicks on ‘RDCvis tool.’  

This dialog box allows the user to specify the two necessary inputs for RDCvis, a PDB 

coordinate file (Berman, 2006), and an NMR restraint file containing CNS-formatted 

RDC restraints (Brunger, 1998).  
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Figure 5-3 - RDCvis in KiNG choosing RDCs to display 

The figure shows the dialog box that appears when the PDB and RDC restraint 

files are selected.  It prompts the user to select the internuclear vector for which to create 

RDC visualizations.  In Figure 5-3, NH RDCs are being selected for visualizing on the 

structure. 
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Figure 5-4 - RDCvis in KiNG with RDCs shown 

Figure 5-4 shows the NH RDC’s mapped onto all models of the ensemble.  They 

appear in this zoomed out figure as blobs at various points along the alpha carbon trace.   
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Figure 5-5 - Co-Centering tool in KiNG: Lys 100 as deposited 

The figure above shows a zoomed-in view of Lysine 100 in the structure.  The 

RDC curve pairs are mapped onto each of the models in the structure ensemble.  The 

dialog box on the upper right of the image is the co-centering tool, turned on through the 

‘Tools’ menu in KiNG and the ‘Kin editing’ submenu.  Once the dialog box appears, the 

user can “co-center normally” by mouse-clicking the atom (in any model) around which 

to co-center.  The user may also select the “slide” option and then the forward or back 

arrows in the box, to co-center on the next residue in sequence.   
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Figure 5-6 - Co-centering tool in KiNG: Lys 100 co-centered on the NH N atom 

The figure shows the same Lysine 100, this time co-centered on the backbone 

Nitrogen.  The ensemble of co-centered models allows easy interpretation of the match to 

the RDC curve by the NH bond vectors, with all the Hydrogens in this case pointing to 

and nearly touching the RDC curve in a narrowly defined bundle. 
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5.4 Results 

 A number of example structures containing RDC restraints were obtained from 

the NorthEast Structural Genomics Consortium (NESG) and were run through 

MolProbity to create multi-model multi-criterion kinemages.  Then, their RDC target 

curves were modeled onto the structure using RDCvis.  Each residue with a measured 

RDC was co-centered and viewed for all structure models within the ensemble.  A 

number of interesting observations came from this work. 

 

5.4.1 The One Curve Rule 

As described in Chapter 3, the 1Q2N structure of Z-domain in Protein A 

determined by the NESG contained a loop region where two quite different 

conformations were modeled in the structure ensemble, despite the inclusion of RDC 

data.  Originally, when looking at the region using only the multi-model multi-criterion 

kinemage, it was hypothesized that one of the conformations was a correct interpretation 

and the other was incorrect (based on the local geometry and sterics), and that somehow 

there was an ambiguity in match to the RDCs.  However, at that stage I had no easy way 

to test that idea. 
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Figure 5-7 - Loop 35-41 in 1Q2N with RDC curves colored by agreement 

 Later, with the tools developed in Chapter 4, I investigated the 35-41 loop region 

of 1Q2N in the DiVE virtual reality facility, using KinImmerse and visualizing the RDC 

curves directly on the structure.  That work showed (Figure 5-7) that the two 

conformations had their CαH bond vectors (in black) pointed to opposite limbs of the 

RDC target curves.  

Specifically, the intersection of the hyperboloid conic surface with the 

internuclear vector sphere usually results in a pair of symmetric curves, both of which 

taken together delineate all possible internuclear vector directions that match a given 
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RDC value.  The example in Figure 5-7 is shown with green RDC curves where the value 

calculated from a model is <1Hz different from the value measured, and red for >3Hz 

difference.  I argue that having two distinct clusters does not mean that this bond vector 

in the real molecule moves to match both structural possibilities, but is probably due to an 

ambiguity in the joint implications of the RDC plus other data and geometry.   

The usual methodology for use of RDCs in structure solution implicitly assumes 

one conformation, so that in general a given bond vector should only line up with one or 

the other curve.  Motion or multiple conformations are of course possible, and for loops 

even probable, but this is not the way to identify such motion.  It would require an 

extremely unlikely coincidence for a motion or conformational change to line up each of 

two orientational clusters for a given internuclear vector exactly on a different one of the 

two curves.  Even if a residue were sampling conformations that could match both 

curves, this would result in averaging of the RDC and end up with a different, smaller 

RDC value.  This averaging affect has been treated in the literature, where others have 

tried to develop a model of conformational sampling that stays in agreement with the 

observed RDC’s (Clore, 2004; Brooks, 1997; Hess, 2003).  I conclude that this behavior 

in a structure ensemble - of two distinctly different conformations pointing the 

internuclear vector towards opposite curves - is a potential systematic error allowed by 

the usual procedure of requiring each individual model to match the scaler RDC value, 

without considering the relationsip of the models to one another or to the target curves. 
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 5.4.2 Curve Intersection 

When considering the range of possible RDC curve shapes, there is a unique 

transition point where the hyperboloid conic curves create two great circles that intersect 

(top left in Figure 5-1) and that each bisect the internuclear vector sphere.  At RDC 

values near this transition point, it is possible that a given internuclear vector would 

match both curves if it pointed toward one of the curve intersections.  As in the more 

general case, in this situation the internuclear vectors should still all point in nearly the 

same direction.  

When RDC alignments are experimentally observed in two or more different 

media (such as the CcmE example in the next chapter), multiple RDC curve pairs could 

be present at a given position.  Internuclear vectors pointing to an intersection between 

Saupe curves from RDCs obtained by different alignment media are structurally 

important; these signify a match of the internuclear vector to independently observed 

RDC measurements from different experiments.   

 

5.4.3 Orientation Dependent Variability 

There exists some variation in the internuclear vector match to the RDC data 

drawn as a curve.  This flexibility can result in a fanning out of the internuclear vector 

along a target curve.  The likely contributors to this variation are the “orientation 

dependent variability,” and the error model of observed RDC’s.  I will later discuss 

modeling the error of the observed RDCs.   
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Generally, the orientation of the alignment tensor to the molecule (and its 

rhombicity) will determine the shape of the Saupe curves at each internuclear bond vector 

where they are experimentally observed.  In addition, the orientation of the local 

structural features of the molecule in relation to the given Saupe curve shape will 

determine the amount and direction of variation allowable for structural interpretation.   

Both orientation of the tensor to the molecule and orientation of the local 

structural features in relation to the Saupe curve interact with one another to impact the 

potential structural interpretations.  For example, if a Saupe curve is relatively flat, a 

peptide rotation approximately around the Cα-Cα direction could swing the NH bond 

vector along the Saupe curve if the curve tangent has the right relationship to the Cα-Cα 

axis.  The resulting fan of solutions match along an extended segment of the curve while 

staying consistent with the RDC data.   

An orientation dependent variability should not be taken to imply dynamics.  

Rather, it demonstrates that for a given RDC in a local area, there is an arc along which 

multiple positions remain consistent with the data because of the orientation and shape of 

the RDC curve in the local environment of the structure model. 

 

5.4.4 Planarity Problems 

The figure below (Figure 5-8) shows that in the 2JNG structure from the NESG 

(Kaustov, 2007) at Histidine 69, the NH bond vector for five of the twenty submitted 

models in the ensemble is out of plane by greater than 0.28A.  An RDC observed at the 
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NH of this residue is important for understanding why the models contain out-of-plane 

peptide geometry.  

 

Figure 5-8 - NH Bond Vector Pulled Out of Plane 

 The ensemble has two distinct orientations for this peptide (clearly separate in 

the dark colors at front).  For the 15-model cluster, the NH bond vectors are almost 

exactly in the peptide plane, while for the 5-model cluster the NHs are an implausible 

15° out of plane, pulled by constrained match to the nearest RDC target curve.   

This example is a cautionary one showing visually a known problem of mis-

weighting terms in the target functions of structure determination packages that 

incorporate RDC data (Blackledge, 2005).  In such cases, the resulting awkward peptide 

geometry almost certainly results from an over-weighting of the RDC restraints relative 

to the geometry terms.  
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5.4.5 Error Model Issues 

The error model used for an NMR ensemble deposited to the PDB is rarely 

reported.  This is not surprising since the full details of input values for structure 

determination and refinement are too numerous for regular deposition by most structural 

biologists.  From informal discussion with spectroscopists, I do know that one common 

way of estimating error for an RDC is simply to use 10% of the observed total range (in 

Hertz) as the error specified in structure determination packages that refine against RDC 

restraints (like CNS). 

What I observed, when investigating NMR structure ensembles with RDCs 

visualized on the models, were numerous instances where clustering of internuclear 

vectors on the RDC curves is extraordinarily tight - perhaps too tight, as strongly 

suggested by cases with two tight clusters widely separated.  An example of this is shown 

below (Figure 5-9). 
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Figure 5-9 - Excessively tight clustering of NH RDCs on Leu 77 in CCME 

The figure shows curves for two sets of NH RDCs on the CcmE ensemble at the 

Leucine 77 position.  One RDC set was collected in PEG, and the other in Gel.  Notice 

that one pair of curves is smaller and lies inside the other.  At the top, the NH vector of 

the models in the ensemble are very tightly divided into two separate groups, each 

coupled to the curve.  Instead, an arc of possible structural models bisecting the RDC 

curve and connecting these populations should be possible (shown in the figure as a 

drawn arc).   

In the example, either the weight of matching the model to the RDC is too heavy, 

or the error model is too stringent.  Some in the field have argued that a tight coupling to 

the RDC solution is valid (Clore, 2004), though these new visualizations imply that the 

error model used makes the distinction between the two observed conformations 
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artificial.  On the other hand, the Bax group and others investigated the local geometry 

around NH RDCs, concluding that fluctuations exist in the NH bond orientation observed 

(Ulmer, 2003; Bremi, 1997; Fischer, 1997; Lienin, 1998). 

I conclude that often the error estimate used for an RDC measurement does not 

realistically reflect error in the observation from the spectrometer.  Additionally, if a rule 

such as 10% of the range is universally applied to all RDCs in the list of restraints, it may 

be inappropriate.  In addition, CNS and Xplor-NIH are known informally to have had a 

bug in the code for some time (now fixed) that ignored the error estimates input by the 

user.  Overall, distorted ensemble clustering (split, tight, or asymmetrical) is seen in 

many, but not all, RDC-based NMR structures. 

 

5.4.6 Other Examples 

I obtained a number of other example structures with RDC data from the NESG.  

These were analyzed in collaboration with Bart Bartkowiak who was rotating in the 

Richardson lab at the time.  The NESG structures and data were provided by my 

collaborators with a consistently applied set of structure-determination protocols. 

In the 2JNG structure, a loop problem not unlike the one previously shown for 

1Q2N (Figure 5-7) appeared when co-centering on Glutamine 36 (depicted in the three-

panel Figure 5-10).  
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Figure 5-10 - Glutamine 36 in 2JNG loop 

Panel a in the figure is a cluster of models in the ensemble adopting an 

unfavorable configuration, as indicated by the cluster of Ramachandran outliers.  Panel b 

in the figure shows a cluster of plausible conformations in the ensemble with preferred 

backbone geometry.  Finally, panel c (note the Hydrogen bond for the good cluster, 

visible here) in the figure depicts both clusters at the same time, with a clear use of 

opposite RDC target curves and a divergence of the protein backbone in opposite 

directions when co-centered on the NH of the Glu.   

Another example, from 2JXX (Butler, 2007), has a similar situation in a loop with 

an Asp (as shown in the Figure 5-11). 
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Figure 5-11 – Aspartic Acid 91 in 2JXX loop 

In panel a, one cluster of models in the structure ensemble have the internuclear 

vector of the NH pointing outwards and match the lower RDC target curve.  In panel b, a 

second cluster of models match the upper RDC target curve, pointing inward and making 

a Hydrogen bond (shown as pale green lenses of dots) with a nearby carbonyl.  In panel 

c, both clusters are shown at once.  The interpretation in this instance is that panel b is the 

preferred structural interpretation because of the presence of the Hydrogen bond. 

 

5.5 Discussion 

It is clear that co-centering, originally inspired by VR techniques and 

implemented in the DiVE, is effective when implemented in KiNG for routine use on the 

desktop.  Further, by taking advantage of the new RDCvis code, this work identifies 

some patterns of frequent, systematic errors analogous to those previously found for 

crystal structures, but now arising from properties of RDC data that were detected by 

visualizing RDC target curves mapped onto models in a structure ensemble.    

Orientation dependent variability gave insight on the limitations of RDC data 

under circumstances dictated by local geometry.  This observation, as well as the non 
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planarity, the too-tight clustering, and especially the two-curve examples, indicate 

problems with the usual error models for RDCs.  The one-curve rule, the simplest 

indicator of a potential systematic error in NMR structure ensembles, could be 

automated in a majority of cases. 
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6. Application of tools to NMR structure improvement 

One way to approach improving NMR structures is by analyzing an output 

ensemble and feeding modified models or new restraints back into a new cycle of 

structure determination and refinement.  As shown to work for x-ray structures (Arendall, 

2005) using the methods available in the Richardson lab and through the MolProbity web 

service, this type of methodology is what I addressed in earlier chapters.  Here it will be 

applied to a specific experimental NMR structure. 

A second, more difficult, approach is to incorporate use of the new tools and 

analyses more directly into structure determination protocols.  What follows is a 

description of the first steps aimed at enabling that process, using RDCvis, MolProbity 

analyses, and the specific example structure from the NESG. 

 

6.1 Comparing Structure Determination Packages Incorporating 
RDC’s 

In order to test the use of RDCvis and MolProbity during macromolecular 

structure determination, I designed an experiment using the two major packages (CNS, 

and Xplor-NIH) that incorporate RDC data into the software, applied to a single test 

structure with multiple RDC datasets available.  The table below summarizes the 

structure calculations performed for the comparison. 
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Table 5 - Comparing Strcture Determination Packages Incorporating RDCs 

Experimental Data Used CNS Xplor-NIH 

NOE data only X X 

NOE + RDC 1 X X 

NOE + RDC 2 X X 

NOE + RDC 1 + RDC 2 X X 

 

 I worked with Jim Aramini at the NorthEast Structural Genomics Consortium 

(NESG) to identify a candidate structure for this investigation.  The NESG data is readily 

available, and their structure determinations and refinements are performed in a 

standardized way.  Additionally, NESG focuses on NMR structure determination and 

routinely collects RDC data, allowing for swift identification of a candidate structure for 

this study. 

This experiment addresses two obvious initial questions – the relative merits of 

alternative software and the degree of benefit from an additional RDC dataset – and 

brings into focus several new considerations highlighted by the new visualizations. 

 

6.1.1 Cytochrome c maturation protein - CcmE 

CcmE from Desulfovibrio vulgaris (dvCcmE’)is used here because RDC data are 

now available in a second medium and the protein is interesting biochemically.   
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In E.coli, CcmE plays an important role in Cytochrome C biogenesis by making a 

transient linkage to heme and transferring the heme to apocytochrome C in the presence 

of other factors (Kranz, 2009).   It is proposed that H130 and Y134 are important parts of 

the heme-binding site in E.coli (Harvat, 2009).   

 

Figure 6-1 dvCcme' Ribbon of Model 1 from PDB: 2KCT 

A small handful of structures exist for CcmE in the PDB: an apo ensemble 

dvCcmE’ by the NESG with one RDC dataset in 2009 (2KCT: Aramini, unpublished 

Figure 6-1), an apo ensemble in E.coli done in 2004 (1SR3: Enggist, 2002), and a more 

truncated apo minimized-average structure in E.coli done in 2002 (1J6Q) along with its 

ensemble counterpart (1LM0: Arnesano, 2002). 
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6.1.2 dvCcmE’ Structure Determination Protocol Incorporating RDC’s 

In order to compare protocols, the dvCcmE’ structure was determined using Peg 

RDC’s alone, Gel RDC’s alone, and both Peg & Gel RDC’s together.  These three 

determinations, performed by James Aramini at the NESG, were produced using a CNS 

protocol.  After these determinations were done, the information was sent to Theresa 

Ramelot – another member of the NESG - at Miami University of Ohio, where she 

produced the structure ensembles for dvCcmE’ using a Xplor-NIH protocol.  This was 

performed in a blinded fashion, preveting the individuals performing the structure 

determinations from seeing the completed ensembles the other person produced. 

 

6.2 Materials & Methods 

The sample preparation, and NMR spectroscopy were performed by the NESG.  

The structure determination and validations were completed through numerous sessions 

where I went to Rutgers and worked directly with James Aramini while he computed the 

structures.  The Xplor-NIH structures were performed at Miami University of Ohio and 

data shared via email. 

6.2.1 Sample Preparation   

The 85-residue construct from the CcmE gene of Desulfovibrio vulgaris (NESG 

ID, DvR115G; hereafter referred to as dvCcmE´), comprising residues 44-128 of the 137-

residue full-length protein, was cloned into a pET21 expression vector (Novagen) 

containing an N-terminal methionine and C-terminal affinity tag (LEHHHHHH), yielding 

the plasmid DvR115G-21.1.  This domain of dvCcmE’ was selected by manual construct 
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optimization based on secondary structure and disorder prediction methods using the 

DisMeta server (Huang, 2009).  The DvR115G-21.1 plasmid was transformed into codon 

enhanced BL21 (DE3) pMGK Escherichia coli cells, and cultured in MJ9 minimal 

medium (Jannson, 1996) containing (15NH4)2SO4 and U-13C-glucose as the sole nitrogen 

and carbon sources.   

Initial cell growth was carried out at 37 oC and protein expression was induced at 

17 oC by 1 mM isopropyl-β-D-thiogalactopyranoside (IPTG).  Expressed proteins were 

purified using an ÄKTAxpress™ (GE Healthcare) two-step protocol consisting of 

HisTrap HP affinity chromatography followed directly by HiLoad 26/60 Superdex 75 gel 

filtration chromatography.  The final yield of purified isotopically-enriched dvCcmE´ 

was ≈ 28 mg/L of culture.  Samples of U-13C,15N and U-5%-13C,100%-15N dvCcmE´ for 

NMR spectroscopy were concentrated by ultracentrifugation to 1.3 mM in 95% H2O/5% 

D2O solution containing 20 mM ammonium acetate, 200 mM NaCl, 10 mM DTT, 5 mM 

CaCl2 at pH 4.5.   

Sample purity and molecular mass were confirmed by SDS-PAGE and MALDI-

TOF mass spectrometry (MALDI-TOF mass of U-13C,15N dvCcmE´ (Da): experimental, 

10,791.2; expected, 10,950; the difference is appropriate for cleavage of the N-terminal 

Met). Analytical gel filtration chromatography, static light scattering and 15N T1 and T2 

relaxation data demonstrate that the protein is monomeric in solution under the conditions 

used in the NMR studies. 
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6.2.2 Methods 

 

6.2.2.1 NMR Spectroscopy   

All NMR data were collected at 25oC on Bruker AVANCE 600MHz and 800Mhz 

NMR spectrometers at the NESG equipped with 1.7-mm TCI and 5-mm TXI cryoprobes, 

respectively, processed with NMRPipe (Delaglio, 1995), and visualized using SPARKY 

(Goddard).  Complete 1H, 13C, and 15N resonance assignments for dvCcmE´ were 

determined using conventional triple resonance NMR methods and deposited in the 

BioMagResDB (BMRB accession number 16096).   All spectra were referenced to 

internal DSS.  Backbone assignments were made using AutoAssign 2.4.0 (Moseley, 

2001) and the PINE 1.0 server (Bahrami, 2009) using peak lists from 2D 1H-15N HSQC 

and 3D HNCO, HN(CA)CO, HN(CO)CA, HNCA, CBCA(CO)NH and HNCACB 

spectra.  Side chain assignment was completed manually using 3D HBHA(CACO)NH, 

HCCH-COSY, HCCH-TOCSY and (H)CCH-TOCSY experiments.  Stereospecific 

isopropyl methyl assignments for all Val and Leu residues were deduced from 

characteristic cross-peak fine structures in high resolution 2D 1H-13C HSQC spectra of 

the U-5%-13C,100%-15N-enriched sample (Neri, 1989).   

Resonance assignments were validated using the Assignment Validation Suite 

(AVS) software package (Moseley, 2004).  Three-bond 3J(HN-Ha) scalar couplings were 

determined using the 3D HNHA experiment (Vuister, 1993).  1H-15N heteronuclear NOE 

and 15N T1 and T2 relaxation measurements were made using gradient sensitivity-

enhanced 2D heteronuclear NOE and 15N T1 and T2 (CPMG) relaxation experiments, 

respectively (Farrow, 1994).   
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Two sets of 15N-1H residual dipolar couplings (RDCs) were obtained for 

dvCcmE´ by weakly aligning the protein in 4.2% C12E5 poly(ethylene glycol) 

(PEG)/hexanol or compressed polyacrylamide gel (Ruckert, 2000), in the same buffer as 

described above.  Residual dipolar couplings for each unambiguous NH resonance were 

measured by the difference in 1H,15N-HSQC-TROSY resonance frequencies between 

isotropic and aligned spectra. 

 

6.2.2.2 CNS Structure Determination and Validation    

The solution NMR structure of dvCcmE´ was calculated using CYANA 2.1 

(Guntert, 1997; Herrmann, 2002) supplied with peak intensities from 3D simultaneous 

CN NOESY (Pascal, 1994) (tm = 100 ms) and 3D 13C-edited aromatic NOESY (tm = 120 

ms) spectra, together with dihedral angle constraints computed by TALOS+  (Cornilescu, 

1999; using only the constraints with the highest confidence and using TALOS+ 

uncertainties), and N-H residual dipolar couplings from one or both of the two different 

alignments (see below).   

The 20 structures with lowest target function out of 100 in the final cycle 

calculated were further refined by restrained molecular dynamics in explicit water using 

CNS 1.1 (Brunger, 1998; Linge, 2003) and the PARAM19 force field, using the final 

NOE derived distance constraints, TALOS+ dihedral angle constraints and RDC values.  

Structural statistics and global structure quality factors, including Verify3D (Luth, 1993), 

ProsaII (Sippl, 1993), PROCHECK (Laskowski, 1993), and MolProbity (Lovell, 2003; 

Davis, 2007) raw and statistical Z-scores, were computed using the PSVS 1.3 software 
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package (Bhattacharya, 2007).  The global goodness-of-fit of the final structure 

ensembles with the NOESY peak list data were determined using the RPF analysis 

program (Huang, 2005).   

 

6.2.2.3 Xplor-NIH Structure Determination and Validation   

Each of the 20 Cyana-3.0 structures calculated previously were separately refined 

with a restrained simulated annealing protocol that uses many of the updated features of 

the Xplor-NIH software (version 2.20.0; Legler, 2004; Cai, 2007).  These include the 

IVM module for torsion angle and rigid body dynamics (Schwieters, 2001), a radius of 

gyration term to represent the weak packing potential (Kuszewski, 1999), and database 

potentials of mean force to refine against Cα/Cβ chemical shifts (Kuszewski, 1995), 

multidimensional torsion angles (Kuszewski, 1997; Kuszewski, 2000), a backbone 

hydrogen bonding term (Grishaev, 2004), and RDC restraints (Clore, 1998).   

The topology and parameter files used were protein.top and protein.par, which 

were designed to agree with bond lengths and angles from the CSDX force field (Engh, 

1991).  The radius of gyration was applied to residues 52-127 with the target value of 

2.2Nres0.38 = 11.4 Å, where Nres is 76 residues (Kuszewski, 1999).  The backbone 

hydrogen bonding term was used in free mode so that identification of backbone 

hydrogen bonding was fully automated without user input (Grishaev, 2004).  The Da (the 

axial component of the alignment tensor, D) and Rh (rhombicity = Drhombic/Da) for 

each alignment medium were determined from the calcTensor script, which calculates 

initial values of the tensor using singular value decomposition based on the RDC 
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alignment tensor determined from the input starting structures and RDCs (Clore, 1998).  

The structures were calculated by simulated annealing in torsion angle space with cooling 

from 3000K to 25K with initial and final energy minimizations. 

 

6.3 Results 

I ran each of the resulting structure ensembles through the NMR side of 

MolProbity (Davis, 2007) to create multimodel multicriterion kinemages and charts (as 

described in Chapter 3).  I then parsed out the NH RDC data from the NMR restraints 

files provided and loaded them into each of the corresponding kinemages using RDCvis 

(as discussed in Chapter 5).  Next, I took the various kinemages into the DiVE and 

walked through the structures using the co-center feature (as discussed in Chapter 4) to 

assist in orienting myself with the data.  After looking at the ensembles in the DiVE, I 

visualized each RDC using RDCvis on the desktop in KiNG, stepping residue-by-residue 

through each 20 model ensemble looking at the geometry and sterics in the local 

environment together with the RDC curves visualized on the structure. 

 The sections that follow contain examples with accompanying figures intended to 

survey what could become a typical set of findings using RDCvis during refinement and 

model building for NMR structure determinations where RDC measurements are taken. 

The RDC curves themselves are always across all models within an ensemble when co-

centered at a given residue.  However, because of the exact overlap, the colors of the 

curves in the examples correspond to just one of the models, while all (or many) of the 

NHs for a given residue are displayed.   
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6.3.1 Curve Intersection Examples 

As discussed in the previous chapter (5.4.2), when RDC alignments are 

experimentally observed in two or more different media, multiple RDC curve pairs could 

be present at a given position.  Internuclear vectors pointing to an intersection between 

RDCs obtained by different alignment media signify a match of the internuclear vector to 

independently observed RDC measurements from different experiments.   

 

 

Figure 6-2 Ala 61 CNS with PEG + Gel RDCs 

NH RDC data for two media are present at Ala 61 (Figure 6-2); the RDC curves 

intersect and all the NH’s are pointing very near to an intersection point.  A slight fanning 
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is observed, consistent with a peptide motional axis potentially from an orientation 

dependent variability (see Chapter 5).   

 

 

Figure 6-3 Asp 97 CNS with PEG + Gel RDCs 

Asp 97 shows the Gel experimental data (wide flat circles), and the PEG 

experimental data (smaller circles in the center of Figure 6-3).  Interestingly, the NH’s for 

all the models in the ensemble cluster together, close to the small PEG RDC curve.  This 

behavior is noticed in both CNS and Xplor (not shown) ensembles that used both PEG 

and Gel data together.   
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Figure 6-4 Asp 97 CNS Gel RDCs 

 In Asp 97, the match to the PEG RDC curves (not shown, but similar to Figure 6-

3) is quite good in both the CNS and Xplor determinations that used only the PEG RDC 

experimental data.  Likewise, in both CNS and Xplor, the determinations using Gel RDC 

experimental data show a clustering of NH’s (Figure 6-4) in between the solution curves 

not touching either one, presumably because surrounding constraints on the structure 

prevented a better match. 
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Figure 6-5 Leu 67 CNS PEG + Gel RDCs 

Leu 67 (Figure 6-5) shows some very positive attributes.  First, the NH’s all point 

to (or very near) the intersection of the solution curves from the PEG and Gel data.  

Second, all the NH’s have a strong hydrogen bond.  Interestingly, most of the Leucines in 

this structure had NH RDC data observed in both PEG and Gel experiments. 
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Figure 6-6 Phe 56 CNS with Peg + Gel RDCs 

 

 

Figure 6-7 Phe 99 Xplor with Peg + GEL RDCs 

The NH’s for Phe where RDC data was present in the structures (which was most 

of them) looked very good, such as the two examples above (Figure 6-6, 6-7) showing 
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Phe 56 determined in CNS and Phe 99 determined in Xplor.  Interestingly, since 

aromatics have a distinct part of the spectra where they are observed in an HSQC 

experiment, they are more readily observed in RDC measurements and here they were 

handled quite well by CNS and Xplor-NIH.  Additionally, the interpretations of Phe 

residues may turn out cleaner than most because they are commonly found in the core of 

proteins and usually well packed. 

 

 

Figure 6-8 Thr 122 CNS with PEG + Gel RDCs 
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Thr 122 has PEG and Gel RDC data present.  In the CNS ensemble with both data 

(shown in Figure 6-8), all models in the ensemble have a nice hydrogen bond, and the 

NH’s touch an RDC curve from the PEG data.  Interestingly, the RDC curves from the 

PEG and Gel datasets never touch, and the other ensembles all look exactly the same at 

this position (not shown) with none of them pointing towards the RDC curves from Gel.    

In a number of cases, curves of various relative shapes intersect well, and NHs in 

the ensemble touch very near the intersection point (Figure 6-2, 6-5, 6-6, & 6-7).  

However, this is not always true when using more than one set of RDC data (as shown in 

Figure 6-3, 6-4, & 6-8).   

There is very little difference between CNS and Xplor determinations for the 

examples where the data matches quite nicely and the NH’s point towards intersection 

points.  However, for those examples where the NH’s do not point towards an 

intersection (such as where the RDC curves do not intersect), it is more complicated and 

they don’t always agree.  These differences for the difficult cases probably arise from 

actual methodological advantages of one program, but sometimes merely from 

differences in relative weighting factors for which there is no clear scientific basis for the 

choice.   

 

6.3.2  One Curve Rule Examples 

As I described in chapter 5 (5.4.1), the intersection of the hyperboloid conic 

surface with the internuclear vector sphere results in a pair of symmetric curves, both of 

which taken together delineate all possible internuclear vector directions that match a 
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given RDC value.  I argued that having two distinct clusters does not mean that this bond 

vector in the real molecule moves to match both structural possibilities, but is often due 

to an ambiguity in the joint implications of the RDC plus other data and geometry. 

 

Figure 6-9 Asp 116 CNS with PEG + Gel RDCs 

Asp 116 (Figure 6-9) shows an error where NH’s in the ensemble are pointing to 

opposite curves, even with data from two media.  It also shows a fanning of solutions (but 

with a gap) along a peptide motional axis, demonstrating orientation dependent 

variability.  The behavior shown in Figure 6-9 is the same for both Xplor and CNS 

calculations, and remains the same when looking at determinations that use Gel or PEG 

RDC experimental data alone (not shown).  Such cases imply that at least one of the 
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clusters is very likely in error, since there is no reason why these clusters should both 

match the same target curve pair. 

 

Figure 6-10 Gly 72 Xplor with PEG + Gel RDCs.  a. 7 models correct b. 13 
models incorrect 

Gly 72 is interesting for multiple reasons.  First, it shows the type of systematic 

error where the NH vectors are modeled to both curves.  There is a population of 7 

models pointing in one direction (Figure 6-10 a) and 13 models in the other direction 

(Figure 6-10 b).  In the Xplor ensembles, this problem persists in all three of the 

determinations (not shown).  This could be expected, since the RDC curves are almost 

identical for PEG & Gel as evident in Figure 6-10.  Perhaps more interesting, the CNS 

structures (not shown) did not contain an error at this position in any of the three 

determinations and resemble the tight ensemble of 7 models shown in panel a of Figure 

6-10.   
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Figure 6-11 Ser 84 CNS with PEG RDCs 

Ser 84 has PEG data only and shows the NH’s pointing towards opposing curves 

and fanning between this position (Figure 6-11).  However, the small population of 

models pointing towards the curve on the left makes a hydrogen bond and I conclude that 

this should be the preferred configuration.  Uncertainty in the measurement is relatively 

high at this point because it is near to a X crossing at the undefined singular-point on the 

equator of the sphere. 
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Figure 6-12 Thr 52 CNS 

The NH’s of Thr 52 in CNS (Figure 6-12, ensemble done with PEG + Gel data, 

only Gel data present at this position) are a good example of what might occur when the 

various solutions modeled in the ensemble are within the error of each other and pointing 

towards opposite RDC curves (see Chapter 5 discussion).  Notably, there is little 

experimental data for adjacent residues (either NOE’s nor RDC’s).  This means few 

observables are present to pin down this part of the model, which presumably contributes 

to the variability shown. 
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Figure 6-13 Thr 52 Xplor with Gel 

However, the Xplor ensembles for Thr 52 do not exhibit the same problem.  The 

target curves drawn by Xplor are shaped differently enough at this position and enough 

further apart that all NH’s in the ensemble point towards only one of the curves (shown in 

Figure 6-13).   Presumably, the differences in the shapes of the curves is in part 

attributable to the rhombicity term for the RDCs, causing the curves to become more 

arched in the Xplor structure at this position and flatter in the CNS structure as shown in 

Figure 6-12.   

Unlike the examples in chapter 5, where the loop 35-41 in the 1Q2N structure had 

clear steric and geometric problems supporting a decision that one configuration was 

correct, no such clear examples are present in the CcmE structure.  I expect that in 

practice overall, there will be a mixture of both types of cases.  
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6.3.3 Hydrogen Bonding Examples 

In the CcmE structure, a number of striking examples included residues where the 

NH makes a Hydrogen bond.  In practice, care should be taken when putting weights 

onto geometric vs. experimental terms in the structure determination packages.  Due to 

the local nature of the experimental data for NMR (NOEs, or as is the case here, RDCs), 

weighting of the geometric terms vs. experimental terms could contribute differentially at 

a given residue.  

 

Figure 6-14 Ala 120 CNS with PEG RDCs 

Ala 120 shows fanning out along a motional axis of the peptide as well as a strong 

Hydrogen bond for all the NH’s in the ensemble (Figure 6-14).  Interestingly, the RDC 
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target curves touch one another, but the intersection point is not automatically the 

solution (though it could be), because it does not represent the joint solution of two 

experimental observations.  This is an example of the relatively rare case where the exact 

“X” shape occurs for a curve pair. 

 

 

Figure 6-15 Gly 57 CNS with PEG RDCs 

Gly 57 shows a fanning shape of NH’s pointing along the RDC solution curve 

(Figure 6-15).  Also present in each of the models is a Hydrogen bond, albeit a weak one.  

This could be weak for any number of reasons, some of which were dicussed in Chapter 

3 and are often observed in NMR structures. 
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Figure 6-16 Thr 59 CNS with PEG + Gel RDCs 

Thr 59  (Figure 6-16) from CNS with RDCs from PEG and Gel shows very nice 

hydrogen bonds from all the NH’s in the ensemble, and a tight clustering of the NH’s 

touching an intersection point between the two sets of RDC curves.   
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Figure 6-17 Ala 60 CNS with PEG + Gel RDCs 

The RDC curves from the two different media do not intersect at Ala 60, 

althought they are close in space (Figure 6-17).  The models show the NH’s clustering 

together much closer to one of the two curves.  The pale green dots denote a strong 

hydrogen bond.  The balancing of terms in the target function between the different 

RDCs and the hydrogen bond are one factor in this observed local conformation.  

Additionally, if the maximum value of the RDC datasets is similar for the two different 

media, the smaller (more towards the pole) RDC curve is indeed the more accurate of the 

two, perhaps account for the tight clustering near the green curve.   
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Figure 6-18 Ala 60 CNS with Gel RDCs 

For the Gel-only RDC data (Figure 6-18), the NH’s cluster together in all the 

models, pointing toward their hydrogen bond partner. When compared to the ensemble 

with data from two media (Figure 6-17), one interpretation is that the H-bond term in the 

target function ‘won’ over the match to the RDC terms.  This same behavior is present in 

the Xplor determinations at Ala 60 (not shown), and Ala 80 (below, Figure 6-19). 
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Figure 6-19 Ala 80 Xplor with Peg + GEL RDCs 

These examples suggest that the weighting of the refinement terms can impact the 

local structural interpretation.  RDCvis shows visually the results of how the practicing 

spectroscopist weighs the geometric and experimental terms in the refinement software.  

It also gives insight into how the two RDC datasets are weighted with respect to each 

other in the structure calculation.   

 

6.3.4 Error Model Examples 

As discussed in the previous chapter (5.4.5) I observed NMR structure ensembles 

with RDCs visualized on the models, where clustering of internuclear vectors on the 

RDC curves is extraordinarily tight - perhaps too tight. 
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Figure 6-20 Asp 62 CNS with PEG RDCs 

Asp 62 (Figure 6-20) shows a fanning of NH’s along the solution curve and 

consistent with an orientation-dependent variability.  However, some of the NH’s creep 

towards the area between the two solution curves.  It is likely that these are still within 

error since this position is near an X critical point.   
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Figure 6-21 Leu 77 CNS with PEG + Gel RDCs 

Leu 77 has very nice Hydrogen bond.  Also, with two sets of RDC data available, 

all of the determinations are likely holding the NH’s too tightly to the inner curve (as 

shown in Figure 6-21).  The error model is probably too strict and contributes to this 

observation. 
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Figure 6-22 Phe 118 CNS with PEG + Gel RDCs 

Phe 118 in the CNS ensemble using both sets of RDC data shows one model far 

away from the cluster of other models (shown in Figure 6-23).  However, the outlier 

model still makes a hydrogen bond and does not have other problems with the local 

geometry.  The model lies along the area where the two curves are (+/- 2Hz) likely close 

enough to be within error.  I conclude that while this is far away from the rest of the 

cluster, there is insufficient data to suggest that this is an implausible configuration. 
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6.3.5 PEG vs. Gel vs. PEG & Gel Examples 

Chief among the goals of this study was to use a real structural example with 

RDCvis in order to better understand where adding more data (or a different dataset at the 

same position) will produce local configurations that are better determined when put 

through the paces of structure determination.  It is accepted that more data usually 

equates to more accurate structures and higher quality structures (discussed in greater 

detail in chapter 3), but such generalizations should be tested for the case of multipe 

RDCs.    

 

Figure 6-23 Glu 108 CNS with PEG + Gel RDCs 

Glu 108 has experimental data from both Gel and PEG present.  The intersection 

point of the two sets of RDC data shows a clustering of the NH’s, and most of the models 
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have a Hydrogen bond present (Figure 6-23).  There is some fanning of solutions along 

one of the curves, though this is probably within error for both curve pairs. 

 

 

Figure 6-24 Glu 108 Xplor with Gel RDCs 

Interestingly, Glu 108 in the Xplor determination using Gel alone shows the NH’s 

clustering in between the two curves (Figure 6-24).  Here, orientation-dependent 

variability does not go in the direction that would help satisfy this RDC.  However, the 

curves are near the equator, where uncertainty is greater.  Also, the addition of the PEG 

data in the determination in both CNS as shown before and Xplor (not shown) resolve 
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this problem while making a Hydrogen bond.  At this position, the addition of more data 

adequately resolved the issue. 

 

 

 

 

Figure 6-25 Gly 110 Xplor with Gel RDCs 
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Figure 6-26 Gly 110 Xplor with PEG RDCs 

At Gly 110 in the Xplor structures (shown above in Figure 6-25 and 6-26 

respectively), a problem arises when using Gel RDC data where models are pointing at 

two opposite RDC curves (Figure 6-25), whereas in the PEG structure (Figure 6-26) the 

outlier is on the same curve.  The Xplor ensemble using both data together still has one 

model off to the side, while all the rest point the NH’s towards the intersection point 

(shown below in Figure 6-27). 
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Figure 6-27 Gly 110 Xplor with PEG + Gel RDCs 

 

 

Figure 6-28 Gly 110 CNS with PEG + Gel RDCs 
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When using both data together in CNS, (shown above in Figure 6-28) all of the 

NH’s point towards the intersection point of the RDC curves from the two media and 

make a Hydrogen bond.  Thus, the single-medium problems were resolved in CNS but 

not in Xplor-NIH by adding a second dataset.  The differences in target-curve and 

ensemble positioning that produce this better outcome are rather small and subtle. 

 

 

Figure 6-29 Leu 111 CNS with PEG + Gel RDCs 

Leu 111 has RDC data available in both PEG and Gel.  In both the CNS and 

Xplor ensembles using both sets of data (CNS shown in Figure 6-29), the NH’s all point 

near the close approach of the PEG RDC curve pair (large curves).  
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Figure 6-30 Leu 111 Xplor with PEG RDCs 

 

 

Figure 6-31 - Leu 11 Xplor with PEG + Gel RDCs 

The PEG determination in Xplor has one outlier model where the NH points 

towards the opposite curve and is far out along that curve (shown in Figure 6-30 and seen 

from the other side than the previous figure).  This problem was resolved in the Xplor-

NIH ensemble that used both PEG and Gel RDC data and shown in Figure 6-31. 
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Figure 6-32 Thr 65 CNS with PEG + Gel RDCs 

 Comparing the Thr 59 (Figure 6-16 in section 6.3.3) with the Thr 65 above 

(Figure 6-32), one notices that while both have very nice hydrogen bonding, and tight 

clustering of the NH’s modeled – the shape of the RDC curves from PEG and Gel are 

much more similar to one another at position 65 in the CNS ensemble.  Here, the addition 

of the extra data adds little in terms of extending the local structural interpretation (but is 

not needed), whereas in the following example (Figure 6-33), extra information that is 

different would have been very helpful. 
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Figure 6-33 Thr 117 CNS with PEG + Gel RDCs 

Thr 117 has data from both PEG and Gel available (Figure 6-33).  While all the 

NH’s modeled are touching both curves, the addition of extra data does not assist the 

structural interpretation here.  More importantly, this example shows orientation-

dependent variability resulting in configurations spread out widely around the RDC 

curve.  This is consistent in the Xplor-NIH ensembles and in ensembles using only PEG 

or Gel data alone (not shown), making a single interpretation difficult without the 

addition of more data (such as NOE’s or differences in validation criteria).    
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6.3.6 CNS vs. Xplor Examples 

Comparing CNS vs. Xplor structure ensembles is difficult.  The resulting 

ensembles could be slightly different from one another even if the same exact procedure 

were followed twice using the same determination package and the same inputs, since 

there are random steps involved.  That said, comparing the two packages in this manner 

with varying amounts of data has not been reported in the literature (to my knowledge).   

 

Figure 6-34 Asp 68 CNS 

Asp 68 depicts in CNS (Figure 6-34) a systematic error where one of the NH’s is 

pointing to the opposite RDC curve from the others (the One-Curve Rule discussed in 

Chapter 5 and more examples in section 6.3.2).  Interestingly, Asp 68 has only PEG 

RDCs observed, but the CNS determination using both PEG & Gel RDC experiments to 

calculate the ensemble (shown in Figure 6-34) is the only one with an NH pointing to the 

opposite curve. Asp 68 has a fanning of NH’s along the curve, satisfying orientation-
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dependent variability, and the other CNS determinations (PEG or Gel alone, not shown) 

had the same fanning.   

 

Figure 6-35 Asp 68 Xplor 

To muddy the waters, Asp 68 in the Xplor ensembles (Figure 6-35) using both 

RDC experiments to calculate the ensemble did not have any NH’s point to the opposite 

curve and the companion Xplor determination with only a single dataset used (PEG or 

Gel alone, not shown) looked similar.  The Asp 68 was handled better in Xplor than in 

CNS.  However, with few other experimental observations in this local area to restrain 

the backbone or sidechain geometry, this part of the structure is not well “understood.” 
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Figure 6-36 Gly 109 CNS with PEG + Gel RDCs 

Gly 109 has RDC data available for both PEG and Gel (CNS ensemble shown in 

Figure 6-36).  In both CNS and Xplor, when both RDC datasets are used in the structure 

determination, the NH’s fan out slightly along the green PEG solution curve (though not 

in the direction of a motional axis of the peptide) while making a hydrogen bond.   
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Figure 6-37 Gly 109 Xplor with Gel RDCs 

When using Gel alone, in both CNS and Xplor structures, all of the NH’s – except 

for one model in the Xplor structure shown here – do not match the Gel RDC curves 

(Xplor shown in Figure 6-37).  Therefore, at Gly 109 in Xplor using only Gel RDCs, the 

hydrogen bond presumably trumps over a match to the Gel RDC data. 
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Figure 6-38 Val 53 Xplor with PEG RDCs 

In the Xplor ensembles for Val 53, when no RDC data is used, the structures are 

all consistent and tightly clustered (not shown).  When the PEG data is used in Xplor, one 

of the models points more towards the opposite RDC solution curve (Figure 6-38).  This 

behavior persists in the Xplor ensemble (not shown, where both sets of data are used 

though only PEG data was observed at this NH).  
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Figure 6-39 Val 53 CNS 

In the CNS ensembles, more of the NH’s spread into the space between the two 

curves (Figure 6-39, both RDC datasets used in the calculation, but only PEG data 

observed).  In both the CNS and Xplor ensembles, none of the NH’s cross all the way 

over to the opposite curve, and a tighter clustering is observed in the Xplor ensembles.  

Theposition on the sphere is near the X point, so that the RDC does not very strongly 

constrain the conformation at Val 53. 
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6.3.7 Orientation-Dependent Variability Examples 

As described in chapter 5, there exists some variation in the internuclear vector 

match to the RDC data drawn as a curve, that can result in a fanning out of the 

internuclear vector along a target curve that I’ve termed “orientation-dependent 

variability,” quite acceptable when it follows the path of allowable peptide rotation.  The 

orientation of the alignment tensor to the molecule (and its rhombicity) will determine the 

shape of the RDC curves, and the orientation of the local structural features of the 

molecule in relation to the given RDC curve shape will determine the amount and 

direction of variation allowable for structural interpretation.   

 

Figure 6-40 Ala 81 Xplor with PEG + Gel RDCs 

 The NH’s of Ala 81 (Figure 6-40) all point towards the intersection point of the 

RDC curves for the two media.  Unlike Ala 61 (section 6.3.1), a peptide motion here 

move the NH’s perpindicular to rather than along the solution curve, and the resulting 

cluster of solutions observed could thus be interpreted as restrictively as shown. 
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Figure 6-41 Ala 94 CNS with PEG + Gel RDCs 

 The two pairs of RDC target curves of Ala 94 for the two media form a striking 

cylinder shape around the NH’s.  Interestingly, the intersection of the two curves - where  

a fan of solutions appear - is wide and the tangent is along the motional axis of a peptide 

movement (Figure 6-41).  It is possible that even more movement could be supported by 

the data. 
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Figure 6-42 Arg 76 CNS with Gel RDCs 

Similar to Ala 120 (section 6.3.3), Arg 76 matches the NH’s near to the RDC 

solution curve while also making a Hydrogen bond (Figure 6-42 above).  For a peptide 

rotation here, the fan of solutions would not follow the curve and therefore the tight 

clustering seems very reasonable. 
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Figure 6-43 Lys 85 CNS with Gel RDCs 

Lys 85 in the CNS ensemble with Gel RDC data (Figure 6-43 above) shows an 

orientation-dependent variability where the NH’s fan out along the solution curve and 

most of the models make Hydrogen bonds. 

 

 

Figure 6-44 Lys 85 CNS with PEG + Gel RDCs 
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When RDC data is added from PEG and determined with CNS (shown in Figure 

6-44) the result fans out even further and includes one model that remains on the same 

curve as the other solutions, but points in the opposite direction and does not make a 

Hydrogen bond.  Unfortunately, the RDCs from Peg and GEL are similar enough that the 

addition of more experimental data does little to help the structural interpretation, and 

seems to actually make it a bit worse, since the single outlier is not well supported. 

 

 

Figure 6-45 Val 103 CNS with PEG + Gel RDCs 

Val 103 has data from both PEG and Gel present.  In the CNS ensemble (shown 

in Figure 6-45), one of the models is significantly different from the rest.  It does not 

have a hydrogen bond like the others.  However, it is pointing to an area along the same 

RDC curve and clearly not matching both sets of RDC data.  What I conclude from this 

example is that the configurations with a hydrogen bond are much more favorable and the 

one model pointing in the other direction is an outlier.  Notably, this was the only 
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ensemble where this appeared.  The other five looked very good at this position (not 

shown), even when using only a single set of RDC data. 

 

6.3.8  Other Examples 

In a few instances in CcmE, visualizing RDC data on the structures using RDCvis 

allowed me to identify especially thorny and complicated examples. 

 

Figure 6-46 Ala 112 CNS with PEG + Gel RDCs 

 The NH’s of Ala 112 (Figure 6-46) fan out along the intersection range between 

the sets of curves.  If one were to view looking down on the curves from the top, the 

NH’s spread out along about ¼ of the RDC curve.  When I looked at whether adding 

more data (PEG vs. Gel vs. PEG and Gel combined) could tighten things up a bit, there is 

no ensemble that looks reasonable for all of the configurations, and no clearly preferred 

configuration.    
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Figure 6-47 Gly 63 CNS with PEG + Gel RDCs 

When RDCs from PEG and Gel are present, Gly 63 shows a broad fan of 

orientation-dependent variability (Figure 6-47 above), in the CNS-determined ensemble, 

and in most of  the other structure ensembles.  
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Figure 6-48 Gly 63 Xplor with PEG RDCs 

However, clustering is more pronounced (tighter, and clearly separated) in the 

Xplor ensemble with Peg RDCs (Figure 6-48 above) where there is a noticeable gap 

between the NH clusters and the resulting backbone geometry before and after the NH is 

significantly different for each cluster, pointing the carbonyl in very different directions.  

This region of the structure is not generally well restrained by other data, and it is unclear 

that this two-cluster ensemble is any more accurate than the more continuous fans. 
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Figure 6-49 Gly 102 CNS with PEG RDCs 

In the CNS structures, Gly 102 is sometimes artificially separated into distinct, 

tight clusters and more movement along a peptide motional axis could be allowable 

(more orientation-dependent variability).  This happens with distinct clusters in the PEG-

only and Gel-only ensembles (PEG shown in Figure 6-49, Gel not shown).  
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Figure 6-50 Gly 102 CNS with PEG+ Gel RDCs 

When both PEG and Gel data are used in CNS, the distinct clusters mostly 

disappear and a tighter grouping is seen between the RDC curves (shown in Figure 6-50).   

Ultimately, the addition of more data helped here.   
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Figure 6-51 Gly 102 Xplor with PEG RDCs 

The Xplor structures tell a slightly different story for Gly 102 than the CNS 

structures.  In all three Xplor ensembles, a small number of models point to the opposite 

solution curve (PEG shown in Figure 6-51).  However, the majority of models point the 

other way and make a Hydrogen bond.  This strongly suggests that the rare models 

without the Hydrogen bond are likely incorrect. 
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Figure 6-52 Gly 102 Xplor with PEG + Gel RDCs cluster of 17 models 

Interestingly, 17 of the 20 models in the Xplor ensemble where both Peg and GEL 

RDCs are present make a hydrogen bond, but two distinct sub-clusters appear on opposite 

sides of the same RDC curve (shown in Figure 6-52).  As described in Chapter 5, an arc 

of conformations across the center of the curves, connecting the two groups, might be 

reasonable with a less inflexible error model.  This example shows that the use of 

RDCvis can guide the user in identifying more than one layer of problem at a given 

residue; here there may be both an artificially inflexible error model and also a problem 

with pointing NH’s to opposite curves, where one of those issues (the opposite curve 

problem) is resolved by adding more data to the structure determination. 
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6.4 Discussion 

The tools, visualization modes, and techniques developed in previous chapters 

proved critical in the analysis of the CcmE structure.  The results showed many different 

types of examples in the various ensembles using RDC data.  A wide variety of problems 

were illustrated, generating insights on diagnosing those problems and in a few instances 

suggesting proposed solutions. 

 

6.4.1 Conclusions 

Using more than one set of RDC data indeed produces unique solutions much 

more often.  Typically this occurs where the two pairs of RDC curves are different 

enough to have unique intersection points (as in section 6.3.1).  Subtle differences in the 

tensor combined with local structure can in some cases produce pairs of RDC curves that 

are nearly indistinguishable from one another (as in Figures 6-9, 6-10, 6-32, 6-33), in 

which case the additional data is unhelpful.   

Most of the time, the results from CNS and Xplor-NIH were in very good 

agreement.  There were some cases where results from the two determination packages 

differed (in section 6.3.6).  The shape of the RDC curve for the same location and with 

the same data can be subtly different between CNS and Xplor-NIH structures because of 

how the tensors are determined and refined (resulting in slightly different RDC curves).  

Despite these differences, there is no overall superiority of CNS vs. Xplor-NIH, with 

some residues looking better in each.  This is not surprising, though satisfying to have 

tested more thoroughly.   
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There is considerable non-uniformity of uncertainty in allowable directions on the 

hyperboloid sphere of the RDC.  This issue arises from: a) non-uniform uncertainty in the 

RDC values which are tighter near the poles, looser near the equator of the sphere, and 

very loose near the intersection point, and b) non-uniform uncertainties in the model 

(especially for NHs), since a peptide can rotate easily only around Cα-Cα direction.  

These non-uniformities imply that any constant error estimate is unrealistic, such as the 

3Hz we used for the CcmE work, or the rule-of-thumb 10% of the total RDC range.  In 

addition, both in the CcmE structures and others I have looked at, there is some evidence 

that the error model is overly restrictive; for instance, NHs fanning out along a curve but 

not at all perpendicular to it (e.g. Figure 6-46), or an interrupted fan of NHs across a 

small circle with nothing in the middle (e.g. Figure 5-9). 

 

6.4.2 Recommendations 

Several aspects of the procedures used here could suitably be incorporated into 

structure determination protocols.  

This work attempts to move the NMR community towards visualizing and 

inspecting each RDC in its local context with geometric and steric criteria shown, in 

order to better understand the match of the models with the underlying RDC data.  This is 

just as necessary as for a crystallographer to study the electron density. 

The One Curve Rule would be very useful for the NMR community as an obvious 

red flag indicating that a residue needs closer scrutiny.   
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Loops are very likely to have multiple conformations.  However, simple 

treatments of RDC data are only valid for a single tight ensemble.  Therefore, a good 

practice (already done by some labs) would be to first determine the structure of just the 

core (not including loops).  The core could be identified using secondary structure 

assignments combined with order parameter information.   The loops could then be built 

as a later step onto the core scaffold. 

 

6.4.3 Deposition 

The six ensembles calculated for this work will be deposited along with the 

restraint data, and the 2KCT structure (PEG RDCs alone in CNS) will be obsoleted.  

Additionally, a best-parts approach (similar to the chimera approach described in chapter 

3) can now be performed on the ensembles to rule out poor individual models, using 

steric and geometric criteria, along with match of NOE and RDC data to the models 

(using NOEdisplay and RDCvis) to create a suitable ensemble for deposition representing 

a final, high quality, structure of CcmE. 
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7. Conclusions & Future Directions 
This thesis develops productive new ways of representing, interacting with, and 

improving NMR ensembles.  

 

7.1 MolProbity NMR  

These new NMR validation methods are gaining wide use by the NMR 

community, in addition to their direct use in the MolProbity website.  The early and 

continuous collaboration with the NESG led to inclusion of MolProbity analyses in the 

PSVS system they wrote and use.  Recently, after I gave a talk at an NESG workshop in 

Buffalo, descriptions of MolProbity usage during NMR structure determinaton will now 

become part of the NESG Wiki.  The structural genomics community, as a whole, widely 

adopted the use of MolProbity tools as standard methods in their work, first for X-ray and 

now for NMR structures.  More formal inclusion of this work into standard practice will 

result from the Richardson lab involvement in both the wwPDB Xray Validation Task 

Force, and the newly constituted NMR Validation Task Force.   

 

7.2 KinImmerse  

 The development of KinImmerse serves as a driving problem for virtual reality.  

The complications associated with modeling and manipulating macromolecular structures 

can push the edge of the capabilities of a virtual reality system such as the 6-sided DiVE 

immersive CAVE system at Duke.    Certainly, only some of the elements necessary for 

creating a system capable of production research use for the structural biologist are 
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themselves novel features of virtual reality systems.  However, the useful combination of 

new interface features with the new hardware and software will lead to many more 

discoveries, and may spread to usage in other scientific applications. 

 What the DiVE work did for the progress of this thesis cannot be overrstated.  The 

development of the co-centering tool, a critical part of the RDCvis tool and the analysis 

of RDCs in the local context of a structure, was first devised and implemented in 

KinImmerse, and the first RDC examples were visualized in KinImmerse.  One could 

argue that these developments could have occurred without it, but the fact remains that 

KinImmerse is where they came into being. 

 

7.3 RDCvis 

 The development of RDCvis, and the co-centering tool inspired by and first 

tested in KinImmerse, allows NMR spectroscopists to interact with their RDCs, along 

with the geometric and steric criteria from MolProbity, within the local context 

characteristic of NMR.  New patterns of model and data behavior, such as the One Curve 

Rule and Orientation Dependent Variability and the more complicated issues surrounding 

the non-uniformity of uncertainty in the RDCs, give insights into how to think about the 

match of the model to the RDC data beyond looking at numbers in a table.   
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7.4 NMR Structure Improvement 

Overall, this work surveys a number of areas where the geometric and steric 

criteria developed in the Richardson lab can be usefully and appropriately applied to 

the determination, visualization, and improvement of NMR structures.  As part of this 

thesis work, the CcmE structure has been improved.  Rooted in the understanding of 

macromolecules developed by crystallographic work in the last 60 years, bolstered by 

the methods developed for NMR in the last 30 years; this work attempts to bring a more 

critical eye to NMR research in order to push forward towards an improved 

understanding of the underlying molecular reality. 
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Appendix 

 

 The table below contains the PDB identifier (four letter alpha-numeric code) and 

the PDB title for the NMR structures analyzed in chapter three. 

 

1C7V CALCIUM VECTOR PROTEIN 
1DV9 BETA-LACTOGLOBULIN 
1E17 AFX 
1E41 FADD PROTEIN 
1EGX VASODILATOR-STIMULATED PHOSPHOPROTEIN 
1EHX SCAFFOLDIN PROTEIN 
1EIW HYPOTHETICAL PROTEIN MTH538 
1EO1 HYPOTHETICAL PROTEIN MTH1175 

1EQ0 
6-HYDROXYMETHYL-7,8-DIHYDROPTERIN 
PYROPHOSPHOKINASE 

1EZO MALTOSE-BINDING PERIPLASMIC PROTEIN 
1EZY REGULATOR OF G-PROTEIN SIGNALING 4 
1F0Z THIS PROTEIN 

1F16 
PROTEIN (APOPTOSIS REGULATOR BAX, MEMBRANE 
ISOFORM ALPHA) 

1F6V DNA TRANSPOSITION PROTEIN 
1FA4 PLASTOCYANIN 
1FAF LARGE T ANTIGEN 
1FH3 LQH III ALPHA-LIKE TOXIN 
1FHO UNC-89 
1FI6 EH DOMAIN PROTEIN REPS1 
1FJD PEPTIDYL PROLYL CIS/TRANS ISOMERASE (PPIASE) 
1FPW CALCIUM-BINDING PROTEIN NCS-1 
1FR0 ARCB 
1FZT PHOSPHOGLYCERATE MUTASE 
1G03 HTLV-I CAPSID PROTEIN 
1G47 PINCH PROTEIN 
1G4F BETA2-GLYCOPROTEIN I 
1G6E ANTIFUNGAL PROTEIN 
1G6J UBIQUITIN 
1G9L POLYADENYLATE-BINDING PROTEIN 1 
1GD5 NEUTROPHIL CYTOSOL FACTOR 1 
1GE9 RIBOSOME RECYCLING FACTOR 
1GGW PROTEIN (CDC4P) 
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1GH1 NONSPECIFIC LIPID TRANSFER PROTEIN 
1GH8 TRANSLATION ELONGATION FACTOR 1BETA 
1GHH DNA-DAMAGE-INDUCIBLE PROTEIN I 
1GJX PYRUVATE DEHYDROGENASE 
1GO0 50S RIBOSOMAL PROTEIN L30E 
1GXE MYOSIN BINDING PROTEIN C, CARDIAC-TYPE 
1H2O MAJOR ALLERGEN PRU AV 1 
1H3Z HYPOTHETICAL 62.8 KDA PROTEIN C215.07C 
1H4B POLCALCIN BET V 4 
1H5P NUCLEAR AUTOANTIGEN SP100-B 
1H95 Y-BOX BINDING PROTEIN 
1H9C PTS SYSTEM, CHITOBIOSE-SPECIFIC IIB COMPONENT 
1HA6 MACROPHAGE INFLAMMATORY PROTEIN 3 ALPHA 
1HPW FIMBRIAL PROTEIN 
1HS7 SYNTAXIN VAM3 
1HZK C-1027 APOPROTEIN 
1E0Z FERREDOXIN 
1I11 TRANSCRIPTION FACTOR SOX-5 
1I42 P47 
1IBI CYSTEINE-RICH PROTEIN 2 
1IE5 NEURAL CELL ADHESION MOLECULE 
1IEH BRUC.D4.4 
1IEZ 3,4-Dihydroxy-2-Butanone 4-Phosphate Synthase 

1IFW 
POLYADENYLATE-BINDING PROTEIN, CYTOPLASMIC 
AND NUCLEAR 

1IG6 MODULATOR RECOGNITION FACTOR 2 
1IIO conserved hypothetical protein MTH865 
1IRY hMTH1 
1IX5 FKBP 
1IYY RIBONUCLEASE T1 
1J0T MOLT-INHIBITING HORMONE 
1J2O Fusion of Rhombotin-2 and LIM domain-binding protein 1 
1J3C High mobility group protein 2 
1J3X High mobility group protein 2 
1J7Q Calcium Vector Protein 
1J8C ubiquitin-like protein hPLIC-2 
1J8K FIBRONECTIN 
1JAS UBIQUITIN-CONJUGATING ENZYME E2-17 KDA 
1JCU conserved protein MTH1692 
1JDQ HYPOTHETICAL PROTEIN TM0983 

1JE3 
HYPOTHETICAL 8.6 KDA PROTEIN IN AMYA-FLIE 
INTERGENIC REGION 

1JFN APOLIPOPROTEIN A, KIV-T6 
1JGK CANDOXIN 
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1JH3 TYROSYL-TRNA SYNTHETASE 
1JI8 dissimilatory siroheme-sulfite reductase 
1JJG M156R 
1JNJ beta2-microglobulin 
1JNS PEPTIDYL-PROLYL CIS-TRANS ISOMERASE C 
1JQR DNA POLYMERASE BETA-LIKE 
1JT8 PROBABLE TRANSLATION INITIATION FACTOR 1A 
1JW2 HEMOLYSIN EXPRESSION MODULATING PROTEIN Hha 
1JW3 Conserved Hypothetical Protein MTH1598 
1JYT Olfactory Marker Protein 
1JZU lipocalin Q83 
1K0S CHEMOTAXIS PROTEIN CHEW 
1K0X Melanoma Derived Growth Regulatory Protein 
1K19 Chemosensory Protein CSP2 
1K1C catabolite repression HPr-like protein 
1K3J Protein Kinase SPK1 
1K5W Synaptotagmin I 
1K8H Small protein B 
1KKG ribosome-binding factor A 
1KMD Vacuolar morphogenesis protein VAM7 
1KOT GABARAP 

1KQ8 
HEPATOCYTE NUCLEAR FACTOR 3 FORKHEAD 
HOMOLOG 1 

1KVI Copper-transporting ATPase 1 
1L1P trigger factor 
1L3G TRANSCRIPTION FACTOR Mbp1 
1L5I Rep protein 
1L7B DNA LIGASE 
1L7Y HYPOTHETICAL PROTEIN ZK652.3 
1LG4 Prion-like protein 
1LKN hypothetical protein tm1112 
1LS4 Apolipophorin-III 
1M12 SAPOSIN C 
1M39 Caltractin, isoform 1 

1M3V 
fusion of the LIM interacting domain of ldb1 and the N-terminal 
LIM domain of LMO4 

1M5Z AMPA receptor interacting protein 
1M7T Chimera of Human and E. coli thioredoxin 
1M94 Protein YNR032c-a 
1M9G Monellin chain B and Monellin chain A 
1M9L Outer Arm Dynein Light Chain 1 
1MG8 Parkin 
1MJD DOUBLECORTIN 
1MK3 Apoptosis regulator Bcl-W 
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1MKE 
Wiskott-Aldrich syndrome protein (WIP), GSGSG linker, and(N-
WASP) 

1MM4 CrcA protein 
1MVG Liver basic Fatty Acid Binding Protein 
1MX7 CELLULAR RETINOL-BINDING PROTEIN I, APO 
1MZK KINASE ASSOCIATED PROTEIN PHOSPHATASE 
1N3G Protein yfiA 
1N4C Auxilin 
1N6U Interferon-alpha/beta receptor beta chain 
1N88 Ribosomal protein L23 
1N91 orf, hypothetical protein 
1NEE Probable translation initiation factor 2 beta subunit 
1NI7 Hypothetical protein ygdK 
1NM7 Peroxisomal Membrane Protein PAS20 
1NMW Peptidyl-prolyl cis-trans isomerase NIMA-interacting 1 
1NNV Hypothetical protein HI1450 
1NO8 ALY 
1NSO PROTEASE 
1NWB Hypothetical protein AQ_1857 
1NWV Complement decay-accelerating factor 
1NXI conserved hypothetical protein VC0424 
1NY8 Protein yrbA 
1NY9 Transcriptional activator tipA-S 
1NYA Calerythrin 
1NYN Hypothetical 12.0 kDa protein in NAM8-GAR1 intergenic region 
1NYO Immunogenic protein MPT70 
1NYP PINCH protein 
1NZP DNA polymerase lambda 
1O1W RIBONUCLEASE H 
1O6X PROCARBOXYPEPTIDASE A2 

1O78 
BIOTIN CARBOXYL CARRIER PROTEIN OF 
METHYLMALONYL-COA CARBOXYL-TRANSFERASE 

1O7B TUMOR NECROSIS FACTOR-INDUCIBLE PROTEIN TSG-6 
1O8R GUANYLIN 
1OJG SENSOR PROTEIN DCUS 
1ON4 Sco1 
1ONB helicase NS3 
1OQA Breast cancer type 1 susceptibility protein 
1OQK conserved protein MTH11 
1OVQ Hypothetical protein yqgF 
1OWA Spectrin alpha chain, erythrocyte 
1OYI double-stranded RNA-binding protein 
1OZI protein tyrosine phosphatase 
1P1D Glutamate receptor interacting protein 
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1P1T Cleavage stimulation factor, 64 kDa subunit 
1P4S Adenylate kinase 
1P68 De novo designed protein S-824 
1P6R Penicillinase repressor 
1P6T Potential copper-transporting ATPase 
1P88 3-phosphoshikimate 1-carboxyvinyltransferase 
1P8A protein tyrosine phosphatase 
1P9K orf, hypothetical protein 
1PA4 Probable ribosome-binding factor A 
1PBU Elongation factor 1-gamma 
1PC0 Hypothetical protein AF1917 
1PC2 mitochondria fission protein 
1PFJ TFIIH basal transcription factor complex p62 subunit 
1PJW envelope protein 
1PJZ Thiopurine S-methyltransferase 
1PLO TGF-beta receptor type II 
1PN5 NACHT-, LRR- and PYD-containing protein 2 
1POQ YPM 
1POZ CD44 antigen 
1PQN Spliceosomal U5 snRNP-specific 15 kDa protein 
1PQX conserved hypothetical protein 
1PSY 2S albumin 
1PU1 Hypothetical protein MTH677 
1PU3 P-30 protein 
1PUN Mutator mutT protein 
1PUX Sporulation initiation phosphotransferase F 
1PUZ conserved hypothetical protein 
1Q27 Putative Nudix hydrolase DR0079 
1Q38 Fibronectin 
1Q56 Agrin 
1Q60 General transcription factor II-I 
1Q80 Sarcoplasmic calcium-binding protein 
1Q8X Cofilin, non-muscle isoform 
1Q9P HIV-1 Protease 
1QVP Diphtheria toxin repressor 
1QVX Focal adhesion kinase 1 
1QWV Pheromone-binding protein 
1QZP dematin 
1R36 C-ets-1 protein 
1R4Y Ribonuclease alpha-sarcin 
1R57 conserved hypothetical protein 
1R73 50S ribosomal protein L29 
1R9P NifU-like protein 
1RDU conserved hypothetical protein 
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1RFL Probable tRNA modification GTPase trmE 
1RG6 second splice variant p63 
1RGW ZASP protein 
1RH8 Piccolo protein 
1RHW Dynein light chain 1, cytoplasmic 
1RHX conserved hypothetical protein TM0979 
1RI0 Hepatoma-derived growth factor 
1RI9 FYN-binding protein 
1RJA Tyrosine-protein kinase 6 
1RJH Tetranectin 
1RK7 Superoxide dismutase [Cu-Zn] 
1RKN Thermonuclease 
1RL1 Suppressor of G2 allele of SKP1 homolog 
1RQ8 conserved hypothetical protein 
1RQM Thioredoxin 
1RQS 50S ribosomal protein L7/L12 
1RSF Coxsackievirus and adenovirus receptor 
1RW2 ATP-dependent DNA helicase II, 80 kDa subunit 
1RWU Hypothetical UPF0250 protein ybeD 
1RXL Afimbrial adhesin AFA-III 
1RY4 CG5884-PA 
1RYJ unknown 
1RYK Protein yjbJ 
1S04 hypothetical protein PF0455 
1S3A NADH-ubiquinone oxidoreductase B8 subunit 
1S6D Albumin 8 
1S6I Calcium-dependent protein kinase SK5 
1S6U Copper-transporting ATPase 1 
1S7E Hepatocyte nuclear factor 6 
1SA8 Fatty acid-binding protein, intestinal 
1SB6 copper chaperone ScAtx1 
1SCV Troponin C, slow skeletal and cardiac muscles 

1SE7 
HOMOLOGUE OF THE THETA SUBUNIT OF DNA 
POLYMERASE III 

1SE9 ubiquitin family 
1SGO Protein C14orf129 
1SJG Toluene-4-monooxygenase system protein C 
1SJQ Polypyrimidine tract-binding protein 1 
1SJR Polypyrimidine tract-binding protein 1 
1SLJ Ribonuclease E 
1SNL Nucleobindin 1 
1SO9 Cytochrome C oxidase assembly protein ctaG 
1SOU 5,10-methenyltetrahydrofolate synthetase 
1SOY CyaY protein 
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1SPK RIKEN cDNA 1300006M19 
1SQ8 dh434 
1SQR 50S ribosomal protein L35Ae 
1SR3 APO-CCME 
1SRZ Gamma-aminobutyric acid type B receptor, subunit 1 
1SS6 NSFL1 cofactor p47 
1SSF Transformation related protein 53 binding protein 1 
1SW8 Calmodulin 
1SXD GA repeat binding protein, alpha 
1SXE Transcriptional regulator ERG 
1T0G cytochrome b5 domain-containing protein 
1T0Y tubulin folding cofactor B 
1T17 conserved hypothetical protein 
1T3K Dual-specificity tyrosine phosphatase 
1T3V conserved hypothetical protein 
1TDP carnobacteriocin B2 immunity protein 
1TE4 conserved protein MTH187 
1TIZ calmodulin-related protein, putative 
1TK7 CG4244-PB 
1TKN Amyloid beta A4 protein 
1TL4 Copper transport protein ATOX1 
1TM9 Hypothetical protein MG354 
1TQ1 senescence-associated family protein 
1TR4 26S proteasome non-ATPase regulatory subunit 10 
1TTX Oncomodulin 
1TVI Hypothetical UPF0054 protein TM1509 
1U5L prion protein 
1U6F RNA-binding protein UBP1 
1U81 ADP-ribosylation factor 1 
1UFM COP9 complex subunit 4 
1UFW Synaptojanin 2 
1UFZ Hypothetical protein BAB28515 
1UHC KIAA1010 protein 
1UHP hypothetical protein KIAA1095 
1UHU product of RIKEN cDNA 3110009E22 
1UHZ staufen (RNA binding protein) homolog 2 
1UIT HUMAN DISCS LARGE 5 PROTEIN 
1UJD KIAA0559 protein 
1UQV STE50 PROTEIN 
1UW0 DNA LIGASE III 
1UZC HYPOTHETICAL PROTEIN FLJ21157 
1V5J KIAA1355 protein 
1VEH NifU-like protein HIRIP5 
1W0A ALPHA-HEMOGLOBIN STABILIZING PROTEIN 
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1W4U UBIQUITIN-CONJUGATING ENZYME E2-17 KDA 2 
1WI5 RRP5 protein homolog 
1WI8 Eukaryotic translation initiation factor 4B 
1WI9 Protein C20orf116 homolog 
1WIA hypothetical ubiquitin-like protein (RIKEN cDNA 2010008E23) 
1WIB 60S ribosomal protein L12 
1WID DNA-binding protein RAV1 
1WIF RIKEN cDNA 4930408O21 
1WIH mitochondrial ribosome recycling factor 
1WII Hypothetical UPF0222 protein MGC4549 
1WIJ ETHYLENE-INSENSITIVE3-like 3 protein 
1WIX Hook homolog 1 
1WJ6 KIAA0049 protein 
1WKI LSU ribosomal protein L16P 
1WOT PUTATIVE MINIMAL NUCLEOTIDYLTRANSFERASE 
1XFL Thioredoxin h1 
1XHS Hypothetical UPF0131 protein ytfP 
1XJS NifU-like protein 

1XMW 
Chimeric CD3 mouse Epsilon and sheep Delta Ectodomain 
Fragment Complex 

1XN5 BH1534 unknown conserved protein 
1XN8 Hypothetical protein yqbG 
1XN9 30S ribosomal protein S24e 
1XNE hypothetical protein PF0469 
1XO3 RIKEN cDNA 2900073H19 
1XO8 At1g01470 
1XOY hypothetical protein At3g04780.1 
1XPN hypothetical protein PA1324 
1XPV hypothetical protein XCC2852 
1XPW LOC51668 protein 
1XSA Bis(5'-nucleosyl)-tetraphosphatase 
1XU0 prion protein 
1XWE Complement C5 
1Y15 Major prion protein 
1Y6D Phosphorelay protein luxU 
1YEL At1g16640 
1YHD UPF0269 protein yggX 
1M4O Methionine Salvage Pathway Enzyme E-2/E-2' 
1N4T 2',3'-cyclic nucleotide 3'-phosphodiesterase 
1N9D Prolactin 
1R83 DNA-binding protein 7a 
1XO4 Proposed Acetyl Transferase 
1XO9 hypothetical protein At3g03773 
1Y41 Translationally controlled tumor protein 
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